The Alma Mater

In the heart of dear old Emory
Where the sun doth shine,
That is where our hearts are turning
‘Round old Emory’s shrine.

We will ever sing thy praises,
Sons and daughters true.
Hail we now our Alma Mater,
Hail the Gold and Blue!

Tho’ the years around us gather,
Crowned with love and cheer,
Still the memory of Old Emory
Grows to us more dear.

We will ever sing thy praises,
Sons and daughters true.
Hail we now our Alma Mater,
Hail the Gold and Blue!

—J. Marvin Rast 1918C 29T
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**The Order of Exercises**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Performer/Announcer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gathering Music</td>
<td>Atlanta Symphony Brass Quintet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processional</td>
<td>Atlanta Pipe Band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atlanta Symphony Brass Quintet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welcome</td>
<td>James W. Wagner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>President of the University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invocation</td>
<td>Susan Henry-Crowe 76T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dean of the Chapel and Religious Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presidential Address</td>
<td>James W. Wagner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation of the Marion Luther Brittain Service Award</td>
<td>Ajay Nair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senior Vice President and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dean of Campus Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation of the Scholar/Teacher and Thomas Jefferson Awards</td>
<td>James W. Wagner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorization to Confer Degrees</td>
<td>Ben F. Johnson III 65C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair of the Board of Trustees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conferral of Honorary Degrees</td>
<td>James W. Wagner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keynote Address</td>
<td>Rita Dove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conferral of Degrees</td>
<td>James W. Wagner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welcome to the Emory Alumni Association</td>
<td>Isabel M. Garcia 99L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>President, Emory Alumni Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emory Alumni Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closing Remarks</td>
<td>James W. Wagner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benediction</td>
<td>Ngawang Norbu 11C, Buddhist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rebecca Marie Nocharli 13C, Christian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anand Anil Deshpande 13C, Hindu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sameer Syed Quadri 13C, Islamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michal David 13C, Jewish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alma Mater</td>
<td>Jason Charles 15C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander Robert Riddle 13C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jordan Landon Samo 13C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collin John Shepard 14C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benito Jared Thompson 14C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recessional</td>
<td>Atlanta Symphony Brass Quintet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Guests are asked to please remain seated during the processional and recessional. Please silence any cell phones, pagers, or electronic devices, and refrain from talking during the ceremonies. The Quadrangle ceremony will be broadcast live on Emory Television Channel 56.1 (QAM) with captioning and Channel 28 (analog) without captioning in rooms 206, 207, and 208 in White Hall and at various locations on campus. The Quadrangle and Emory College of Arts and Sciences diploma ceremonies can be viewed on the web at www.emory.edu/commencement. View commencement photos, videos, and stories on Twitter and Instagram by following @EmoryUniversity and using hashtag #Emory2013. Stay connected with Facebook and the Emory Mobile App (text “EMORY” to 99699 for info).
GATHERING MUSIC

Fancies, Toyes and Dreames .............................. Giles Farnaby
Morning Song ............................................. Alexander Arutiunian
Two Renaissance Madrigals ............................ Gregor Aichinger
and Claude Le Jeune
English Folk Song Suite ................................. Ralph Vaughan Williams
Contrapunctus IX ................................. Johann Sebastian Bach
Georgia on My Mind .......................... Hoagy Carmichael/Moore
Soliloquy .................................................. John Anthony Lennon

The Atlanta Symphony Brass Quintet, under the directorship of Emory University Organist Timothy Albrecht, performs this morning’s commencement music, which includes arrangements by Michael Moore.
Michael Tiscione and David Vonderheidt, trumpet
Susan Welty, horn
Nathan Zgonc, trombone
Michael Moore*, tuba and artistic director
*Emory Artist Affiliates

PROCESSIONAL

Emory and Old St Andrews .......Henry Frantz 71C 74L/Moore
An Academic Procession ......................Johannes Brahms/Moore
Prelude to “Te Deum”.............Marc-Antoine Charpentier/Moore
Please remain seated while the platform party, faculty, and graduates process into the Quadrangle.

RECESSIONAL

La Rejouissance from
“Royal Fireworks Music”...George Frederick Handel/Moore
Please remain seated until the platform party, faculty, and graduates have departed.

ORDER OF PROCESSION

THE ATLANTA PIPE BAND

CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE AND PROFESSIONAL DEGREES

Each school is preceded by the bearer of its gonfalon.

CANDIDATES FOR MASTER’S DEGREES

CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY AND FACULTY SPONSORS

CORPUS CORDIS AUREUM (The Golden Corps of the Heart)
Members are Emory University alumni from the Class of 1963 or earlier. They are attired in distinctive golden robes.

THE FACULTIES

CHIEF MARSHAL OF THE UNIVERSITY
Professor Bobbi Patterson

THE PLATFORM PARTY
Vice President and Secretary of the University
Rosemary M. Magee 82PhD
Vice President and Deputy to the President
Gary S. Hauk 91PhD
University Trustees
Recipients of Special Awards
Commencement Vocalists
Vice President for Communications and Marketing Ron Sauder
Senior Vice President for Development and Alumni Relations Susan Cruse
Senior Vice President and General Counsel Stephen D. Sencer
Executive Vice President for Health Affairs
S. Wright Caughman
President of the Emory Alumni Board of the Emory Alumni Association Isabel M. Garcia 99L
President of the University Senate Gray F. Crouse
Interim Registrar JoAnn McKenzie
Dean of the Chapel and Religious Life Susan Henry-Crowe 76T
Student Ministers
President of The Carter Center John B. Hardman 73FM
Senior Vice President and Dean of Campus Life Ajay Nair
Dean of the Rollins School of Public Health James W. Curran
Dean of Roberto C. Goizueta Business School
Lawrence M. Benveniste
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs—Graduate Studies and Dean of the James T. Laney School of Graduate Studies
Lisa A. Tedesco
Dean of the School of Law Robert Schapiro
Dean of Candler School of Theology Jan Love
Dean of Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing
Linda A. McCauley 79N
Dean of the School of Medicine
Christian P. Larsen 80C 84M 91MR
Dean of Emory College of Arts and Sciences Robin Forman
Dean of Oxford College Stephen H. Bowen
Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost Claire E. Sterk
Marguerite Barankitse
Michael Graves
Rita Dove
Chair of the Board of Trustees Ben F. Johnson III 65C
Bedel of the University Ashish Ramanlal Gandhi 13C
President James W. Wagner

DEPUTY UNIVERSITY MARSHALS
Professor Gray F. Crouse, Faculty Marshal
Professor Alexander Hicks, Faculty Marshal at Large
Associate Professor Linda Spencer, Faculty Marshal at Large
Professor Arri Eisen, Emory College of Arts and Sciences
Professor Nancy J. Newman, Medicine
Assistant Professor Carolyn Clevenger, Nursing
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**Presentation of the University Scholar/Teacher Award**

*Chosen by the university president from nominations by the deans on behalf of the United Methodist Church Board of Higher Education and Ministry.*

Leslie Harris  
*Winship Distinguished Research Professor in the Humanities Associate Professor of History and African American Studies*

Leslie Harris, an internationally recognized expert in nineteenth-century US and African American history, plays an influential role in the university community’s constructive examination of and evolution on issues of race and difference.

With a BA from Columbia University and an MA and PhD from Stanford University, Harris focuses on the pre–Civil War history of African Americans in the United States. Her award-winning book *In the Shadow of Slavery: African Americans in New York City, 1626–1863* won critical praise for its novel explorations of slavery in the northeastern United States. She has served on the editorial board of the *Journal of American History*.

Recognizing the value of sharing scholarship beyond the academic community, she consults widely on public history projects such as the 2005–2006 New York Historical Society exhibit *Slavery in New York*. Her fresh perspective on history and her interest in public scholarship enrich and enliven the classroom experience of her students. Building on the growing array of digital resources available for scholarship, she develops topical colloquia such as her course The 2005 Hurricane Season, in which students learn to evaluate online information critically, even as they contribute to it. She has helped prepare doctoral students across a range of disciplines, including history, English, women’s studies, and religion.

As an engaged university citizen, Harris has led initiatives to examine the effects of slavery and its legacies at Emory. She cofounded and directed the Transforming Community Project, a multiyear program supported by university’s Strategic Plan Fund and the Ford Foundation that brought together faculty, staff, and students to address issues and attitudes about racial history. This project created a body of scholarship and art about Emory’s historical relationship to race and slavery, and it culminated in the 2011 national conference “Slavery and the University: History and Legacies.” Harris has served as chair of the Department of African American Studies and as cochair of the Race and Difference Initiative of Emory’s 2005–2015 Strategic Plan.

---

**Presentation of the Marion Luther Brittain Service Award**

*This award, symbolic of all honors bestowed on students by the university, is an expression of gratitude for service performed without expectation of reward or recognition. The award was established at Emory in 1942 through a bequest from a distinguished Emory alumnus, former President Brittain of the Georgia Institute of Technology.*

Katherine Leah Dickerson 13C

Katherine Dickerson, a senior in Emory College of Arts and Sciences, is the 2013 Marion Luther Brittain Award winner. Dickerson is a candidate for a bachelor of arts degree in both neuroscience and behavioral biology, and anthropology and human biology.

As a fully engaged and dedicated servant scholar, Dickerson is a member of the Emory women’s varsity basketball and club women’s lacrosse teams. She has been a member of the University Athletic Association’s all-academic team for three years and has served as service president of Alpha Phi Omega national service fraternity and missions coordinator for the Wesley Fellowship. Each summer, she travels to Central Appalachia to assist in eradicating substandard housing with the Appalachia Service Project. Dickerson also leads weekly service trips to Refugee Family Services with Volunteer Emory.

Earlier this year, she was awarded the prestigious Bobby Jones Scholarship for study at the University of St Andrews in Scotland where she will pursue a degree in behaviors and neural sciences. Dickerson also was selected to be a member of both the 100 Senior Honorary Class of 2013 and Omicron Delta Kappa, the national leadership honor society.
The following awards will be presented during the diploma ceremony at the school of each recipient.

**The Emory Williams Awards for Distinguished Teaching**

The university’s oldest awards for teaching were established in 1972 by alumnus Emory Williams ’32C. Awards in the arts and sciences are determined by a committee of Emory College faculty. Emory College gives three of these awards each year, while the other schools of the university each give one award.

Timothy Dowd  
*Associate Professor of Sociology*  
*Emory College of Arts and Sciences*

Sarah McPhee  
*Professor of Art History*  
*Emory College of Arts and Sciences*

Rachelle Spell  
*Senior Lecturer in Biology*  
*Emory College of Arts and Sciences*

Luke Timothy Johnson  
*Robert W. Woodruff Professor of New Testament and Christian Origins*  
*Candler School of Theology*

Michael Goodman  
*Associate Professor of Epidemiology*  
*Rollins School of Public Health*

David D. Lloyd  
*Associate Professor of Pediatrics*  
*School of Medicine*

Clark W. Lemons  
*Professor of English*  
*Oxford College*

Jennifer Foster  
*Professor of Nursing*  
*Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing*

Douglas Bowman  
*Professor and McGreevy Term Chair in Marketing*  
*Roberto C. Goizueta Business School*

Martha Grace  
*Professor of Law*  
*School of Law*

---

**Presentation of the Thomas Jefferson Award**

Awarded each year to a faculty member or administrative officer for significant service to the university through personal activities, influence, and leadership.

Nadine Kaslow  
*Professor and Vice Chair in the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences*  
*Director, Postdoctoral Fellowship Program in Professional Psychology, Emory University School of Medicine*  
*Chief Psychologist, Grady Health System*

Working with passion and compassion, Nadine Kaslow embraces the tools of clinical psychology to deliver evidence-based care that empowers people to cope with life’s challenges. In an Emory career spanning more than twenty years, she has demonstrated an inspiring commitment to ensuring that patients receive the highest-quality mental health care.

Kaslow has developed an impeccable professional record. She currently serves as president-elect designate of the American Psychological Association (APA), is an APA Fellow, and serves on the APA Board of Directors and the Rosalynn Carter Mental Health Advisory Board. She is the recipient of multiple federal and foundation grants and editor of the *Journal of Family Psychology*. Author of more than 270 articles, she is a nationally recognized expert in suicide, intimate partner violence, child maltreatment, depression in children and adolescents, posttraumatic stress disorder, and education and training in psychology. She earned a bachelor’s degree from the University of Pennsylvania and a PhD from the University of Houston. In 2012 Pepperdine University awarded her an honorary doctorate.

Kaslow’s service to the Emory community has been equally extensive. She recently cochaired the Committee on Class and Labor, a panel of faculty, staff, and students that worked for nearly two years to research the impact of class and status on working relationships at Emory. The committee presented its findings and recommendations this year. She also has served as a fellow of the Woodruff Leadership Academy; special assistant to the provost; president of the University Senate; and chair of the Faculty Council, the Honorary Degree Committee, and the President’s Commission on the Status of Women.

In addition to her responsibilities as an Emory professor, faculty leader, and student adviser, Kaslow serves as chief psychologist for the Grady Health System, Atlanta’s public hospital predominantly staffed by Emory doctors. The Grady Health Foundation presented her with the Inspiring Mentor Award this year, and in 2012 the APA presented her with the Elizabeth Hurlock Beckman Award in recognition of her extraordinary influence on students’ futures. With a passion for ballet since childhood, Kaslow continues a regular practice of dance and is the resident psychologist for the Atlanta Ballet Company.
Marguerite Barankitse
Founder and president of Maison Shalom, Burundi
Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa

Marguerite “Maggy” Barankitse is distinguished for her courageous work during two decades on behalf of victims of violence in the central African country of Burundi.

Emory is honored to recognize Barankitse’s inspirational record of peace building and reconciliation in a land scarred by civil war and ethnic strife. In 2011, she shared her story with student interns at The Carter Center, the nongovernmental organization founded by former US President Jimmy Carter, with which Emory works in partnership to advance peace and health in neighborhoods and nations.

Barankitse founded the multifunctional service agency Maison Shalom (House of Peace) in the wake of severe ethnic violence between Tutsis and Hutus in the early 1990s. She began by providing a home for orphaned children who survived the attacks. Maison Shalom’s mission has expanded to include education, health programs, vocational training, and reconciliation, as the organization helps heal and support thousands of young people and families affected by war, poverty, and disease.

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees recognized Barankitse in 2005 with the prestigious Nansen Refugee Award, whose previous recipients include Edward Kennedy and Eleanor Roosevelt. Barankitse used the generous monetary part of the prize to help start a 120-bed hospital. Additional honors include the North-South Prize from the Council of Europe, the Opus Prize, and the World’s Children’s Prize for the Rights of the Child, as well as honorary degrees.

Ms. Barankitse will be presented by the dean of Candler School of Theology Jan Love.

Michael Graves
Architect and designer
Doctor of Fine Arts, honoris causa

Michael Graves is renowned for redefining the architect’s role in society. His interest in extending the impact of beauty and balanced design, expressed through a combination of classicism and modernism, sparked four decades of influential designs ranging from iconic buildings to everyday objects.

Emory is honored to recognize Graves’s cultural contributions, which include the university’s Michael C. Carlos Museum on the Quadrange where commencement is held. Graves’s first project on campus, in 1985, involved historic preservation and adaptive reuse of a Henry Hornbostel landmark (the former law building, now Carlos Hall) to provide classrooms and gallery space. It won a National Honor Award from the American Institute of Architects (AIA), and its success led in 1993 to a thirty-five-thousand-square-foot expansion, followed by gallery renovations.

One of a group of modernist architects dubbed the “New York Five,” Graves is founding principal of the firm Michael Graves & Associates. The firm’s portfolio includes more than three hundred buildings and more than two thousand products. A distinctive attention to detail and to enhancing the user’s experience characterizes his work, from high-end designs of structures to products for Target Stores. In recent years, he has turned the personal experience of becoming paralyzed into professional insight that serves the design needs of the disabled.

Graves is the Robert Schirmer Professor of Architecture, Emeritus, at Princeton University, an AIA Fellow, and a Member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters. He has received more than a dozen honorary doctorates in addition to the National Medal of Arts in 1999, the AIA Gold Medal in 2001, and the Topaz Medallion for Excellence in Architectural Education from the AIA and the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture in 2010. He has degrees from the University of Cincinnati and Harvard University, won the Rome Prize, and studied at the American Academy of Rome, where he is now a trustee.

Mr. Graves will be presented by the dean of the James T. Laney School of Graduate Studies Lisa A. Tedesco.

Rita Dove
Commonwealth Professor of English, University of Virginia
Doctor of Letters, honoris causa

Former United States Poet Laureate and Pulitzer Prize–winner Rita Dove, a major figure in American and African American literature, is known for her interdisciplinary approach and collaborative ventures with composers, musicians, and other artists.

Emory is honored to welcome Dove’s return to campus as the 2013 commencement keynote speaker. She was visiting lecturer for the 2011 series “Entering the World through Language,” which included programs by the Center for Women at Emory and the James Weldon Johnson Institute for Race and Difference. She is cited as a mentor by Emory’s Pulitzer Prize–winning Natasha
Trehewey, the Robert W. Woodruff Professor of English and Creative Writing and the current US poet laureate.

Dove is the Commonwealth Professor of English at the University of Virginia. She served as poet laureate of the United States and consultant to the Library of Congress from 1993 to 1995, and as poet laureate of the Commonwealth of Virginia from 2004 to 2006. She has written more than a dozen books and edited two poetry anthologies.

Dove loved poetry and music from a young age, and the honors for her own artistry began early: White House Presidential Scholar, Fulbright Scholar, National Endowment for the Arts Fellow, and Guggenheim Fellow. Her book Thomas and Beulah won the Pulitzer Prize in Poetry in 1987. She was honored with the Library of Virginia’s Lifetime Achievement Award in 2008, and she received the Fulbright Lifetime Achievement Medal in 2009. She is the only poet to have received both the National Humanities Medal (in 1996) and the National Medal of Arts (in 2012). She has degrees from Miami University in Ohio and the University of Iowa, and she has received more than twenty honorary degrees.

Ms. Dove will be presented by the dean of Emory College of Arts and Sciences Robin Forman.

Diploma Ceremonies

Fair Weather (includes light rain)
Diplomas will be awarded in individual ceremonies after the close of this university celebration. The map in the back of this program shows the locations of the diploma ceremonies, held as follows:

- Emory College of Arts and Sciences, Quadrangle, 9:45 a.m.
- School of Medicine, Glenn Memorial Auditorium, 10:00 a.m.
- Business School BBA Program, Woodruff Physical Education Center, 10:00 a.m.
- Medical Imaging Program, Harland Cinema, Dobbs University Center, 10:30 a.m.
- Physical Therapy Program, Woodruff Health Sciences Center, Woodruff Health Sciences Center Administration Building Auditorium, 10:00 a.m.
- Graduate School PhD Program, Schwartz Center for Performing Arts, Emerson Hall, 10:30 a.m.
- School of Law, Gambrell Hall Lawn, 10:30 a.m.
- School of Nursing, McDonough Field, 10:00 a.m.
- School of Public Health, McDonough Field, Noon
- Business School MBA Program, Woodruff Physical Education Center, 11:45 a.m.
- Graduate School Master’s Program, Goizueta Business School, Boynton Auditorium (Room 130), 9:45 a.m.
- School of Theology, Glenn Memorial Auditorium, 1:00 p.m.

Heavy Rain
If the heavy rain schedule is activated, the Quadrangle ceremony will be canceled and the diploma ceremonies for the various schools will be held as listed below:

- Emory College of Arts and Sciences, McDonough Field (tented and ticketed), 8:00 a.m.
- School of Medicine, Glenn Memorial Auditorium, 8:00 a.m.
- Physical Therapy Program, Woodruff Health Sciences Center, Woodruff Health Sciences Center Administration Building (WHSCAB) Auditorium, 8:00 a.m.
- Medical Imaging Program, Harland Cinema, Dobbs University Center (DUC), 8:00 a.m.
- Business School, BBA Program, Woodruff Physical Education Center (WoodPEC), 8:00 a.m.
- Business School, MBA Programs, Woodruff Physical Education Center (WoodPEC), 10:00 a.m.
- Laney Graduate School, Master’s Program, Goizueta Business School, Boynton Auditorium (Room 130), 8:00 a.m.
- Laney Graduate School, PhD Program, Schwartz Center for Performing Arts, Emerson Concert Hall, 9:00 a.m.
- School of Law, Gambrell Hall (Law School), Tull Auditorium, 10:30 a.m.*
- School of Public Health, McDonough Field, 12:30 p.m.*
- School of Theology, Glenn Memorial Auditorium, 10:45 a.m.*
- School of Nursing, Glenn Memorial Auditorium, 1:00 p.m.*

*These schools/programs have a reception at their respective building prior to the diploma ceremony. See school-specific details at emory.edu/commencement.

Severe Weather
If the severe weather schedule is activated, the Quadrangle ceremony will be canceled and the diploma ceremonies for the various schools will be held as listed below:

- Emory College of Arts and Sciences, Woodruff Physical Education Center (WoodPEC) (indoors and ticketed), 7:30 a.m.
- School of Medicine, Glenn Memorial Auditorium, 8:00 a.m.
- Physical Therapy Program, Woodruff Health Sciences Center, Woodruff Health Sciences Center Administration Building (WHSCAB) Auditorium, 8:00 a.m.
- Medical Imaging Program, Harland Cinema, Dobbs University Center (DUC), 8:00 a.m.
- Business School, BBA Program, Woodruff Physical Education Center (WoodPEC), 11:00 a.m.
- Business School, MBA Programs, Woodruff Physical Education Center (WoodPEC), 12:45 p.m.*
- Laney Graduate School, Master’s Program, Goizueta Business School, Boynton Auditorium (Room 130), 8:00 a.m.
- Laney Graduate School, PhD Program, Schwartz Center for Performing Arts, Emerson Concert Hall, 9:00 a.m.
- School of Law, Gambrell Hall (Law School), Tull Auditorium, 10:30 a.m.*
- School of Public Health, Woodruff Physical Education Center (WoodPEC), 3:15 p.m.*
- School of Theology, Glenn Memorial Auditorium, 10:45 a.m.*
- School of Nursing, Glenn Memorial Auditorium, 1:00 p.m.*

*These schools/programs have a reception at their respective building prior to the diploma ceremony. See school-specific details regarding timing at emory.edu/commencement.
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RECOGNITION OF FACULTY AND STAFF

RETIREEEMENTS
Recognition of recently retired members of the faculty, administration, and staff. Year indicates initial employment at Emory.

FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATORS
Daniel David Adame (1985)
Deborah Alston Ayer (1992)
Alice Naomi Benston (1988)
Roderick Stuart Bramwell (1996)
Kenneth Larry Brigham (2002)
Steven D. Budnick (1972)
William J. Carney (1978)
Donna P. Carson (1977)
Robert L. Church (1985)
Juan M. Del Aguila (1979)
David Eltis (2002)
James Flannery (1982)
John Lewis Ford (2000)
Barbara J. Froehlich (1981)
Derek A. Fye (1994)
G. Robert Gary (1971)
Sue Usry Glover (1989)
Nathaniel E. Gozansky (1967)
Inger Hansen (1998)
Louise F. Horney (1997)
Terry Hudson (1989)
Leonard C. Hymes (1981)
George H. Jones (1989)
Myron Kaufman (1972)
Luella Klein (1967)
Niki Kosmetatos (1996)
Cristine Marie Levenduski (1988)
Jerold Henry Levy (1983)
Kent B. Linville (1971)
Kamal Mansour (1966)
Richard C. Martin (1996)
Jane Elizabeth Mashburn (1988)
William T. Mayton (1975)
Bernard E. McCarey (1979)
Joyce P. Murray (1992)
Kyle W. Petersen (1993)
Marcene Lee Powell (1983)
Janette B. Pratt (1975)

James Gordon Ramsay (1990)
P. Venugopala Rao (1967)*
Grace S. Rozyczki (1994)
Atef A. Salam (1971)
Anne Z. Saunders (1970)
Beverly K. Schaffer (1965)
Walter R. Schuchard (1969)
John Scott (1969)
June R. Scott (1969)
J. Larry Taulbee (1968)
Bandupriya P. Vidanagama (1977)
Erdmann F. Waniek (1978)
John G. Wood (1981)

*Deceased

STAFF
Twenty-five or more years of service
Barbara G. Anderson (1982)
Ronald Wayne Bloodworth (1987)
Elizabeth Bridgman (1983)
Joyce Peck Carlone (1983)
Ulicer L. Cortes (1975)
Deborah Jean Crawl (1987)
Pamela Elizabeth Deemer (1985)
Jean Freeman Dobson (1985)
Donald E. Finley (1980)
Emmitt E. Heard (1973)
Shirley E. Maddox (1972)
Linda G. Markwell (1975)
Jerry L. Mathis (1984)
Ann Elise Mayne (1985)
Mary McDonald (1967)
Thomas John Millen (1975)
Nancy D. Murphy (1984)
Margaret M. Nix (1983)
Marie Reddle (1971)
Marilyn J. Schertz (1986)
Margaret E. Stephens (1971)
Philip E. Stephens (1986)
Mildred C. Tyner (1979)
Joseph Wells Jr. (1956)
Robert Lee Worthy (1983)
Veronica D. Wright (1985)
EMORY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

* Presentation to the president, by Dean Robin Forman, of candidates for the degrees of bachelor of arts and bachelor of science; conferral of the degrees by the president.

FACULTY MARSHALS
Peggy Barlet
Patricia Brennan
Michael Evenden
Sherryl Goodman
Pat Marsteller
Karla Passalacqua
Edward Queen
Christine Ristaino
Harry Rusche
Rachel Spell
John Wegner
Matthew Weinschenk
Holly York

STUDENT MARSHALS
Ernest Brown
Brian Fuller
Samantha Green
Alex Greven
Stephanie Llanes
Kinsey McMurtry
Caleb Peng
Darby Rappuhn

CLASS ORATOR
Michael David Harris

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Zohaib Abbas
Nana Aboagye
Leah Rose Abrams
Nelson Leon Adams
Rishab Agarwal
Mohammad Ahmad
Akther Calvin Ahmed
Fariha Najat Ahmed
Mohamed Kamran Ahmed**
Benjamin Gill Ahn
Christopher Yves Akavi
Lauren Nicole Albers**
Elyse Lauren Albert
Zahra Piyar Ali*
Ashley Dee Allred
Emily Ann Altman
Mitchell Amstutz
Agnes Soojung An**
Raghav Anand
Elizabeth Paige Andreas
Caesar Nnamdi Anyogu
Noor Araim
Mehga Arora*
Ryan Armand Arthur
Akosua Achiaa Asare
Michael Nathan Asch
Max William Ashton
Narjit Singh Auja**
Il Suk Aum
Jeremy Tyler Avery*
Ahsan Afrab Awan**
Robin Denise Ayers
Sunnah Baek**
Mitchell Murphy Baer
Ke Bai
Hayaa Taher Baig**
Jessica Ruth Bailey
Jonhelle Bailey
Jonathan Adrian Bailey
Ohlunomi Olubusola Bakare*
Laura Amanda Baker
Daleancie Denise Barkins
Caroline Elizabeth Bass**
Margaret Cayce Baynham
Eric Robert Beard*
Justin Bradley Beegle
Lindsay Dara Beers
Danielle Solange Beilinson
Allison Leah Belfield
Deana Bellen
Ashley Mona Belmer
Elena Mary Bergstrom
Sarah Maile Berman
Ashley Brittany Bernard
Sabrina Louise Bernstein**
Benjamin Gabriel Bersoff
Janak Azad Bhatt
Piyanka Nikhil Bhatt
Kristin Joy Bieling*
Alina Rinatovna Bikineyeva*
Catherine Cruz Bioc
Shelby Joanna Block
Erik Maberg Bloom**
Alexander Noah Blumberg
Nicole Jean Blumenkohl
Daniel Walden Bobier
Alexander Nevis Boettcher
Kelsey Jo Bohlke
Cameron John Book
Alecia Markelle Boone
Kendall Tyrone Boone
Anne Madeline Boring
Brandon Arthur Bottini
Peter Michael Boudreau
Tiana Chante Boykin
Laura Ariel Brager
Victoria Louise Brasher
Kathryn Garrett Breazeale
Tracey Michele Brodsky
Ernest Lee Brown
Alison Gina Browne
Amanda Katherine Broyles
Alexander Varela Bruess*
Kayla Marie Bruun
Ari Lance Buchman
George Wesley Bugg
Elizabeth Wyman Bull
Shayla Jacanisaee Bunch
Lauren Kate Burdine
Elizabeth Grace Calderon
Scot Carson Callahan
Emily Ann Calvert
Austin Patrick Campbell
Samuel Edward Campbell Jr.
William Bates Canon
David Cao*
Sergio Borges Torrealba Carpi*
Christopher Tyler Carson
Emilio Casillas**
Rocio Castaneda
Faith Alisha Castellano
Maral Genevieve Caver
Omarbino Cerda
Su Jee Cha*
Kyuhee Chae
Xirui Chai
Amitav Chakraborty
Eugene Chang
William Chang
Nikita Changlani*
Christina Chao
Emily Annabel Chapman
Sahrish Nasir Charan
Ruhee A. Charanii
Dhruv Chatterjee
David Chen
Yinghua Chen
Hai Chitamabaram**
Hai Gyuil Cho
Peter Cho
Sung Woo Cho**
Bahuny John Choi
Elizabeth Sun Choi
Eunjoo Choi*
Michelle Yeun Choi
Soo-Min Choi
Sunghwa Choi
Roshani Hitesh Chokshi
Sana Chopra
Karen Chu
Jae Yoon Chung
Warren Enrique Church
Emily Elizabeth Clark
Havan Morgan Clark
Marquez E. Clark
Sarah Catherine Clayton
Bradley Charles Clement

ROBERTS DAVID

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2012
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012
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Calleson Cleary Edwards
James Bowles Eichholz
Heba Ali El-Hendi
Nour Mariam El-Kebbi
Bethany Ruth Ellenbogen
Devan Haley Elmore
Yvonne Nkiriuka Eseonu
Bianca Brandy Eugene
Reginald Extra*
Sara Ruth Faber
Leanne Fagan
Ariella Tali Faitelson
Connie Fan
Lawrence Alexander Farley
Naureen Farook
Amreem Banu Farooqui
Daniel Benjamin Feder
Bradley Scott Feiger
Rian Renee Feinstein
Wesley Carl Ferguson
Brittany Camille Fields
Patrick Joseph Finan
Ann Marie Finley
Sharon Leigh Fortgang
Alyssa Lee Fournier
Megan Elizabeth Fouse
Melanie Ann Frank**
Ari Leo Frankel
Ilana Leigh Freedman
Jon Ross Freedman
Shayna Alexa Freisleben
Francis Kevin French
Abhra Freund
Cassandra Frias
Jennifer Ashley Friedman
Peter Quinn Frolo
Michael William Frudakis
Lisa Anne Fulchino
Brian Rashad Fuller
Megan Montelione Fulton
Collier Lane Gaimlone
Theresa Frances Gallagher
Mayara Garay
Cymone Lydell Gates
Jaclyn Brittany Gaylis
Yuefei Ge
Sandira Geachhan
Ruth Anne Geiger
Lauren Heather Geisser
Rachel Grace Gelfand
Erica Stella Hilda George
Joshua Ryan Gerson
Dara Turek Geyer
Charles Hampton Geyer*
Vivek Ramesh Gidumal
Sara Alexandra Gil
Yuliya Stepanovna Gileva*
Farah Barkat Gillani
Jessica Claire Ginsberg
Michael Brent Glasser
Jessica C. Glasswand
Ashley Marissa Glazer
Matthew Bennett Glover
Nicholas Linas Going
Desha Ja-Mes Golatt
Michael Alexander Goldberg
Jonathan Louis Goldsmith
Charles Held Goldstein
Hannah Meryl Goldstein
Ryan Jeffrey Goldstein
Cassandra Antonia Gonzalez
Julie Leora Gordon
Ross Samuel Gordon**
Nicholas Brunette Gorra*
Kelsey Barrett Grad
Mary Elizabeth Grady
Elizabeth Courtney Graham
Mikai Ariel Grant
Sarah Renee Grant**
Lauren Michelle Greenblatt
Charles Evan Greenwald
Jordan Scott Greenwald*
Patrick Douglas Griffin
Caleb David Grisdel
Lauren Annette Grosberg
Ayanna Faith Groves
Phillip David Grudzina
Heidi Elizabeth Gruhler
Jiajun Guan*
Charlotte Madison Guest
Joshua Louis Guggenheim
Ankita Gupta
Meredith Louisa Hacking
Leslie Elizabeth Hacker
Eric Ross Hage
Kirsten Iora Haglund
Joshua K. Hall
Delphine Rebecca Halpern-Cohen
Robert Lindsay Hamilton
Samantha Leigh Hamilton
Aerhealle Letrice Hampton
Payum James Hamraie*
Carolina Han
Seung Ho Han
Tatiana Jihae Han
Camille Hope Hankins
Rica Nur Haraguchi
Andrew L. Harding
Timothy Yuichi Ikebuchi
Harland
 Amelia Duncan Harmon
Hillary Ann Harris
Michael David Harris
Patrick Michael Hart
Marc Scott Hartman
Rachel Paulette Hartog
Bradon Taylor Harwood*
James McKay Hatch
Dallas White Hayden
Rebecca Leigh Healey
Paul Ernst Hemmann Jr.**
Shamrya Leevette Henderson
Camilla Anne Heninger
Caroline Prentice Hennigar
Lauren Marie Hendrickson
Handy Hermawan
Daniel James Herwood*
Kathleen Danielle Hess
Danielle Erin Hesse
Jacqueline Ho
Giovanni Hobbs
Hannah Lilly Hodari
Preston Carter Hogue
Anna Stulik Hollansky
Rayshawn Holmes
Sarah Mary Margaret Holt
Trevonne Tomy Homer
James TaeYeul Hong
Suk Jin Hong
Hannah Barton Hooten
Mary Charles Hooper
Aaron Sherman Hopes
Andrea Morgan Horowitz
Sarah Katlyn Howie
Benjamin Huang
Kimin Huang**
Natalie Blair Hunt
Hugh Devon Hunter
Elizabeth Yumee Hur
Kala Simone Hurst
Ailya Husain
Amanda Nichole Hutson
Emily A. Hynick*
Osayande Dayo Imarhiagbe
Ayanna Skye Ingraham*
Andrea Morgan Horowitz
Sarah Katlyn Howie
Benjamin Huang
Kimin Huang**
Natalie Blair Hunt
Hugh Devon Hunter
Elizabeth Yumee Hur
Kala Simone Hurst
Ailya Husain
Amanda Nichole Hutson
Emily A. Hynick*
Osayande Dayo Imarhiagbe
Ayanna Skye Ingraham*
Inyang Emmanuel Inyang
Jacob Evan Israel
Brittany Lynne Jackson
Emily Anne Jackson
Misha Monet Jackson
Zachary Justin Jacokes
Jessica Leigh Jakshik
Yaseen Ali Jamal
Dong Eun Jang**
Stephanie Nicole Jarvis
Torrance Carlyle Jarvis II*
Sarthak Jena
Suemin Jeong
Wei Jiang
April Azusa Johnson
Jessica Monet Jones*Kerleisha D. Jones*
Landon Raleigh Jones
Rachel Elizabeth Jones
Han Sang Joo
Young Woong Joo**
Erica Frances Jordan
Jerry John Joseph* Nina Chandrashekar Joshi
Nisarg Pyush Joshi
Melissa Anne Ramos Justo
Reza Karim Kaba
Elliot Housman Kahler
Madeline Jaye Kahn
Anjali Pooja Kakkar
Andrew Scott Kalt
Ariel Renee Kaminsky
Hyek Hoewon Kang
Min Seok Kang**
Danielle Blaire Kaplan
Lauren Ariel Kaplan
Nicole Gabrielle Katz
Jonathan Phillip Katzner
Filza Kaukab
Riakeem Darrel Kelley
Elizabeth Idell Kelly
Nicholas R. Kelly*
Paige Alysha Kelly**
Anna Grace Keneda
Andrew Janine Kent
Malan Hasula Kern
Nikoloz Kevkhishvili
Komal Feroz Khan
Sarthak Khare
Murtaza Waqas Khwaja
Bo Mi Kim
Cheong Kim
Daam Bia Kim
DongHyun Kim*
Hannah Haejin Kim
Hye In Kim
Hyo Min Kim
John Kim*
Jonathan Kim
Jung Hwan Kim
Kathy Haewon Kim
Rebekah Kim**
Young-Min Kim
Yu Jung Kim
John Barrett Kinsey
Elana Kirsch
Travis Lamar Kitchen
Zachary Edward Klempt**
Russell Steven Kline
Ellyn Marie Kocoloski
Mario Krasimirov Kolev
Shiva Kooragayala
Julia Elizabeth Kortrey
Sarah Rose Krame**
Nicole Suzanne Kraska
Kathryn Ann Kruse
Elena Ruth Kuenzel
Missoma Bakini Kundi
Matthew Lee Kuruvilla
Jessica Yasmine Labib

*graduated august 2012
**graduated december 2012
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Minh Lam
Jayden Charles Landeck
Johnson Thomas Laney
Rachel Faye Laney
David George Langton
Shirley Mei Lei Lau
Amy Lawson
Valentin Lazar
Daniel Lynn Ledford
Alexander John Lee**
Byung Ho Lee**
Chae Eun Lee
Christina K. Lee
Dalton Levis Lee**
Daniel Kwanyoung Lee
Eleanor Aram Lee
Eun Si Lee*
Hanna C. Lee
Jason Robert Lee
Jessica Jane Lee
Jessica Seung Hyun Lee
Ji Hyun Lee
Jodi Yi-Han Lee
Justin Kee Chung Lee
Min Young Lee
Samuel Dongmin Lee
Suk Ho Lee
Sul Ki Lee
Sungshin Lee
Tae Kyu Lee**
Lucy Fei Lei
Sarah Ilana Leiter
Daniel Eduardo Lemaitre
David Benjamin Lemco
Molly Faith Lenowitz
Mark David Lentini
Adam Brett Lerner**
Amber-Lee L. Leslie
Arie Pascale Lesperance
Sythea Tiara Lester
Ginny Leung
Wesley Anthony Leung*
Aaron Philip Leven
Samantha Jordyn Levin
Sara Tracey Levine
Susan Danielle Levinson
William Joseph Levinson
Rebecca Haibleck Levitan
Noah William Levy
Jessica Hope Lewin
Imani Lynell Lewis
Sarah Elizabeth Lewis
Madison Yang Li
John Harold Lieberman
Dong-Oh Lim*  
Jinah Lim*  
Sang Gon Lim*  
Claire Ann Lin
Ping Chu Lin
Michelle R. Linch
Jacquelyn Jennifer Linzer
Sophie-Claire Elizabeth Lirola
Heidi Liu
Hongbo Liu
Stephanie Llanes
Caleb Gerald Long
Madeline Claire Lonky
Brittnee Antionette Love
Andre Lumpkin
Robert Show Lunde*
Michael Siyu Luo
Taryn Grace Lushinsky
Jonathan Shuhan Ma
Camille Venee Maddox
Nabila Kiri Madubuko
Evon Blake Mah
Ainhoa Maite Maiz-Urribereaa
Frank Anthony Malafonte
Isabelle Dolores Malave
Kelli Nicole Mandall
Wheeler Russell Manis*
Zohra S. Manjee
Ariel Cassandra Doyle Manning
Gwyneth Genevieve McKee
Manser
Rachel Leigh Marcus
Ian Seth Margol
Julie Anna Margolis*
Natalie Lane Marshman
Alejandro Marti
Joy Bruiana-Nevada Martin
Gregory Heath Matteson
Sweta Lakshmi Maturu
Qintarrtius S. Mayers
Eliza Jane McDuffie
Kevin Burns McIntosh
Avery Thomas McKinney
Elizabeth Paige McLain*
Sarah Sullivan McLoughlin
Rebecca Leigh McManus
Kinsey Elise McMurtry
Alison Whitney Mears
Silvia Catalina Mejia
Jamie Alexandira Melson
Jorge Fernando Menocal
Sameer Hanif Merchant
Julia Danielle Merlin
Alexandra Morris Merrick
Kiara Vontiece Merrill
Jelecia Marquette Miller
Raymond Leo Miller
Geon Gyu Min*
Marian Grace Miner
Jodie Gail Nicole Mitchell
Lauren Alison Mitchell*
Lavanya Mittal
Chisos Ralchukwu Mogbo
Alexandra L. Mogul**
David Ari Molho**
Samuel Antonio Molina
Kassle James Molinar
Khila Shari Montgomery
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.
Daniel Moody
Elizabeth Madeline Morgan*
Emery Ann Morris
Erica Alana Morris
Katherine Janee Morris
Rebecca Emily Morris
Ralph Ragan Morrison
Tyler Sean Morrow
Hayley Kate Morton
Joshua Campbell Moscow
Zeshan Muhammed*
Jacob Walker Murphy
Catherine Lynette Muse
Justin Joseph Musella
Jennifer S. Myung*
Gabriel Charlie John Magnus
Nahmis
Hyung-Joon Nam
Hima Nannapaneni
Andrew Dean Natalino
Kristen Adele Nelson
Anna Elizabeth Nelson-Daniel*
Lynn Chelsea Nester
Alexi Lauren New
Dvien Trung Nguyen
Jacqueline Minh-Anh Nguyen
Mary Chau Nguyen
Theresa Nguyen
Thomas Peter Nguyen
Fei Ni
Tzu Wei Ni
Keerthana Nimmala
Ariane M. Noar
Rebecca Marie Nocharli
Joseph Pak Noh
Suzie Noh
Victoria Leigh Norris**
Cassandra Viola Novick
Alessandra Kristina Nuñez
Matthew James O’Brien
Nathan O’Meara*
Francisco Iliw-Iliw Odell
Mert Oguzoncul
GyoungMin Oh**
Mert Oguzoncul
Francisco Iliw-Iliw Odell
Nathan O’Meara*
Francisco Iliw-Iliw Odell
Mert Oguzoncul
GyoungMin Oh**
Chloe Frielen Olewitz
Andres Oliver
Shu Wen Ong
Rachel Melissa Orbach
Samantha Julia Owens
Mary Elizabeth Oxford**
Elizabeth Lauren Page
Alper Batu Paksoy
Bavna Madhu Palat
Kunj SanJay Pandya**
Angela Jisoo Park**
Daniel Park
Erin Haejin Park*
Han Yeol Park**
Jae Kwan Park**
Jun-Woo Park
Jung Min Park**
Se Beom Park
Won Jae Park
Sarah Victoria Parks
Joshua Lee Parton
James Michael Patterson
Rahul Paul
Rachel Pecker
Caleb Xinyou Peng
Desmond Pennamon
Jose Stephan Perez
Samatha Simone Perpignment
Hannah Marie Perry
Katharine McNeill Perry
Simone Cherie Perry**
Taylor Elizabeth Pershing**
Ryan Andrew Peters
Erica Leigh Petri
Jennifer Marie Petros
Gabrielle Doan Phuong Phan
Jaclyn Brooke Pilcowitz
Jacquelyn Susannes Plant
Vladimir Plotkin
Robert Kyle Pollak
Christiana Michelle Peterson
Andrew C. Poo**
Lydia Kathleen Popp
Ashley Marie Porch
Nathaniel Wouk Posner*
Aditya Varunkumar Prasad
William Jackson Prater
Ciera Anne Prince
Julia Marie Prochazka
Chase Potter Procknow
Elizabeth A. Pruett
Ryan Christopher Pulley
Anne Elizabeth Puluka
Hasena Punjani
Allen Claude Quetant
Melissa Erin Rasmussen
Darby Taylor Rappuhn
Evan Daniel Rapkin
Alena Marie Ransom
Sharada Lakshmi Ramakrishnan
Nikhil Ram
Sharada Lakshmi Ramakrishnan
Amaad B. Rana
Alena Marie Ransom
Evan Daniel Rapkin
Darby Taylor Rappuhn
Nicholas Glenn Rasmussen
Grabavoy

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2012
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012
Runail Karim Ratnani
Fatima Raza
Arun Padira Reddy
Vijay Adla Reddy**
Hannah Leigh Reid
William Rhoads
Alexander Robert Riddle
Kiera LaShay Rider
Chelsea Nyoka Rierson
Brian Ashlee Rivera
Brian Andrew Robinson
Lauren Alexandria Robinson
Jordan Alexandra Rodman
Borinquen Rodriguez
Camille Kinsey Rogers
Necol Jacqueline Ronda
Talia Leigh Rosenberg
Renee Elizabeth Rosenkranz
Rachel Eliaani Rosenthal
Anna Louise Ross*
Mark Stewart Rozeman**
Gina Natalie Rubello
Robyn Nicole Rubenstein
James Solomon Rubinowitz
Daniel Alan Rubio*
Marianna Ruiz*
Sana Rashid Rupani
Eric Douglas Rusiecki
Caitlin Elizabeth Ryan
Emily Ryu
Maria Teresa Saco
Chloe Samantha Saeks
Jordan Sakni
Nabila Abdus Salam
Samuel Taylor Sanders
Thomas Edward Sandstrom
Perinnith Trittinass Savang
Rachel Lauren Scharf
Michal Schatz
Margaux Alexandra Schifter
Jamie Erin Schlansky
Deborah Joanne Schlein
Jacqueline Judith Schneider
Matthew Edwin Schoener
Philip Gregory Schreiber
Meaghan N. Schultz
Matthew Ryan Schwartz
Mitchell Harrison Schwartz
Elizabeth Dunsee Scott**
Kortney Elisabeth Hall Scott
Laurin Raymus Sephos
Meghal Mukesh Shah*
Ronni Shalem
Sharon Amy Shapiro
Joseph Thomas Shea
Hweii Shen
Mengyi Shen
Alison Shepherd
Camille Elizabeth Sheppard
Saagar Vinit Sheth
Jeffrey Tzer-Yu Shiu
Hee Yoon Shin
Egan Marie Connor Short
Buthil Fatihama Siddiqui
Jonathan Henry Silberman
Jazmin Kianastorm Simmons
Noah Kei Andrew Simonson
Cole Stewart Simpson
Ross Glen Slutsky
Joseph Aaron Porter Smith
Ethan Kyle Sobol
Daniel MinSung Sohn
Yuna Sohn
Juliet Susan Babson Sohns
Delia Anne Solomon
Yejin Song
Daniel Sorbera
Ayodeji Emmanuel Sotimehin
Joge Nelson Czar Mencidor Sotto
Richard Byrd Southard III
Eleanor Spencer
Russell Hart Spotnitz
Mindy Jewell Spyker
Arnav Srivastava
Dhwani Srivastava
Patrick John Stahl
Elizabeth Margaret Stamps
Erica Alexandra Stein
Kyle Richard Stein
Jasmine Monique Stevenson
Mary Catherine Stoumbos**
Patrick Russell Strahan
Jordan Marie Strang
Christopher David Strange
Tyler Christiana Straton
Rachel Anna Strumlauf
Ju Hyun Suh
Hannah Rose Suher*
Jonathan Shin Suhr
Albion Charles Sumrell
Tianyuau Sun
Minkyuung Sung
Andrea Michele Sunshine
James Russell Sunshine
Samantha Marie Swanson
Erin Ashley Swearing
Craig Adam Swidler
Alissa Tabirian
Amanda Tang*
Shiyang Tang
Olivia Katherine Tanner
Sara Melissa Tassini
Kristin June Tassini**
Brian Davis Taussig
Corey Abraham Teich
Madelene Scott Teissler
Peldon Tenzing
Chonise Marie Thomas
Emily Anne Thomas
Saneika Tolcol Thomas
Keitra L. Thompson
Emily Gail Thornton**
Nicholas Anton Tiggles
Meghann Keeley Timmins
Jessica Lynn Tiwari
Calvong Tong
Sarah Elizabeth Towers
Evan James Trapanj
Taylor Perkins Trew
Laurel Elaine Tucker
Igor Tumasov
Stephanie Renee Turcotte*
Patrick Joseph Turner
Itohan Tosan Udologic
Antonia Joy Ulle
Benjamin Railshack Ung**
Richard William Henshaw Upton
Catherine Utomo
Katia Alexandra Vales
Marios Alberto Valiente
Bermudez*
Rohan D. Vashi
Natalia Estefania Venegas
Alex Fuller Vigerue
Yoana Villarreal**
James Candler Vinson
Cynthia Alexandra Vint
An Hoang Vo
Huong Thien Vo
Michael Hung Vo
Arielle Jaclyn Walzer*
Jun Wang
Kaidi Wang
Lucy Shijia Wang
Rebecca Wang
Jenaie Denese Ward
Charlotte Elizabeth Watts
Jane Elizabeth Watts
Antonio Jones Weinberg
Daniel Weingarten**
Elizabeth Rachel Weinstein
Xingyi Wen**
Paul Steven Westby*
Byron Westfield
Rachael Lynn Westmoreland
Brian Michael Wetzstein
Emma D. Whitaker
Emily Kathleen White**
Sheneka Shonte White
Katherine Emma Willcox
Margaret Ann Willcox
Hannah Mojdeh Williams
Noel Robert Williams
Tracy Maria Williams
Amy Beth Willis
Brandi Mercedes Wilson*
Andrew David Winston**
Laura Devon Withers
Robert Michael Wodarczyk
Haesol Won
Alexander Lawrence Wong
Alexandra Nicole Wright
Dylan Taylor Wright
Renqiwen Wu
Jordan Christina Wylie
Yilong Xu
Elijah Hunho Yang**
Michelle Lijyen Yang
Peter Yang**
Xiaowen Yang
Helen D. Yeh**
Judith Yi
Seung Kyu Yim
Jiwon Yoon
Se Hwan Yoon
Andrew Pil Young Yun
Spencer Cole Zaghiitian
Alexander James Wheelock
Zavell
Steven Daniel Zavadnick Jr.
Joelle Shira Zegas
Cheng Zeng
Lucy Weihua Zhang
Vincent S. Zhang*
Yiyang Zheng
Rui Zhong
Tianyu Zhu
Yunzhe Zhu
Alesya Zinchenko
Natayla Zmudzin**
Henriette Louise Zoutomou
Elin Rebecca Zwier

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Tariq Salam Acvedo-Gonzalez
Shilpi Agrawala
Jade Miranda Ah-Low
Hadia Rahma Ahmad
Ali M. Ahmed
Asad Ahmed
Mary Julia Akel
Lauren Courtnay Albor**
Kelsey Leigh Albright**
Sabah M. Ali
Christopher Phillip Allen
Sumayya Lyn Alen
Gabriela Marie Alvarez
Nikhil Kanth Amaram
Vats Trushad Ambai
Sean Senyo Amegadzie
Ramya Anantharaman
Lucy Milus Anderson
Valynna Marsha Antoine

GRADUATED AUGUST 2012
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Michelle Renee Cholko
Songji Choi
Jung Won Choi
Da Hoon Choi
Agnes Y. Choi
Yaa Boachiewaa Cheremateng
Chen Cheng
Yen-Fu Chen
Tiffany J. Chen
Angelica Veronica Barnes*

Yaa Boachiewaa Cheremateng
Chen Cheng
Michelle Renee Cholko

Danielle Chou
Becky Jae Yeon Choung **
Tianjiao Chu
Andrew Suk Chun
Yoonjin Chung **
Samuel Thomas Cochran
Karly Alex Cody
Zachariah William Cole
Julia Morgan Commander
Rainey Caitlin Cornaby
Allison Jacqueline Costello
Kristen Elizabeth Cross
Judith Avigail Cruz
Lauren Nicole D’Amico
Olivia Mary D’Angelo
Anh-Thu Dang
Scott Walter Danielson
Samuel Robert DeVicotor
Jonathan Michael Decker
Jessica R. Deere
Sumir Rajesh Desai
Aniruddha Deshpande*
Emily Rose Deutsch
Pooja Nimmish Dhruba
Ruben Diaz
Katherine Leah Dickerson
Matthew Tyler Dinowitz
Erica Lee Ditkoff
Marlena Dobbs
James Alexander Miller Douglas
Ryan Richard DuVall
Lauren Elizabeth Dufour
Kelly Elizabeth Dyer
Chelsea Ann Edwards*
Chinedu John Ekwuocha
Stephen John Ellwood
Ashley Nichole Engle
Charles Lee Evavold
Ethan James Eyman
Aaron En-Kuang Fan
Alfred Christopher Kaushal
Farris
Kavin Fatechand**
Sheri Beth Feigenbaum
Allison Taylor Feit
Alliana Perpetua Fernandes
Jenny Alicia Fernandez
Emily Frances Fleischman*
Maria Theresa Cruz Franco
Ian Rubin Fried
Alexandra Whitney Fuller
Sarah Leilani Gagnon
Ashish Ramantiall Gandhi
Anupriya Gangal
Bradley Tongtian Gao
Eduardo Garcia
Sarah Elizabeth Garcia
Andrei Gabriel Gasic Jr.
Gaurav Gautam

Feven W. Getaneeh
Elizabeth Katrny Giffen*
Sareena A. Gillani
Harrison Charles Goldberg
Rosy Maricela Gomez*
Eric Jay Gonzalez
Javier O. Gonzalez*
Dana Nicole Goodenough
Dustin Scott Goodman*
Jared Vega Goodman
Cameron Douglas Gowler
Christina Renee Green
Hugh Henry Wescot Green
Samantha Alyson Green
Alexander Craig McConnell
Grenen
Jessica Laine Griner
Jiaqi Guo
Jakob George Habib
Malikka Halder
Michael Mitchell Halista
Shuai Hao
Arvin Harbehband
Rory Francis Harte*
Eric Joseph Heiny*
Carolyn Ann Hembree
Nicholai Anthony Henry
David Luis Heredia
Anne Rene Hermes
Abby Elizabeth Hewitt
Matthew N. Hilgendorf
Terence Metzger Hillery
Christine Elizabeth Hines
Carly Ilana Hirschberg
Alexander Ross Hoberman
Matthew John Hobson
Kiefer Daniel Hock
John William Holland
Dylan Holte
Da Hee Hong
Mindy Rui Hong
Anqi Hu
Ye-Ann Huang
Kofi Isaiah Hunter***
Cheryce Amor Husar*
Hamzhah Iqbal
Anna Isakov
Nathan Iyer
Michelle Lucy Izmaylov
Serena Suleman Jafer
Shaillee Jain
Christopher O’Brien James
Nicholas Joseph Janocko
Scott Patrick Jarvis
Hamin Jeon
Victoria Shuangbai Jiang
Xi Jiang
Sally Jo
Elise Annette Johnson
Rachel Elizabeth Jones
Sung Yeon Joo***
Joel Joseph
Moon Young Jung
Saba Kabir
Alexa Blair Kahn
Laura Camille Kakalios*
Robert Edward Kalkreuter
Anna June Kang**
Nasir Kanji
Conor William Kelly
Arum Joseph Ketzeyian
Shoheera Jawaid Khaliqdin
Alexander James Kiener
Alan Young Kim
Ha-Young Kim***
Hanna Kim
Hyun Jin Kim***
Min-Jeong Kim
Minje Kim
Woolihan Daniel Kim
Yejin Kim*
Yo Sup Kim
Bramwel Wangusi Kirhuka*
Annette A. Kiviat
Sarah Harrington Klass
Ajdin Kobic
Scott Andrew Kobner**
Sukwon Koh
Chelsea Anne Koller
Tesserae Ann Komarek
Keshav Kooragayala
Karyn Korsah
Daniel Kai Fai Kwong
Naina Lalani**
Shenila Badruddin Lallani
Danielle Patrice Landry**
James Wesley Radford Laney*
Patrick Wayne Lanter
Eric Christopher Lawson
GeeHee Lee
Hyo Baek Lee
John Lee
Juhyun Lee***
Kiwon Lee
Yoojin Cadence Lee
Maria Leinonen
Catherine Alissa Levey
Michael Justin Levine
Mathew Ryan Levy
Rebecca Greta Li
Yannie Susan Li
Zhijia Liang
Jae Woo Lim***
Alexander Tianxing Liu
Wei Liu
Xiang Liu
Ismael Ivan Loera Fernandez
Kevin Man-Hin Luk

* graduated August 2012
** graduated December 2012
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Anna Naomi Lukacher
Brian Connell Lunn**
Heidi Ma
Warrick Scott Macmillan
Kathleen Mak
Joshua Evan Marx*
Poojitha Matta
Kevin Anthony Mauge-Lewis
Myles Randolph McCravy
Michael Lyon McHenry
Andrew Philip McLeod
Colby Alexander McWinn
Syed Kaunain Mehdi
Arya Mehta
Twiinkle Mehta
Alejandra Mendez
Mia Katherine Michalak
Daniel George Michel
Jenna Dorit Mittman
Stephanie Ann Molchan
Sofi Kareem Momin
Andrew Joseph Mongue
Hannah Moore
Ronita Mukherjee
Brandon Wayne-Dylan Munda
Brian Mune
Julia Elaine Murhammer**
Charisma Mylavaramu
Mina Maximos Naguib
Regina Rose Nappi
Molly Byer Narrod
Yesenia Nava
Karol Nero Maningo Nellas
Samantha Erin Neumann**
Viva Bao Hoang Linh Nguyen*
Michael Holden Nichols
Hajime Nishikori
Chinere Sandra Nwamuo
Peter Matthew O'Brien
Maliq Odra Obi**
Aisha Marie Odell**
Olivia Suwe Odofin
Brian T. Oliver
Eunice Osita Ombisi
Rena Ow
John Claiborne Owens
Alesha Stephenie Page
Hao Pan
Fu Wei Pang
Alex Amar Pani
Chandana Papadesu
Chan Jin Park**
Daniel June Yong Park
Do Hyun Park
Eugene Park
Justin Joonhyuk Park**
Kyung Mi Park
Michelle Caroline Park
Bhavesh Madhusudan Patel
Chirag Patel**
Dipen Dipak Patel
Kunal N. Patel*
Minal Vijay Patel*
Nina Chandrakant Patel
Paris Prakash Patel
Priya Hemant Patel
Trisha Mukesh Patel
Megha Pennetsa
Thomas Jay Pennington
Whitney Claire Pennington
Andy Long Phiaiboun
Peter P. Pham
Stephanie Joy Phillips
Philip Alexandre Picard-Fraser
Alexandra Jeannette Pill
Yamini Potini*
Lawrence Howard Prince-Wright
Megan Christine Prunty**
Daniel John Puttick
Priscilla Quach
Sameer Syed Quadri
Ali Irfan Rae
Lucas Thor Rael
Tayeb Ahmad Rahim
Awan Khondoker Rahman
Sapna Sunil Rajani
Omar Imad Ramadan
Tejas Prabakar Ramalingam
Phillip Mark Rauser
Raval Nallu Reddy
Shriya Jakkidi Reddy
Graham Kiyoshi Reid
Victoria Lynne Reines
Emily Megan Reiser**
Melissa Valeria Reyes
Nicole Frances Richards
Jennifer Jean Rocks
Anna Alden Rogers
Manisha Saha
Arshawn Sami**
Jordan Landon Samo
Anupama Sangadala
Maxim Lane Sankey*
Gabriel Rae Schroeder
Arielle M. Schwartz
Ethan Jared Schwartz
David Michael Schwitzer
Alexandra Gail Selby
Sumarthee Selvaraj
Lauren Alexa Sgro
Aman Sharma
Aneel Ali Shermohmad*
Parth Pradip Sheth
Lea Keh-Lee Shim
Iris Shin
Kang Chul Shin
Amir Taasoob Shirazi
Kelsey Nelle Simmons
Ariel Amia Lynea Simpson-Logan
Jennifer Jihae Song
Jefferson Benjamin Sporn**
Cassandra Janell Spragg
Julie Theine Stalcup
Alexandra Lee Stern
Kritika Subramanian
Sannoor Amir Surani
Jesse Daniel Sutz
Rami Mutaz Tabbba
Claire Tang
Diandian Tang
Brandan Naim Tawil
Janielle Kerri-Ann Taylor
Ashley Katherine Teague
Natalia Preeya Teekah**
Natalie Therese Tegtman*
Nicholas Jacob Thompson
Brooke Genelle Thyng
Justin Tien
Ankita L. Tirath
David Quoc Trac
Bang Cong Tran
Quan L. Tran
Tony Tran
Milan U. Udawatta
Grace J. Uttarotai**
Sameera Sree Vangara
Meenakshi Shalini Vanka
Nishant Vatsa
Evodie Versulien
Christopher Tronqued Villongo
Andrew Thanh Vu
Giacomo Colver Waller
Jessica Amy Walsh O'Sullivan
Bo Wang
John Wang
Kent Guan Wang
Yifan Wang
Yuehan Wang
Victor Taylor Warren
Rebecca Sasha Wax
Alexandra Josephine Whalen
Aaron Edward Whitehead
Rachel Lynne Willcoxon
Anne Elizabeth Wilson*
Sean Andrew Wilson
Ann Marie Wolber
Shiworke Mengesha Wolosemaet
Brian Stephen Wong
Kendra Javita Woodward
Kerri Eileen Woodward
Xinhui Wu
Adithya Kashinath Yadalam
Marat Yafunyaev
Satoshi Yamanaka
Revanth Sai Yendamuri
Slee L. Yi
Hee Jin Yoon
Theo Young
Anqi Yu**
Katherine Yu*
Richard X. Yu
Abdul Khaliq Zaheer
Daniel Zarama
Zhu Zeng
Billy Zhang
Wen Rong Zhang
Zhanbo Zhang
Zhongyu Zhang
Ruya Zhao
Franklin Zheng
Le Zhong
Kevin Jian Zhu**
Linjue Zhu
Xiya Zhu
Lin Zhuang
William Paul Zickler

Oxford College of Emory University

Associate in arts degrees were conferred Saturday, May 11, at Oxford College in Oxford, Georgia.

Dean
Stephen H. Bowen

Faculty Marshals
M. Eloise Brown Carter
Clark W. Lemons

Student Marshals
Trevor Ray Biles
Julie-Marie Lipinski Dalbello
Elizabeth Christine Dobbs
Kathleen Marie Donovan
Matthew Niles Dorian
Brice Edward Lawley
Yusheng Zhang

School of Medicine

Presentation to the president, by Dean Christian P. Larsen, of candidates for the degrees of bachelor of medical science, master of medical science, doctor of medicine, and doctor of physical therapy; conferral of the degrees by the president.

*GRADUATED AUGUST 2012
**GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Faculty Marshal
C. Whitaker Sewell

Student Marshal
Robert Patrick Runner

Bachelor of Medical Science

Nitido S. Amin
Anjali A. Bagade
Meredith Michelle Boutin
Kenneth Michael Bump
Lorenzo Lee Callahan
Jac Camp
Leslee Rena Gomillion
Stephanie Danielle Hogu-Fanfan
Lauren Erin Holcomb
Christopher Stephan Jones
Jonathan Edward Messer
Anh Xu Thuan Nguyen
Hung T. Nguyen
Katie Patterson
Sahra A. Prehn
Frank Willis Scinsky II
Roberto Soto Mendez
Katharine Grace Tumlun
Cadeirda Atoyia Turner-Barley
Adam Blake Walston
Michael Shane White
Jerry W. Woods Jr.

Master of Medical Science

Yulanda Elaine Alvarez*
David Dominick Angotti*
Claribell Olachi Aririguzo*
Lauren Nicole Bennett*
Verdale N. Benson*
Brock Daniel Blankenship*
Elizabeth S. Bleakley*
Stephanie D. Bright*
Justin Mark Collins*
Morgan K. Dawson*
Sara Melissa DiCamillo*
Robert P. Dodd**
Ryan Doestareh*
Christopher Regis Dougherty*
Elizabeth Resta Draper*
Benjamin Mark Durtschi*
Bibiana Bassey Essienumoh*
Brent Reed Fairbanks*
Jesse Bryant Farris*
Brendan G. Fez*
Brittany A. Ferguson**
Maia Frances Ferrelia**
Christopher S. Fitzter**
Kimberly H. Gaither**

Caroline T. Gelber**
Heather Faith Gillespie**
David Newton Gould**
Regina Holan Gould**
Stephanie Frances Apuzzo Hackett**
Jessica W. Heaven**
Rebecca Joy Helfman*
Michael P. Higgins**
Michelle A. Holen**
Parker Jewell Holloway*
Mark Allen Hoogerhyde*
Jacquelyn N. Hudak**
Elizabeth Kathryn Ikeda*
Meredith M. Ingram**
Caroline Cates Ivie**
Gregory Alexander Jarvis*
Clinton P. Kalan**
Kristen Marie Karella**
Linda In Yea Kim**
Jason K. Kron**
Stephanie Denise Kurtz**
Phar V. Le**
Wendy Lo*
Fidel D. Lopez*
Katherine Allyn Lythgoe*
Andrea Rose Marshall*
Katherine Melissa McDaniel*
Courtney Paige McPherson**
Jody C. Meek*
James Alexander Morrison*
Lauren Musick**
Caroline H. O’Connor*
Nicole Schweitzer Olds*
Megan Leigh Osborne*
Jenna Marie Pair*
Sanjay Prafull Patel*
Patrick Lane Register*
Courtney Brynne Reijzer**
Daniel M. Richmond**
Amanda Marie Rider**
Kristen Schafer**
Brooke Erin Schliewe*
Jessica Elaine Scott*
Kevin Xizhi Shi*
Ronald Dean Shore II*
Michael Jason Silver*
Yirima Simon**
Colby Jane Smith Smithson*
Erika Bucy Stack**
Todd Aaron Stack**
Jon B. Stanley**
Margaret Mary Steele**
Joshua A. Suggs
Xiao Ling Taing**
Jamie L. Thomas**
Nathan Robert Thompson*
Anna S. Turbes**
Amy L. Turner**

Carol Lynn Veillette*
Cassandra Leigh Wages*
Jennifer A. Walker*
Sheneeta Mechelle Watts**
Sharon Palmer Weske*
Keri Willis*
Lewis Cody Wilson*
Allana Yancey Winsted**
Michael Brian Witherspoon*
Laresa Michelle Woodard*

Doctor of Medicine

Matthew Charles Agan
Yewande Rukayat Alimi
Alexander Joseph Ambinder
Kathryn Johnston Ansell
Pearl Ann Arnowitz
Daniel James Axelson
Annie Martha Bailey
Sri Rahul Balusu
Meredith Antonia Barnes
Katherine Jane Baxter
Laura Louise Bailleux
Jonathan Michael Beus
Richina Bicette
Sarah Graham Candler
Joel Eric Chasan
Sam Chatterson-Kirchmeier
York Chen
Michelle Patrice Clermont
William Thomas Daniel III
Jimmy Hoshang Daruwalla
Satya Das
Kevi Patrick Day
Jonathan David De Olano
Kiersten Smith Derby
Eric Robert Deutsch
Ryan Whitney Dobbs
Aaron Rich Ducotte
Erin Meade Duncan
Emily Louise Ebert
Adva Tal Eisenberg
Patricia Mae Engle Overcash
Centrael Tyson Evans
Katherine Tennis Fay
Emily Glenn Ferrell
Kelly Elyse Forrester
Yousef Omar Garcia-Bengochea
Steven Alexander Gay
Robert Steven Gerhard
Daniel Benjamin Gingold
Mark Anthony Gruszynski
Brandi Jenks Gunn
Rebecca Lindsey Gunter
Shivani Gupta
Natasha Chandini Hakkal
Katherine Riff Hammel
Steven Scott Harris

Jordan Doane Harrison
Maggie McQueen Hodges
Ben William Hunter
Elisa Helen Ignatius
Dina Shater Itum
Jeremy Richard John
Emma Bonnar Johns
Alex Arden Johnson
David Michael Johnson
Todd Everett Jones
Sameer Mehbub Kapadia
Aoko Doris Kawira
Geoffrey Stuart Kelly
Christopher Hyunjoon Kim
Steven Charles Kim
Alexis Scott Kiser
Keli Nicole Kolegraff
Eve Morgan Lake
Karl Langberg
Cathryn Taylor Lee
Ira Lewis Leeds
Kevin Donald Little
Abby Yuexing Liu
Brian Taylor Lockhart
Tua-Elisabeth Long
Charles Adam Lorentz
Tariq D. Madni
Fahad Mubarak Malik
Meghan Claire McCullough
Emily Bayle McIntosh
Kathleen Elizabeth Morrow
McKe
Dell Charlotte McLaughlin
Jenna Ashlie McLendon
Meredith Claire McNamara
Laura Jane Miller
Phillip Michael Mitchell
Asha Taharih Vivian Morrow
Patrick Ryan Mulligan
Rachel Marie Mulligan
Marquita Naisha Nelson
Edwin Watson Nunnerly III
Adeolu Christina Ogundebode
Derick Okwan-Duodu
Evan William Orenstein
Lauren Anne Vigil Orenstein
Bryan Scott Overcash
James Parell
Rebecca Pass Philippson
Stanislav M. Poliaishenko
Elisabeth Poorman
Emily Popler
Kathryn Miriam Rappaport
Brantley Lynn Raymond
Stefanie Nicole Reiff
Tessa Lynn Reisinger
Brian Scott Robinson
Allison Thomas Rose
Brett David Rosenthal
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Robert Patrick Runner
William Caleb Rutledge
Karen Elizabeth Schmitz
Megan Nicole Scott
Alexandra Louise Silverton
Christopher Charles Smits
Christina Souther
Jenna Leigh Spring
Marissa Lee Steinberg
Kevin George Sullivan
Ken Sutha
Shiva Taasooobhirazi
Maxwell Douglas Taylor
Laura Thomason
Kyle Phillip Tiemeier
Keri Nicole Toner
Matthew Laurence Topel
Lisa Tran
Nhu Hanh Mina Tran
Steven Dean Trigg
Shivika Trivedi
Maesha Marie Twyner
Daniel Shin-Ping Wang
Marla Janelle Wardenburg
Max Weiss
Mark K. Weng
Kathryn Grace West
Christina Stockwell Wieczorek
Andrea Renee Williams
Andrew Robert Willment
Lydia Katherine Wright
Abigail Shaw Yandell
Brittany Marie Young
Sandra Ellen Zech
Jiang Zhu

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Emily Laura Adams
Megan Elizabeth Armstrong
Matthew Payom Ayers
Jaclyn Meredith Bishop
Morgan Nicole Bolick
Paige Rogers Bourne
Caitlin Rebecca Brawner
DeAndrea Dna Bullock
Richard Trent Byrd
Charlesea Cardwell
Hyun Chong
Jordan Cohen
Ryan Annastasia Conwell
Kristen Elizabeth Davis
Jillian Dean
Cameyln Timberlake Dillon
Cari Domoney
Zachary Dunkle
Lena Danielle Ebron
Margaret French
Kelsey Gilman
Joseph Lamar Graves
David Leor Gustafson
Brittany Leigh Hensley
Christopher Lee Hopkins
Crystal Megan Huber
Kelly Serene Hunt
Megan Hunter
Brad Johanson
Ashley Chanel Jones
Meghan Lauren Keen
Alison Noel Kimbrell
Keaton E. Kramer
Samuel Boyd Kridl
Aschli Anne Kurzhals
Lavashlyn Alexis Lowery
Caftlin Sara Manuel
Mitchell Wayne McCall
Maurice Zivian Middleton
Carla Louise Nelson
Oluemi Wanjur Onifade
Courtney Marie Pope
Kimberly Poroikis
Tiara Vanessa Rolle
Austin Leanne Ruedrich
Abigail S Brill Schloss*
Mallory Sherwood Sigle
Scott Stephenson
Kaitlin Marie Stewart
Danielle Marie Tomeck
Frances Eleanor Toutant
Amy Nicole Tsoumans
Lucia Rodriguez Vargas
Shannon Rae Weakley
Karen McClain Wilson
Brady Michael Wood
Catherine Lynn Wozniak

Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing

Presentation to the president, by Dean Linda A. McCauley, of candidates for the degrees of bachelor of science in nursing and master of science in nursing; conferred of the degrees by the president.

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Meredith Pollock Ashooh
Foster Osei Baah
Mary Nahjela Babila
Megan Elise Barbrow
Nichole Marie Barthold*
Emily Morgan Bearse*
Giovannnie Christina Bejin
Alexis Leona Bennett-Hill
Melissa Anne Blackman
Charlotte Bobbit
Timothy Patrick Bondell
Lindsey Tibbs Bramlett
Joanne Patrice Butler
Helen Calvert*
Christina Renee Cardy
Kathryn Conner Carroll
Gina Marie Castillo
Sarah Ellen Cavanaugh
Christen Branch Chandler
Sabina Yasmin Chowdhury
Danielle Elaine Church
Cotenna D. Clark
Leonardo Enrique Cordero
Alisha Morris Cross
Do Hyeon Cruz*
Emily Kathleen Daly
Cynthia Barbara Davis
Colleen R. Dawkins*
Jennifer Olivia Dean
Augustina Mara Delaney*
Erin Brooke Dobek
Hannah Elyse Driver
Aaron Marcus Druck*
Erica Rose Eisen
Amy Elizabeth Elder
Stacie Lynn Elliott
Dashiaka Denise Ellis
Anne Leslie Engelhart*
Sarah Ann Feltes
Brittany Nicole Felton
Terri Fleming
Shawn Marie Fox*
Patrycja Monika Furga-Ngoko
Song Ge
Molly Kayla Gerken
Eri Elizabeth Graham*
Crystal Renee Grayson
Sonya Habib
Hannah Elizabeth Haines
Tanya Renee Harrison
Emily Gayle Headrick
Laura Elis Hilb
Margaret Ann Hoffman
James Michael Houlden
Jennifer Elizabeth Hudson
Afsha Hussaini

Emma McDonnell Hust*
Jessica Topa Igbalajo
Bettina Hall Johnson*
Ritu Kapoor*
Daniel Joseph Karczynski
Lauren Kasper*
Caroline Elizabeth Kennedy
John Newell King
Patricia Kathleen Kinsey
Jillian Elizabeth Kinton*
Jill Lindsey Kirkwood
Lisa Marie Kleinhzen
Patrick James Krueger*
Carolyn Anne Kutbtschik
Nathan Kupperstock*
Deborah Kyerematen
Arielle Caitlin Lankford*
Danielle Canise Larks
Dylan Gentry Lay
Leslie Anne Ledford
Yi Ling Lee
Danielle Marie Lemos
Lori Ann Levine*
Tianny LaToya Lewis
Morgan Elizabeth Little*
Megan Amanda Lovell
Mary Grace Mattimore
Valerie K. Mattocks
Stephanie Lyn Matz
Brittany Logan Mehta*
Mary Elizabeth Micikas
Whitney Ellen Miller*
Celia Idette Mindel
Latavia Lavonda Mitchell
Sara Kathleen Mizer
Zeenat Momin
Julie Reams O'Connell
Janai Marshae O'Neal
Lindsay Michele Owens
Kristen Eileen Pace
Rebecca Kathleen Peterman
Requita Pierre
Anna Elizabeth Pugh
Jazmin Samantha Raadsen
Farah Z. Rahim
Chad Stephen Readout
Coxy Reece
Donna Rennie
Jessica Danielle Richardson-Wright
Ansley Elizabeth Riedel
Jamie L. Rohrer*
Rafael Florin Rosu
Mary Theresa Ruf
Sarah Marie Sarkesian
Cyrene A. Saunders
Sydnie Rae Schneider
Anna Sciortino
Kaitlin Hannah Seabolt

*GRADUATED AUGUST 2012
**GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012
RECIPIENTS OF DEGREES-IN-COURSE

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Audry Sabrina Sebikali
Aaron Eliot Sherman
Jodie Michelle Simms*
Jason Monroe Slabach
Samuel James Snell
Douangmany Sourivanh
Elizabeth Paton Steed
Rachel Marie Straight
Marissa Marie Terry
Cedric DeMario Thurman
Jenny I. Torn
Kayla Elaine Tulloch*
Emily Lauren Umbaugh
Lorraine Granai Van Slyke*
Christopher Hacker Vaughan
Sarai Vela-Castro
Kimberly Nicole Wardlaw
Ashley Ann Ware*
Emily Brooke Weyler
Terrica T. Wilson*
Menka Wirani
Mallory Cornelia Yancey
Danielle Zamarelli
Alysa Brielle Zellner

Dalmacio Dennis Flores III*
Rachel Deanne Franco**
Debra Ann Glasheen**
Brenda Ann Glenn*
Robin Lynn Goodwin**
Sarah Gossett**
Whitney Almetria Gray**
Israel T. Habtamu**
Kiley Louis Hache**
Taihsha Batrice Hannon**
Chad W. Harlin*
Katrice Harris*
Staci Janyce Harris Cody
Christina L. Harwell
Natasha Nicole Henderson**
Yvonne Lucely Hewitt
Cherish Clarise Holt**
Amanda Joy Hooper**
Jenny Jone**
Sydney Catherine Mae Neff Jones*
Susan Elizabeth Kelly**
Lindley Ann Cone Kent
Dipti Khanna*
Layla Kidane*
Gina Kim**
Grace Nan Kim**
Carl Heinz Koniecza**
Randi Bliss Kotal-Lee**
Kristina Whitfield Kuo
Jade Tiffany Lam**
Cheryl Lynn Holland Lamb*
Stephanie Ellen Large**
Elizabeth Marie Leggett**
Katherine Fennell Liang
Cassandra Jo Liss**
Hannah Ruth Lusk**
Amanda Melanie Lutin**
Min Kyung Lyou**
Kelsie Michelle MacKenzie**
Rebecca Ann Makkers*
McLain Sherrill Mallory
Lindsay Leigh Martin**
Natalie Yvonne McCall-Gaston**
Molly Rosamond McDonald**
Laura Martino Morison**
Caroline Musa**
Devon Elizabeth Nelson**
Erica Anne Newfield*
Sarah Corinne Nicholls*
Ronald Joseph Ordas*
Souz L. Payne*
Nichole Peansky**
Kari Susan Pitchko*
Barbara Senterfitt Pruitt**
Kendra Latrice Raines*
Christine Monica Rambo-Martin**
Ryan Elizabeth Reynolds**
Jayme Gevon Robinson*
Xantia Monquett Settle*
Sarah Patrick Sharpless**
Ashley Irene Sholar*
Charmeua Darseh’ Simpkins**
Bonnie Jane Sparks**
Mary Alexis Steimer**
Elizabeth Bernice Stillman
Jennifer Ann Vanderlaan**
Richard Jerome Walker**
Abby Johanna Weil
Sara Barron White*
Erin Leigh Whittridge-Smith**
Karen Kelly Willard**
Camella Williams**
Mitzi Marie Williams*
Lavona Constancia Wilson**
Brette Cha Winston**
Young Jin Yang**
Anna Livia Yearous-Algozin

CANDLER SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Presentation to the president, by Dean Jan Love, of candidates for the degrees of master of theological studies, master of theology, master of divinity, and doctor of theology; conferral of the degrees by the president.

FACULTY MARSHALS
L. Wesley de Souza
Andrea C. White

STUDENT MARSHALS
Julia Davenport Forrester
Won Chul Shin

MASTER OF THEOLOGY

Yon Taek Bae
Canisha L. Billingsley
Jeffrey Taylor Briggs
Frederick David Carr**
Eunhye Cho
William John Davis
Erica Shawandricka Dunbar
Jason Oliver Evans
Thomas Jared Farmer
Kevin F. Johnson
Bom Kim**
Chongwon Kim
Hye Jin Kim
Sangduck Kim
Youn A. Kim
Issung Ko
Du Se Lee
Jongseock Shin*
David Michael Todd
Mark Justin Walker
Katelyn Celeste Willis
Seok-Hyun Yoon**
Alyce Maria Yorde*

MASTER OF DIVINITY

Mary Carol Austin
Donald Bryce Behnke
Whitney Ford Bexley**
Xavier Stephen Brandon
Kathryn Wilkins Brockman
Bonita Carol Buckley
Jordan Francis Casson
Felisha R. Chism
Eunhye Cho*
Matthew Jacob Collins**
Tiffany Michelle Cooper
Emma McLaurin Corey
Shalanda Cowans
Keri Braina Crump
William George Culpepper**
Caroline Brooke Culver
Anne Marie Cumings
William Lee Curtis
Marshall Benjamin Day
Ella H. DeDeaux
Erica DeLoney
Zachary Paul Dearman**
Mayjean Lorraine Deem
David Alan Dixon**
Stacey Jean Doremus**
Kristen Diane Etheredge

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2012
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Monica Carol Evans
Antonio Donzaleigh Ezell
Jarrod M. Finn**
Jonathan Alan Gaylord
Danielle Elise Gilliland
Jody Lynn Greenwood
Kirk Carruth Hagan
Jonathan David Harris
Roy Thomas Harris
Caitlin E. Hartley**
Marques Alan Harvey
Joshua Carl Henley**
Amy Beth Hutchison
Jacqueline Marie Jeffcoat Schedler
Matthew Suzae Jenkins
Kimberly Kathleen Jenne*
Jeremiah Lemuel Johnson
Brenda Elois Jones
Juliana Kate Jones
Mark William Jones
Jennifer Lee Heald Kidwell
Chwi-Woon Kim*
Hyo Gyun Kim
Mica Inge Koli
Joshua Samuel Kuipers
Andrew Mackenzie Lewis
Patrick Littlefield
David Malcolm Logeman Jr.
Angela Long
Joshua Randall Long
Marissa Lynn Mahoney
Wesley Scott Maston
Jennifer Watley Maxell
Eric Kyle Mayle
Kimberly Parker McBryde*
Anthony Jason McCullough
Cynthia Parnell McDonald
Charles Kenneth McGill II**
Amanda Shana McIntyre
Gary Anthony McPhail Jr.
Noel Elisabeth Medsker
Betty Bowden Middleton
David J. Morris
Elizabeth Proctor Murchison
Jonathan Steven Navas
Kyle Joshua Nolan
Patricia K. Palmer
Caroline Shay Paris
MaryAnn Piccioni**
Pamela Denise Richardson
Kristie Roberts
Wesley Charles Sanders
Elizabeth Scioneaux
Kimberly R. Scott
Collin Gary Setterberg
Lauren Jane Shields
Tyrel Raykeem Shields*
Se Gye Shin

Doctor of Law

Osama Z. Abdelaziz
Malone W. Allen
Anna E. Altizer
Shawn Simon Amual
T. Brooks Anderson
Vinita B. Andrappaliyal
Edward W. Angiuli
Samuel Tarpley Ashworth Jr.
Ryan M. Bailey
Tala Marikit Bankston
Michael J. Baranovic Jr.
Brent A. Barnes
Daniel E. Bax
Richard B. Beacham
Andrew Jacob Beatus
Adam J. Beedenbender
Donna Lee Beezhold
Rachel Marie Belcher
Andrew Belisle
Stephanie Jane Bentley
Anne V. Berlow
Trinity Blake Best
William M. Beuche
Lauren Bewley
Kedar Sanjay Bhatia
Audrey J. Biggerstaff
Adam Sprott Boger
Daniel E. Bolmer
Brian Matthew Bonner
Melissa L. Bonnington
Jane C. Bouch
Lucas M. Brainerd
Lauren Augustina Branchini
Trevor Everton Brice
Laura C. Brockelman
Emily F. Bronstein
Natanya Harper Brooks
David Barret Brousard
Jessica Marie Brown
Nia K. Brown
Naomi C. Bryant
Kevin W. Burdett
Michael Burshteyn
Jared S. Buszin
Tabatha Lynn Calabrese
Cara M. Caporale
Dominick J. Capotosto
Michael Edward Capps Jr.
Anthony Joseph Cestaro
Leah Birk Chacon
Siu Yan Chan
Fredrick Nicholas Chandler
Owen Chaput
Simranjeet Singh Chatha
Song Choi**

Doctor of Theology

Isaac Ishmael Arthur**
Ca Trice B. Glenn**
Alex Mark Kouri

SCHOOL OF LAW

Presentation to the president, by Dean Robert Schapiro, of candidates for the degrees of doctor of juridical science, doctor of law, juris master, and master of laws; conferral of the degrees by the president.

Faculty Marshals
Ethan M. Rosenzweig
Sara J. Toering

Student Marshal
Chad K. Lennon

Doctor of Juridical Science

Mark Aaron Goldfeder
Josephine Ndagire

*graduated August 2012
**graduated December 2012
**graduated August 2012**

Andrew William McClelland Jr.
Alexander C. Meier
Daniel B. Millman
Regina M. Minberg
Gregory Richard Mitchell
Tariq N. Mohideen
Yvna L. Mols
Raymond Tyler Murtaugh
Gayatrty S. Nair
Heidi Elizabeth Grotaus Neal
Afeef T. Nessouli
Trevor Patrick Newberry
Michelle C. Newman
Andrea F. Nguyen
Jonathan H. Noble
Kristi Kay North
Michael F. Nullet
Stephanie L. Nullman
John R. Odle
Trevor Aron Ogden
Jason Patrick Oppenheimer
Samantha K. Orovitz
Lashawn A. Oxendine
Christopher O. Paredes
Tony Park
Matthew J. Parker
Amelia J. Parr
Komal Kinari Patel
Shyamal A. Patel
Alan J. Payne
Ashley Ne’cole Payne
Robert J. Pendergrass
Bo Peng
Grant Lee Petersen
Alexander Lyle Phillips
Edward Raymond Philpot
Francesca M. Pisano
William D. Ponder
Madison Moore Pool
Rebecca Calloway Pope**
Andrew J. Posil
Sarah K. Powell
Emily H. Quan
Reza Adam Rabiee
Dina Ragab
Raviranga Raj
Sriram Rajan
Geoffrey C. Rathgeber
Alla Raykin
Gautam Y. Reddy
Elizabeth Page Redpath
Gregory M. Rees
Brandon T. Reeser
Barri Alexis Reisch
Brandon S. Reisman
Nadia B. Saleem
Aaron I. Saltzman
Sharon N. Samuel
Shahar Sapir

Joshua L. Saunders
Christina L. Scalera
Jamie Cameron Schickler
Shea R. Schuman
Michael S. Scalfani
Ashley N. Scott
Bonnie Iris Scott**
Jessica Amber Seares
Reade Seligmann
Jessica A. Sharf
William Robert Sheer
Scott Harrison Shepard
Michael C. Shultz
Amanda L. Siefman
Robert T. Sills
Massiel N. Silva
Lauren M. Simons
Mithuna Sivaraman
Katie A. Skeehan
Lauren Esther Slive**
Alyssa Mattingly Smilowitz
Michael J. Smith**
Nicole Mary Smith
Robert Hudson Smith
Loren D. Snow
Kelly C. Sorbera
Scott Gregory Soulages
Sarah Ilene Stein
Natalia C. Steinberg
Sarah Michelle Sterniecb
Lindsay Elizabeth Stewart
Richard Leroy Strasburger Jr.
Bradley M. Strickland
John S. Stuart
Kirkland George Swann
Morgan L. Thomas
Yuval Toledano
David A Tucker
Elizabeth I. Ura
Dawn Valsan
Michael G. Varon
Damien A. Vignon
James K. Wade
Suedabeh J. Walker
Ryan A. Walsh
Sara M. Warren
Ariana Elkedah Washington
Matthew D. Watkins
Alexander B. Weaver
Ashley H. Webb-Orenstein
Casson Wen
Lara Anne Wharton
Jamie D. White
Sterling Andrew Winchester
John W. Wooten
Zainab Rakiatu Wurie
Brittany Green Wyatt
Patricia L. Yeatts
Eunsun Yoon
Matthew Minsoo Youn
Clare T. Zhang

**graduated December 2012**

Mathew Minsoo Youn

**JURIS MASTER**

John Douglas Holmes
L’Bertrice Hopson
Marian Iobidze
Tarik M. Johnson
Tye Neasha Tavaras
Gukeep Yun

**MASTER OF LAWS**

Cecily Asifa Aleem
Sayali Himanshu Bapat
Amrita Bhattacharyya**
Conway Taylor Broun
Yaxin Deng
Tian Ding
Olayinka Heolouwa Fashogbon
Chenliang Gu
Shi Hao
Sangeetha Krishnakumar**
Songyuan Li
Tiffany Nicole Moore
Dabibiere Doris Nelson
Christian Perez Taveras**
Shlomo Chaim Pill
Hope Elizabeth Revelle
Shakira Maria Rodriguez
Astrid Marianne Seijas
Amma Riaz Shirazi**
Jeemin Song
Kathy Sherita Stewart
Kornel Stiegeler
Tao Tao
Ifooma Vera Utah
Yue Wang**
Qian Yan
Zurab Zambakhidze
Ke Zhang

**ROBERTO C. GOIZUETA BUSINESS SCHOOL**

Presentation to the president, by Dean Laurence Benveniste, of candidates for the degrees of bachelor of business administration, master of business administration, and master of business studies; conferral of the degrees by the president.

**FACULTY MARSHALS**

Allison Burdette
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Charles Goetz
JB Kurish

Student Marshals
George Mitchell Ballantyne
Hannah M. Chung

Bachelor of Business Administration

Olubukunola Olubunmi Adebo
Danielle Lisa Adler
Michael Ray Ainbinder
LaVonne Odunmorayo
Akinwunmi
Salmon Sohail Ali
Alexander Thomas Andruskevich
Roy Garrett Atwood
Patrick Thomas Augustyn*
Daniel Louis Axelrod
Dipto Azfar
Lee Frances Bachourou
Merrill J. Bachourou
Spencer C. Barkoff
Marni Rose Baron
Alexis Lee Berkoff
Skyler Ross Berman
Mark Daniel Beroth
Dhanesh Bharvani
Arjun Bhattacharya
Paula Leslie Biegelsen
Jocelyn Haycroft Bilkey
Brady Moses Bingham
Leah Blair Blue
Wolf Micah Boltansky
Gregory Michael Borofsky
Arthur Junichi Brantley
Justin Ryan Brasington
Marisa Allison Braun
Jordan Adam Brustein
Woo Jeong Byun
Jeffrey Alexander Captain
Dashon Lamar Lee Catlett
Zachary John Chahalis
Isaac Marinus Chambers
Anisha Piyushbhai Chandra
Esha Chandra
Michael Taijai Chang
Li-Hsun Chen
Yuewen Chen
Xiao Cheng
Atish Vijay Chhabria
Diane Jin Choi
Stephanie Ka Wai Chong
Peggy Yu Chu
Shehzain Kadirali Chunara**
Eunice Hyunah Chung
Hannah M. Chung
Kara Alene Ciccone
Chloe Rachel Cohen
David Francis Collura
Andrew Joseph Cooper
Devan Montrese Cortland
Lianne Janine Coyukiat
Aayushi Malay Dalal
Kirtiina Lynn Daughenbaugh
Matthew William de Groot
Malcolm Toure Decuire Jr.
Mariissa Ruth Devaer
Alex Schaen Devine
Neelma Taherali Dhanani
Chenlin Ding
Jeffrey Michael Docherty
Sun Young Doh
Charles Thomas Donahue
Jana Brooke Drachman
Adam Joseph Dufner
Alexandra Nicole Duhl
Ariella Lois Ederi**
Ruth Daniëlle Eisenberg
Farah El-Behadli
Isra Erpaiboon
Justin Seth Etkin
Ariel Clare Farkas
Olivia Brooke Farley
Tara D. Farwana
Lauren Elizabeth Ferguson
Andrew Denmison Fitcher
Theresa Clotilde Ford
David Christopher Fratto
Michael Ian Friedberg
Leah Ellen Friedman
Robert Steven Friedman
Joanna Bixi Fu
Nicole Susanne Fuhr
Michael Ryan Gad
Priyanka Shirish Gandhi
Enmou Gao**
Jenny Yuan Gao**
Christopher Joseph Garland
David Garofalo
Nicolas Constantin Gerstmeyr
Matthew Ryan Goldberg
Zachary Benjamin Goldstein
Samuel Jacob Green
Courtney Faye Greenbaum
Alison Deborah Greenwald
Shahnun Gulati
Imran S. Halari
Paul Han
Mara Amy Hanerfeld
Isabella Hart
Clayton Moss Heery
Kathryn Margaux Hemsing
Laura Kathleen Henchey
Aaron Michael Hirsch
Bo Young Hong
Jennifer Lily Hua
Huang Huang*
Jonathan Jai-Hsien Huang
Tiffany Huang
Tong Hui
Rayhan Mohammad Husain
Khalil Hani Husary
Amanda Jacobson
Rajesh Inder Jegadeesh
Danyang Jiang
Jennifer Yuzhu Jiang
Yiqin Jiang
Nicholas Easton Jones
Yuhwah Joyce Juang
Paulina Eun Bee Jung
Al-Virah Barkat Ali Kabani
Shazia Jamal Kadihi
Jacob Daniel Kahane
Ashley Marie Kaiser
Henna Kamdar
Timothy Kang
Anushka Kapoor
Murad Malik Karimi
Carol Adriane Kassel
Scott Andrew Kaston
Samantha Katz
Zachary Edward Keating
Samuel Sean Kelly
Jacob Albert Ketyeyian
His ham N. Khan
Mahmood Khan
Byungmin Kim
Hyun-Seok Kim
Ji Eun Kim
Katherine Tessa Kim
Mark Chie Kim
Myung Sup Kim**
Timothy Junggil Kim
Derek Eugene Kirkland
Brandon Joshua Klausner
Carly Elyse Kneue
Nathan Kwanghun Koh
Derek Francis Kopen
Edward Robert Kovel
Jordan Margaux Krant
Amanda Taylor Kruvant
Jonah Kupperstock**
Naayab N. Ladak
Jamie Eve Landman
James L. Lapp**
Charles Benjamin Lee
Kyunw Seo Lee**
WooYeul Lee
Stephen Kenneth Leech
Benjamin Lejier
Ryan Martin Leon
Raymond Leong
Zachary Louis Levine
Nir N. Levy
Biqing Li

* Graduated August 2012
** Graduated December 2012
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Amanda Karin Wikman
Daniel Meade Williams
Marianne Elizabeth Woolpert
Ge Wu
Stephanie Celeste Wylie
Zhuoqun Xi
Hua Xu
Ruixi Xu
Monica Yang
Xiru Yang
Jonathan Isaac Yenni
In-Wook Yoo
Hong-Shik Yoon**
Binna Lee Yoon
Shawn Fareed Yousif
Anna Zhang
Hongtao Zhang
Yu Zhang
Zhonghuang Zhang
Dan Zhao**
Brittany Lynn Zuroff

Teona Abuladze
Sraavanti Aluvala
Olajimi S. Amos
John Thomas Arant
Alejandro D. Arteaga**
Tatiana Atyushova**
Brian Frank Auerbach
Michael Bachicha
Sandeep Bajaj
Zachary Brandon Baker
George Mitchell Ballantyne
Uttam Chandra Bandugula**
Sanjib Banerjee
Will L. Banks
Jason Judkins Barnes
Gerald Joseph Baron
Christopher James Basiliere
Christopher Lloyd Bear
Andrew Jacob Beatus
Advait Behara
Shauna Bell
Holly Elisabeth Bellmumd
Megan Patrick Berendt
Lila Rachel Berman
Vikas Bhalla
Mithuna Shree Bhatt**
Sandeep Bhatt
Sarah Marie Blizzard
Ian Marc Breeze
Gary Brockman
Eric Alexander Bromley
Chrystal Cecelia Burns
Amanda Joy Butler
John Gerald Byrne
Matthew Cagle**
Jennifer Lynn Capouya
Todd Daniel Carlson
Jacob Matthew Cason
Meredith Brooke Cataldo
Mauricio Dutra Cavalcante
Leah Birk Chacon
Bhaskara Kamesh Challa
Rohit Chauhan
Jia Chen
Xiaoyang Chen
Chong Hun Chung
Ike S. Chyong**
Antonia Rose Ciccolo*
Oluofua Olamide Coker
Richard Alan Cole
William Arthur Cooper
E. Clark Copelin
Jennifer Lynn Cozier
Marissa Claire Craighead
Shavonn Valerie Crawford*
Matthew Crowell
Thi Mai Huong Dao
Christopher S. Davis
Rahul Dawra
Jeffrey Edgar DeLong
Sonya Denysenko
Romil Khshitij Desai
Clive Bruno Desouza
Arun Dhamija
Nene Fatoumata Dilio
Yan Ding
Tatiana Olegovna Diyanovka
Zachary Alan Dollhausen
Ryan Phillip Douglas
Eva Grillet Dreger
Warrick De’Mon Dunn
Jayakumar Duraasamy
David T. Durant
Tatsuto Edahiro
Otto Elger Platin
Michael Jay Embersit
Alex Duane Entrekine
Alfredo Jesus Esquivar Figuera
Matthew Reynolds Essex
Horacio Guillermo Eterovic
Thomas Hubert Evans*
Allister Frank Eweleight
Andrew V. Fedanov
William Lee Felder
Christopher Alan Fellows
Julie Marie Ferguson
Glensy Nataly Fernandez
Mariela Gianna Fernandez Ferrua
Andres Julian Ferro
Rhonda Denise Fischer
Marcy Fisher
Matthew Lawrence Fishman

Matthew Lawrence Fishman
Marci Fisher

Heng Qu
Bismah Rahmat
Sean Michael Ransenberg**
Sam Ratner
Anna Elizabeth Register
Erika Brooke Rief
Courtney Harri Rivkind
Justin Brett Robinson
Eric Harris Rothschild
Victor Alan Rudo
Micco Ewei Ryan
Min-Gi Ryu**
Joshua Andrew Sallen
Katie Sarah Samuel
Lauren Beth Sass
Scott Jonathan Savell
Grant Alexander Schuster
Alexis Leigh Schwartz
Alex Patrick Scott
David Relyea Seibert
Jiahuang Sheng
Qianli Charlie Shi
Vaibhav Ravi Shivarajpur
Ross Adam Shulman
Glen Richard Silverman
Michael Daniel Simon
Ryan Samuel Singer
Ankit Kumar Singh
Christina Devi Singh
Kolin D. Smialek
James Bruce Smith III**
Michael A. Sobel
Madhav Soi
Samantha Lindsay Sokol
Corey Rashad Spraggs*
Dorothy Louise Sprague
Hilary Claire Strickland
Jiewei Su
Maximillian Sultan
Wen Sun
Yue Sun
Arielle Leah Tamir
David Roy Tomlinson
Carl William Tremblay
Anirudh Vadapalli
Nadine A. Virani
Natasha A. Vlahovic
Monica Isabel Volodarsky
Alyssa Nicole Walker
An Wang
Jack Wang
Jun Wang
Michelle Hanna Wang
Song Wang*
Yizhuo Wang
Arista Deloris Ware II
Jonathan M. Warren
Lai Wei**
Alexandria Marie Whitley

Matthew Cagle**
Jennifer Lynn Capouya
Todd Daniel Carlson
Jacob Matthew Cason
Meredith Brooke Cataldo
Mauricio Dutra Cavalcante
Leah Birk Chacon
Bhaskara Kamesh Challa
Rohit Chauhan
Jia Chen
Xiaoyang Chen
Chong Hun Chung
Ike S. Chyong**
Antonia Rose Ciccolo*
Oluofua Olamide Coker
Richard Alan Cole
William Arthur Cooper
E. Clark Copelin
Jennifer Lynn Cozier
Marissa Claire Craighead
Shavonn Valerie Crawford*
Matthew Crowell
Thi Mai Huong Dao
Christopher S. Davis
Rahul Dawra
Jeffrey Edgar DeLong
Sonya Denysenko
Romil Khshitij Desai
Clive Bruno Desouza
Arun Dhamija
Nene Fatoumata Dilio
Yan Ding
Tatiana Olegovna Diyanovka
Zachary Alan Dollhausen
Ryan Phillip Douglas
Eva Grillet Dreger
Warrick De’Mon Dunn
Jayakumar Duraasamy
David T. Durant
Tatsuto Edahiro
Otto Elger Platin
Michael Jay Embersit
Alex Duane Entrekine
Alfredo Jesus Esquivar Figuera
Matthew Reynolds Essex
Horacio Guillermo Eterovic
Thomas Hubert Evans*
Allister Frank Eweleight
Andrew V. Fedanov
William Lee Felder
Christopher Alan Fellows
Julie Marie Ferguson
Glensy Nataly Fernandez
Mariela Gianna Fernandez Ferrua
Andres Julian Ferro
Rhonda Denise Fischer
Marcy Fisher
Matthew Lawrence Fishman

Charles Patrick Flanary**
Brian John Francfort
Dixil Hester Francis
Anne Catherine Franco
Christopher Gary Kirsch Freedman
Jason Aric Freeland
Jeremy Samuel Furman
Umamaheswara Rao Garlapati
Lawrence Love Gellerstedt
David Kenneth Germany
Anirban Ghosh
Nico Gilzenrat
Baruch Ginsburg
Christopher Callaway Ryan
Godfrey
Scott Lee Goldin
Amanda Goodman
Amber Marie Graddick
Marcela Teixeira Grammatico
Erik Matthew Graser
Michael James Greene
Alan Groose
Matthew S. Gryder
Rong Guo
Jason Mark Hadra*
Jonathan Bolton Hall
Yong Sang Han
Tomoaki Hara
Christopher Harze
Ye He
Zhouzhou He
Henry M. Hemans-Mensah
Justin Michael Hill
Hannah Hillman
John Harold Himman IV
John Forrest Holder**
Patrick Lindsey Hollon
Rachel Leah Hoover
Crystal Megan Huber
Stephanie L. Hughes
Kelly Serene Hunt
Youn Hur
Johnny Clinton Irvin
Vicor Humapwa Ishaku
Charles Alexander James
Daniel Jansen
Benjamin Jarrett
James Ernest Jenkins**
Mary Ann Lentz McDufford
Byoung Hun Jeon
Nicholas Jeziaraln
Choong Hwan Jo
Melissa Dawn Johns
Patrick McKay Johnson
Graham Caldwell Jones
Joshua Nathanael Jones
Girish Joshi**
Mayuri Uday Joshi

* Graduated August 2012
** Graduated December 2012
Venkata Sriram Machiraju
Jonathan Aaron Lubitz
Daryl Walter Pua Lu
Tamika J. Longino
Joshua Randall Long
Yansen Lokanata
Betty I-Man Lo
Wenjie Liu
Louis Charles Linde Jr.
Benjamin Russell Liebermann
Andrew John Thompson
Mark Steven Thorburn
Ilan Adam Tobin
Paige Guy Todd
Alexander B. Toland
Mark Richard Tomaszewski**
Daniel Joseph Tranth Jr.
Amanda Traver**
Vinay Sunder Uchil
Zachary Joseph Usilton
Alejandro Velasquez Uribe
Gutenberg Francisco Vera*
Manish Verma
Coogan Anne Vick
Jeffery Tradnor Wadsworth
Kenneth Dale Walma
John Doar Walsh
Yan Wang
Louise Mary Wasilewski
Dennis Alexander Watson
David Aaron Wattenmaker
Scott David Weiner
Justin James Weinkle
Matthew Robert Westcot
Matthew Robert Westcot
Colin David Weisner
David Peyton White
Clayton Carter Whittfield
David Jay Whitman*
Lindsay Dozier Wilkinson
Janine Marie Williams
Martin Williams
Valerie Williams
Walker Thomas Williams
Walter Dominic Williams
Gerald Gordon Williams II
Russell Joe Wilson
Joshua Abraham Winograd
Patrick Joseph Woods
Elizabeth Theresa Wright
Peng Xu
Nana Ama Yankah
Juvenne Anna-Kaye Yee
Cassy Lea York
Steven Joseph Youd
Nelie Glenn Zanca
Yuan Zhong
Sara Ann Zoromsky
Amy Loren Zwecker

** GRADUATED AUGUST 2012
*** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012

Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

Sun Young Jung
Nishikant Vasant Kadam
William Todd Kalen**
Ethan Kalm
Amit Kamboj**
Dong Soo Kang
Abraham Umansky Kanno
Ciqdem Karatas
Firat Emre Karatas
Kishore Karlapudi
Satyavikas Kasturi
David Adam Katzman
Clifford Kazmarek
Jason Lincoln Kelly
Patrick Delbert James Kennedy
Christopher Steven Kerscher
Aubry Kessel
Ali Reza Khademi
Arnab Khan
Pia Arjun Khiani
Sreejayanth Mittemamer Kidambi
Andrey Kim
Byoung Chul Kim
Cheol Hyoung Kim
Hoon Kim
Jason Jihoon Kim
Robert Milton King
Alp Kirmizioğlu**
Robert Wilson Kissing
Joseph Aaron Kline
Andrew Knight
Jybhchi George Ko
Jani Petteri Kohonen
Marisa Burk Kowalsky
Prabhu Krishna Das**
Jitendra Kumar
Rathesh J. Kumar
Zubin Mathew Kurian
Kelly L. Kuykendall
Marvin Javier La Rotta
Francisco Andres Lam
Melanie Lyn Lawrence
Nwandi Ngozi Lawson
John Henry Lee
Sang Hyun Lee
Damon Katrell Levell
Marya Liivi-Sabesky Levine**
Benjamin Samuel Lewis
Yubo Li
Benjamin Russell Liebermann
Louis Charles Linde Jr.
Wenjie Liu
Betty I-Man Lo
Yansen Lokanata
Joshua Randall Long
Tamika J. Longino
Daryl Walter Pua Lu
Jonathan Aaron Lubitz
Venkata Sriram Machiraju
Marissa Lynn Mahoney
Daniela Carolina Mainong Payares
Michael Malakhov
Karun S. Malhotra
Vivek Malhotra
Brian Mangan
Edison Manurung
Milen M. Markov
Felipe Smolka Marques
Brianne J. Marshall
Robert James Martin
Tiffany Carrie Martin
Kosuke Maruo
Sankalp Mathur
Audra Lynn Maurer Rexing
Robert Preble McCampbell Jr.
Matthew Charles McElroy
Steven Lewis McGee
Prince Yахirmara McKinney
Shan Mehrrota
Maria Patricia Melo
Jyotsna Rao Mentreddi*
Tomoya Mineyishi
Ravi Mishra
Lawrence Hunter Morhouse
Marc-Andre Warwick Morin
Raymond Tyler Murtaugh
Rajesh Srinivasan Nachaloor**
Aravind Natarajan
Fernando Luis Navaarro*
Emily Anne Nolte
Michael Sean Olsen
Akiyuki Onaka
Heather Marie Oravec
Roxanne Newstad Orman**
Caren Delk Owen
Jeremiah Jonathan Palmer
Jong Seop Park
Sungjin Park
Harikrishnan Parthasarathy
Pradeep Kumar Parvathipuram
Jatin R. Patel
Parek Thakor Patel
Raheel Kamal Patel
Umang Patel
Vikesh Patel
Sachidananda Pati
Mauricio Patiño Ruiz
April Sunset Payton
Matthew Jay Pearson
Charles Randall Perrin
Grant Lee Petersen
Alexander Lyle Phillips
Adam Cory Pomeranz
Katie Lynn Pothochny
Kirk Andrew Poucher
SubbaRao V. Pushadapu
Eric James Quarles
Sabina Monique Rahaman
John Philip Rahiya
Narayanan Ramamurthy
Roger Ramos
Shubha Rao
Sanjoy Rath
Daniel Rau
Li L. Reev
Christopher Scott Reilly
Marvin Renaud
Carlos Guillermo Ricart
Alix Thompson Rice
Heather Schoonover Rochford
Johannes Rodriguez**
Ashley E. Rogover
Christopher Carlile Rollins
Philip James Ruppel
Ariel Antonio Sanchez**
Tristan Sather
Robert Scott Savage
Benjamin Jay Schmerin
Matthew John Schwartzhoff
John Neal Scott
Allison Scully
Rajeev Seenappa
Holli Annette Semetko
Mauricio Sepúlveda
Nikunj Kaushik Shah*
Sanam Shailesh Shah
Shreesh Sharma
Alicu Sheriff
Niti Sheth
Sandesh Shetty
Yukie Shibano
Steven Clayton Simms
Abhishek Singh
Wesley Nathaniel Slagle*
Randall Paul Slaven
Branson Christopher Smith
Tyler Andrew Smith
Nitant Noam Soares
Mhomin Sohani
Kevin John Solchenberger**
Dorothy Kaur Sood
Alexandros Nicholas
Sophocleous
Andres Eduardo Sosa
Scott Andrew Springfield
Tracey Allison Steele
Lloyd Matthew Stone
Daniel Joseph Strangio*
Katherine Parrish Strong
Miguel Enrique Suadi Odeh
Michael R. Summers
Susan Nelson Sunay
Charles Frederick Sutterlin
Kenny Tai
Carlos Benjamin Cabrera Tan**
Michael Wayne Taylor

Andrew John Thompson
Mark Steven Thorburn
Ilan Adam Tobin
Paige Guy Todd
Alexander B. Toland
Mark Richard Tomaszewski**
Daniel Joseph Tranth Jr.
Amanda Traver**
Vinay Sunder Uchil
Zachary Joseph Usilton
Alejandro Velasquez Uribe
Gutenberg Francisco Vera*
Manish Verma
Coogan Anne Vick
Jeffery Tradnor Wadsworth
Kenneth Dale Walma
John Doar Walsh
Yan Wang
Louise Mary Wasilewski
Dennis Alexander Watson
David Aaron Wattenmaker
Scott David Weiner
Justin James Weinkle
Matthew Robert Westcot
David Peyton White
Clayton Carter Whittfield
David Jay Whitman*
Lindsay Dozier Wilkinson
Janine Marie Williams
Martin Williams
Valerie Williams
Walker Thomas Williams
Walter Dominic Williams
Gerald Gordon Williams II
Russell Joe Wilson
Joshua Abraham Winograd
Patrick Joseph Woods
Elizabeth Theresa Wright
Peng Xu
Nana Ama Yankah
Juvenne Anna-Kaye Yee
Cassy Lea York
Steven Joseph Youd
Nelie Glenn Zanca
Yuan Zhong
Sara Ann Zoromsky
Amy Loren Zwecker

Master of Business Studies
ROLLINS SCHOOL
OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Presentation to the president, by Dean James W. Curran, of candidates for the degrees of master of public health and master of science in public health; conferral of the degrees by the president.

FACULTY MARSHAL
Kathleen R. Miner

STUDENT MARSHALS
Hersh Gupta
Amelia Lynn Jazwa

MASTER OF
Public Health

Benjamin Olugbenga Adebayo*
Yama Afshar
Matthew Charles Agan
Fatima Younis Al Slai
Ariel Laurin Albertie
Mohammed Jamal Alkalawi
Cristin Marie Almeter
Fawaz Sator Alrasheedi
Osama Mohammed Alwafi
Saud Hamed Alzahrani
Alexander Joseph Ambinder
Asrat Genet Annie
Alexandra Quinn Anderson
Chelsea Marie Austin
Erica Dawn Avidano*
Daniel James Axelson
Yang Bai
Annie Martha Bailey
Kavitha Balakumar
Jeffrey M. Bale
Maral Alisse Banan
Kari Ann Bannon
Hisham Abdul Salamat Bashawri
Shakia Bashkerville
Uduak Bassey
Amy Baugher
Gregory Jackson Bautista
Keely Erin Beck
Laura Beck-Pancer
Cara Jane Bergo
Rachel Lynn Berkowitz
Abby Lynn Berns
Erlin Elizabeth Bernstein
Margaret Mary Bertram
April Biagioni**
Zachary Orion Binney
Lauren Elise Bishop
Natalie Alice Blackburn

Emily Elizabeth Blain
Felicia Marielle Blocker
Kirsten Seetha Bondalapati
Dorothy Bota
Sheela Anne Bowler
Christina Renaud Brosius
Matthew Alan Brouillette
Kendra Alyssa Bryant
Anna Buchsbaum
Adeniyi Kayode Busari
Samantha Jane Campillo
Sarah Graham Candler
Andrea Lindley Caplea
Joy Marie Castro
Jacqueline Yoi Yan Chan
Nisha Ramesh Chandiramani
Jingwen Chang
Johanna Ruth Chapin
Gina Chapleau
Anna Natalie Chard
Elizabeth Zach Charles
Saurabh Subhash Chavan
Chi Chen
Guang Ming Chen
Jie Chen
Carolyn J.J. Chi
Sara Asgar Chinikamwala
Song Choi**
Vinay Chopra
Ngozi Chuku
Ilana Rachel Cliffer
Paul Lyford Cobb
Evan Daniel Coffman
Raphael Dequan Coleman
Rebecca Miller Coleman
Shanice Ivy Coleman
Samantha Michelle Collado
Carmen Nicole Collins
Matthew Wesley Cone
Bayle Opal Conrad
Emily Laura Cooper
Jennifer Rittenhouse Cope
Tristan Alexandre Cordier
Kemesha Terrena Corpening
Anastasia Carissa Crawford
Suzanne Ellen Cullins
Eileen Ann Curran
Kristina Van Dang
Thu Hien Thi Dang
Ruth W. Dawson**
Olumayowa Moyosore Dayo
Bonnie Ann DeLor
Carla Lucia DeSisto
Kiersten Smith Derby
Anjali Mukesh Desai
Sally Jane Dijkerman
Kathryn Ann Distelhorst
Elizabeth Y. Dong
Wei Dong

Ellen Jennifer Dugan
Stacey Bright Dula
Erik Meade Duncan
Seth Henry Edmunds
Alexander Emmitt
Derek Steven Emms
Patricia Mae Engel Overcash
Nosayaba Enofe
Elizabeth Daniell Ervin
Gabrielle Gideon Fanning-Dowdell
Monique Farone
Larisa Fedarushchanka
Shawna J. Feinman
Amanda Leigh Feldpausch
Ashley Gaeth Fell
Sarah Elizabeth File**
Danielle Elizabeth Fincher
William Campbell Ford
Kawanda Amy Foster
Jeffrey David Freeman
Shalonda Halsey Freeman*
David Richard Gahn**
Kimberly Nicole Gajewski
Michael David Garber
Lisa Marie Gargano**
Erin St George Garnett
Jillian Erica Gaumond*
Amanda Laura Geller
Brooke Heather Genkin
Susan Michelle Gerbensky
Klammer
Yashodhan N. Ghodke
Heather Faith Gillespie**
Daniel Benjamin Ginges
Baoqing Gong
Amparo Beatriz Gonzalez*
Amy Mackey Goodman
Rachel Edith Gordon-Roberts
Takahiro Goto
David Newton Gould**
Regina Holan Gould**
Laura Gravens
Robert Joseph Michael Greathouse*
Stephanie Rose Gretsch
Dian Gu
Stephanie Michelle Guettig
Chaoan Guo
Hersh Gupta
Sundeep Gupta*
Amanda Jill Hurn
Iveta Gvetadze
Stephanie Frances Apuzzo
Hackett**
Jaime Lynne Hamil
Hua Hao
Jordan Doane Harrison
Erica Sangita Hazra

Alfonso Claudio Hernandez-Romieu
Eilidh Mary Higgins
Maggie McQueen Hodges
Reginald McKenzie Holmes
Sonya Layla Hovsepian
Wenruo Hu
Shuyuan Huang
Kate Aileen Huber
Chioma Elizabeth Ihekezu
Kentarou Imai
Lina Inagaki
Meredith M. Ingram**
Shabnam Jain*
Amal Osman Jama
Edward Gilbert Jaszi
Manasi Jayaparak* 
Swati Ajay Jha
Renjan Jiang
Jeremy Richard John
Heather Renfroe Johnson
Meredith Amanda Jessica Johnson
Emily Osteen Johnston
Michael Christian Judd
Joanna Meadow Jungerman
Mengmeng Kan
Rachael Ann Kane
Amogha Kannan
Abimbola Tuyibi Kasumu
Mandip Kaur
Rachel Ann Kearns
Brianna Sky Keeffe-Oates
Farrah Michelle Keong
Erin McGrath Keyes
Maryam Jabeen Khalid
Madiha Khan
Christopher Hyunjoo Kim
Yeun Jung Kim
Juliet Wambui Kinyua
Logan Joseph Kirsch
Momoko Kitami
William Knechtle
Jessica L. Kolling
Kalinda Ann Kondomal
Kristina Whitfield Kuo*
Mary Danielle Kuykendall
Genevieve Frances LaCon
Caithin Rebecca Lam
Danielle Nicole Lambert
Alexander Daniel Landon
Simona Goldman Lang
Staci Ann Langkjaer
Hien Thi Thu Le
Olivia Isabel Morris Leach
Katherine Lean
Christina Laurie Lee
Grace Lee
Michelle Isabel Leon

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2012
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012
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Lorin Kelly Letcher
Weiyan Li
Dan Lin
Yu-Syuan Lin
Mary Louise Lindegren
Gui Liu
Shawnta Lynette Lloyd
Ashley Marietta Loomis
Alyse Patricia Lopez-Salm
Andrea Lund
Dan Na Luo
Jenna Louise Lupi
Elizabeth Ann Lurie
Michael Joseph Lyle
Ashley MacDermott
Amanda Kalyn MacGurn
Alexandra Jay Machen
Nneka Janavive Madu
Sabrina Celeste Mallett
Erin Elizabeth Malone
Rajkumar Manimaran
Patience Manuel
Da Mao
Aimee Elizabeth Maple
Heather Anne Marsh
Stacey Lynn Mason
Anitha Elizabeth Mathew
Emery Alden Mathieson
Marty Thomas Sellers
Swathi Sekar
Rosalyn Rhianne Schroeder
Brittany Lauren Schriver
Anne Marie Schipani
Joshua G. Schier
Amanda Noelle Schaupp
Warren Brooks Sayre
Amanda Noelle Schaupp
Sherry atmoh H. Shipp
Sarah Nicole Chiodi
Yang Wu
Weina Xiang
Wei Xiong
Junjun Xu
Abigail Shaw Yandell
Brittany Marie Young
Kyu Yun
Alexander Konstantin Zaharoff
Emily Marie Zanat
Siyu Zhang
Jing Zhao
Hong Zhu

Master of Science in Public Health

Alice Elizabeth Arcury-Quandt
Jessica Hartmann Belle
Gabrielle Ellen Celia Breen
Xu Chen
Sarah Nicole Chiodi
Yi-Ting Chou
Jeffrey Scott Cope
Miranda Delahoy
Hao Feng
Leslie Rochelle Herman
Meilin Huang
Ijeoma Onyekachi Ihiqasa
Jennifer Lynn Isenburg
Amelia Lynn Jazwa
Xu Ji
Michael Scott Kelleman
Yi Lasanajak
Alexandra Kathryn Lee
Jason Andrew Lee
Hollis Lin
Gerard William Lopez
Lisa Melissa Matz
Lana Meiqari
Elizabeth Claire Overton
Rachel Hatton Parker
Marissa Kaye Person
Xiang Ren
Rachel Elizabeth Rutkowski
Meng Shai
Christopher Dumon Simpson
Yohannes Bekele Tezema
Recipients of Degrees-in-Course

JAMES T. LANEY
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

Presentation to the president, by Dean Lisa A. Tedesco, of candidates for the degrees of master of arts, master of arts in teaching, master of development practice, master of music, master of sacred music, master of science, and doctor of philosophy; conferral of the degrees by the president.

FACULTY MARSHALS
Joseph Cadray Jr.
Anita Corbett
Karen A. Hegtvedt
Laura Otis
Mark Sanders

STUDENT MARSHALS
Selina Rosa Gallo-Cruz
Yu-An Lai

Master of Arts

Sarita Ines Alami*
Isabella Helena Alexander*
Kathryn Elizabeth Bouskill*
Amanda Pema Brown
Sean Thomas Byrne**
Nicholas Trevor Calvin*
Maurand Madlyn Cappelletti
Chi Ngai Cheung*
Christina Marie Colvin**
Daniel James Coppeto*
Colleen Marie Cowperthwait
Charles Stephen Craig
Nathan Harris Danneman*
Jill Devoe Daugherty*
Zachary Matthew Domach
Matthew Dubney Duval*
Whitney Leigh Easton
Emily Catherine Esche*
Fernando Enrique Esquivel Suarez
Anna Rebecca Finkel**
Yacov Zev Freedman
Claire Rebecca Galloway
Geoffrey P. Gilbert
Navyug Raj Gill
Aubrey Paige Graham**
Sergio Carlos Gutierrez Negron
Linda Prudence Hardi**
Michelle Elise Hulme-Lippert
Suma Ikeuchi*
Katherine Lucy Jayne
Bing Jiang*
Maria Shelby Jones
Hilary Brooks King*
Leslie Steven Leighton*
Maximilian Rex Levenson*
Xiaochun Liu
Aun Lor
Alex Lukens
Anne Garland Mahler**
John Samuel Malahy
Lauren S. Marx
Meaghan Elizabeth McCallum
Kelly Ruth McCormick*
Natalie Ann Merrill*
Adriana Sum Miu
Jennifer Michelle Moriuchi
Kara Alexandra Moskowitz*
Shan Mukhtar**
Amanda Lee Mummert*
Aiman Mustafa
Gabriel Charlie John Magnus Nahmias
Vanessa Anne Nelsen**
Jennifer Lauren Nelson
Nicholas Jerome Nelson-Goedert
Osman Ahmet Nemli
Ronald Joseph Orr**
Sara Elise Palmer*
Baekkwan Park*
Ashley Nicole Parks*
David Marcelo Pena-Guzman**
Handie Peng*
Martha Elisabeth Polk
Stephanie Michelle Pridegon**
James Hughy Reilly**
Kaytin J. Renfro
John William Roberts
Alexander David Robins
Brittany Alicia Robinson*
Joshua Robert Robinson*
Stephanie Lauren Rodgers
Taylor Leigh Rubin**
Arthur Thomas Ryan*
Daniela Maria Sanchez* Zendre* Yvette Sanders
Jennifer Lee Schaefer*
Gabriela Mandel Maiz Sheets*
Sujit Shrestha*
Mark Alan Smith*
Matthew Boyd Smith
Sarah Francis Smith
Ariel Svarch**
Chenyang Tang*
Malcolm Hakeem Tariq
Aylin Tasdemir*
Samuel Robert Timme**
John Trimmer*
Kevin Joseph Wack
Meredith Ann Wall*
John Frederic Watson*
Sean Andrew Wempe*
Dominika Anne Winiarski
Jing Xu*
Tong Xu
Daniel Jaesup Yoo
Se Hwan Youn

Master of Arts in Teaching

Valentino Boeri
Sarah Elizabeth Ficken
Emma DePree Follansbee
Allicia Garza
Margaret Llyn Jones
Kenneth William Patterson
Catharine Adams Schill
Gina Sujin Song
Amber Audria Williams
Ntianu Nkenge Young

Master of Development Practice

Lise A. Afoy*
Jenna Nicole Blumenthal*
Miranda R. Bodfish*
Tyler Gray Clevenger
Alicia BW Clifton*
Jenni V. Angela Dowdle*
Marisa Nicole Gallegos*
Haley K. Holt*
Mary E. Root*
Claudie S. Sossah**
Stephanie A. Stawicki*
Margaret S. Winston*

Master of Sacred Music

Jonathan Easter
Brian V. Glikes
Joel Bentley Thompson
Tyrone Jamal Webb
Margaret Eleanor Granum
Robert Lynch
Valerie Stipcak

Master of Science

Neha Ahuja**
Nicole Sets Ando**
Katherine Jane Baxter
Jonathan Michael Beus
Jason Bothwell
Adonis Miguel Bovell
Susanna Elizabeth Brantley
Donald Marion Bryant
William Thomas Cash
Alexander Chang
Sushma K. Cribs
Cecile Anne Delille
Kevin Joseph Fomalont* Slawomir Adam Goryczka
Darwin Benjamin Hang* Ellen Nancy Heath
Hao-Hsiang Hung*
Haojian Jin**
Shawnna Christin Joynt
Chris Patrick Kelley
Jordan Anthony Kemper
Christine Frances Klymko**
Christine Frances Klymko
Verena Kuhlemann*
Yu-An Lai
Minyoung Lee
Siyuan Lou*
Catherine Norton Marti
Andrew Philip McLeod
Emily Bayle McIntosh
Meredith Claire McNamara
Ashish Mehta
Fatima Zubair Mir
Emily Margaret Mitchell**
Andrew Joseph Mongue
Dannie Lynn Perdomo*
Roshan Sudhir Prabhu
William Caleb Rutledge
Emily Ryan** Gayatri Sekar** Anastasia Svisheva**
Li Tang*
Apoorwa Thathi**
Matthew Laurence Topel
Giacomo Colver Waller
Ming Wang
Friedrich A. Wieser**
Grant Martin Williams*
Anne Marie Winkler
Jacob Edward Winschel**
Tunan Wu**
Xiaogeng Xu*
Wenqiong Xue
Zhengwen Zhou**
Wenfei Zou

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2012
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012
Frances Reyburn Abbott*
Graduate Institute of the Liberal Arts,
Allen Tullos, Adviser
Dissertation: Black Migration to Atlanta:
Metropolitan Spatial Patterns and Popular
Representation, 1990–2012

Jacqueline Abrams*
Comparative Literature,
Elissa Marder, Adviser
Dissertation: The Language of Loss:
Writing at the Intersection of Literature
and Philosophy

Timothy Michael Acker
Biological and Biomedical Sciences,
Dennis Liotta, Adviser
Dissertation: Structural Determinants of
Activity, Mechanism and Structure Activity
Relationships of Novel GluN2C/D Subunit
Selective Antagonists of the N-methyl-D-
Aspartate Receptor

Richard Manly Adams Jr.**
Religion, Luke Johnson, Adviser
Dissertation: “The Israel of God”:
The Narrative Rhetoric of Paul’s Letter
to the Galatians

Hajira Fatima Ahmad*
Biomedical Engineering,
Athanassios Sambanis, Adviser
Dissertation: Cryopreservation Effects
on a Pancreatic Substitute Comprised
of Beta Cells or Recombinant Myoblasts
Encapsulated in Nonadhesive and Adhesive
Alginate Hydrogels

Noah Milton Alberts-Grill**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences,
Hanjoong Jo, Adviser
Dissertation: Dynamic Immune Cell
Accumulation Corresponds with Vascular
Inflammation during Disturbed Flow-
Induced Atherogenesis in Mouse
Carotid Artery

Igor Albizua
Biological and Biomedical Sciences,
Stephanie Sherman, Adviser
Dissertation: Telomere Length: Implications
on the Risk for Chromosome 21
Nondisjunction in Oocytes

Andreea Smaranda Aldea*
Philosophy, David Carr, Adviser
Dissertation: Phantasie and
Phenomenological Inquiry— Thinking with
Edmund Husserl

Brian Jason Alderman
Religion, Carol Newsom, Adviser
Dissertation: Arguing with Job:
Consolation and Quarrel in the
Joban Dialogue

Khalilah Odessa Ali*
Educational Research,
E. Vanessa Siddle Walker, Adviser
Dissertation: “For Us Poetry is Not a
Luxury”: A Case Study of Six Black
Women Artist-Educator-Activists

Michael Jordan Altman
Religion, Gary Laderman, Adviser
Dissertation: Imagining Hindus: India and
Religion in Nineteenth-Century America

Amy Kerr Anderson
Biological and Biomedical Sciences,
W. E. Craighead and
Elaine Walker, Advisers
Dissertation: Prenatal Maternal Depression
and the Neural Development of Social
Cognition

Chantelle Lindsay Anfuso*
Chemistry, Tianquan Lian, Adviser
Dissertation: Orientation and Vibrational
Dynamics of Rhenium Bipyridyl CO2-
Reduction Catalysts on Model Electrode
Surfaces

Neil Robert Anthony
Physics, Keith Berland, Adviser
Dissertation: Advanced Time-Resolved
Fluorescence Microscopy Techniques for
the Investigation of Peptide Self-Assembly

Ivan Olegovich Antonov
Chemistry, Michael Heaven, Adviser
Dissertation: Spectroscopic Studies of
Molecules that Challenge Computational
Chemistry

Alexis Arun Aposporidis**
Mathematics and Computer Science,
Alessandro Veneziani, Adviser
Dissertation: Numerical Analysis of Mixed
Formulations for Bingham Fluids

Santiago Archila
Biological and Biomedical Sciences,
Astrid Prinz, Adviser
Dissertation: Experimental and
Computational Evidence for Regulation
of Synaptic Conductance via Graded
Homeostasis of Post-Synaptic Chloride
Concentration

Camila Aschner Restrepo
Graduate Institute of the Liberal Arts,
Michael Moon, Adviser
Dissertation: Violent Stages: Excess,
Memory, and Ritual in Contemporary
Theater in Bogota

Nicole Rae Baerg
Political Science, Eric Reinhardt, Adviser
Dissertation: The Political Economy of
Conquering Inflation: The Impact of
Elite Opposition and Elite Consensus on
Inflation-Stabilization

Benjamin Michael Basile
Psychology, Robert Hampton, Adviser
Dissertation: Recollection and Familiarity
in Rhesus Monkeys (Macaca mulatta)

Donald Michael Beaudette
Political Science,
Clifford Carrubba, Adviser
Dissertation: Beyond Coercions: The
Politics of Punishment Attacks and Policing

Naomi Cale Beeman**
Comparative Literature,
Elissa Marder, Adviser
Dissertation: The Break through
Experience: Literary Origins in Franz Kafka
and W. G. Sebold

Nadia Behizadeh*
Educational Studies, Maisha Winn, Adviser
Dissertation: A Balance of Freedom and
Structure: Creating Authentic Writing
Systems in Middle School Classrooms

Shala Natasha Blue
Psychology, Patricia Bauer, Adviser
Dissertation: Neural Basis and
Development of Relational Memory
in Primates
Doctor of Philosophy

James William Bogenpohl II
Biological and Biomedical Sciences,
Yolanda Smith, Adviser
Dissertation: Metabotropic Glutamate and Adenosine Receptors in the Monkey Striatopallidal Complex and Their Involvement in Parkinsonism: Anatomy, Physiology, and Behavior

Justin William Bonny
Psychology, Stella Lourenco, Adviser
Dissertation: Representing Quantitative Information: Developmental and Neural Comparisons of Mental Magnitudes

Chase Hanson Bourke
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Michael Owens and Charles Nemeroff, Advisers
Dissertation: The Long-Term Effects of Prenatal Stress and/or Antidepressant Exposure in Rats

Adonis Miguel Bovell
Physics, Kurt Warneke, Adviser
Dissertation: Structural and Functional Studies on Salmonella Typhimurium Ethanolamine Ammonia-Lyase

Erica Nicole Bozeman
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Periasamy Selvaraj, Adviser
Dissertation: Membrane Anchored Immune Stimulatory Proteins Enhance Anti-Tumor Immunity in Breast Cancer Models

John Frederick Brucal Briones
Chemistry, Huw M. L. Davies, Adviser
Dissertation: Transition Metal Catalyzed Stereoselective Transformations of Alkynes and Donor/Acceptor Carbenoids

Aviad Lael Brisman
Anthropology, David Nugent, Adviser
Dissertation: Legal Consciousness among Youth at the Red Hook Community Justice Center

Marian W. Broida
Religion, Brent Strawn, Adviser
Dissertation: Forstelling Doom: “Apotropaic Intercession” in the Hebrew Bible and Ancient Near East

Andrew Michael Brooks
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Gregory Berns, Adviser
Dissertation: The Neural Coding of Loss

Terrell Eileen Brotherton
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Jonathan Glass, Adviser
Dissertation: Toxicity and Solubility of Mutant Superoxide Dismutase 1 in Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

Andrew Patrick Brown
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Hyunsuk Shim and James Snyder, Advisers
Dissertation: Screening, Hit Expansion, and Mechanistic Studies for Natural Product Analogs Derived from Traditional Herbal Medicine: Curcumin and Triptolide

Andrew Edward Buechel
Religion, Wendy Farley and Mark Jordan, Advisers
Dissertation: Can Anything Good Come out of Nazareth? Perspectives in Queer Theology

Audrey Anne-Gaelle Burba
French, Philippe Bonnefis and Elissa Marder, Advisers
Dissertation: Dying in Detail: Feminine Death and the Question of Authorship in Nineteenth-Century French Fiction

Bradley Burton Burroughs
Religion, Ethics, and Society, Timothy Jackson, Adviser
Dissertation: Christianity, Politics, and the Predicament of Evil: A Constructive Theological Ethic of Soulcraft and Statecraft

Dinorah Lissette Calles
Epidemiology, Carol Hogue, Adviser
Dissertation: Characterizations of Psychosocial and Biological Stress Factors and Associations with Self-Reported Race and Bacterial Vaginosis in Pregnancy

Ian Christopher Campbell
Biomedical Engineering, John Oshinski and W. Robert Taylor, Advisers
Dissertation: Plaque Erosion and Murine Plaque Stability: A Biomechanical Examination of Exceptions to the Phenomenon of Plaque Rupture

Abbey Barden Carrico
French, Philippe Bonnefis, Adviser
Dissertation: Pour une écopoétique de l’eau dans les oeuvres de Gustave Flaubert et de Guy de Maupassant

Estrella Dolores Cedeno-Aviles
Spanish, Hernan Feldman, Adviser
Dissertation: Borrando la ficcion de la identidad: La intersubjetividad como base para una nueva historiografía

Amy Hildreth Chen
English, Walter Kalaidjian, Adviser
Dissertation: Archival Bodies: Twentieth-Century British, Irish, and American Literary Collections

Jiaxuan Chen
Biomedical Engineering, Barbara Boyan, Adviser
Dissertation: The Role of PDIA3 in Vitamin D Signaling in Osteoblasts

Shuo Chen
Biostatistics, F. DuBois Bowman, Adviser
Dissertation: New Statistical Techniques for High-Dimensional Neuroimaging Data

Xianyu Chen
Chemistry, P. Barry Ryan, Adviser

Eric Chiwon Choi
Mathematics, Igor Belegradek, Adviser
Dissertation: Rotationally Symmetric Planes in Comparison Geometry

Nancy Mee Young Choi
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Jeremy Boss, Adviser
Dissertation: Epigenetic Regulation of the Major Histocompatibility Complex Class II Genes

Hin Chu
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Paul Spearman, Adviser
Dissertation: The Biological Nature of the Virus-Containing Compartments in HIV-1-Infected Primary Human Macrophages: The Role of Tetherin

* graduated August 2012
** graduated December 2012
Cyd Cipolla
Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, Leonard Howell and David Weinshenker, Advisers
Dissertation: Workers in Rural Ethiopia: Community Maternal and Newborn Health Workers in Federal and State Institutions

Jill Devoe Daugherty
Sociology, Ellen Idler, Adviser
Dissertation: Men and Unintended Birth: The Influence of Procreative Consciousness and Procreative Responsibility

Kwesi John DeGraft-Hanson
Graduate Institute of the Liberal Arts, Kimberly Wallace-Sanders, Adviser
Dissertation: Enslavement in the Butler Plantations of Georgia

Saundra Marie Delvacé
Educational Studies, Carole Hahn, Adviser
Dissertation: Teachers of America’s Immigrant Students: Citizenship Instruction for English Language Learners

Hanna Bewketu Demke
Nursing, Marcia Holstad, Adviser
Dissertation: Relationships between HIV-Related Stigma, Coping, Social Support, and Health-Related Quality of Life in People Living with HIV/AIDS

Matthew Ryan Dudgeon
Anthropology, Carol Worthman, Adviser
Dissertation: Birth after Death: Men and Reproduction in Two K’iche Maya Communities

Thomas Dupuis
French, Philippe Bonnefis, Adviser
Dissertation: Littérature et Masturbation

Charity Grace Duran
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Criss Hartzell, Adviser
Dissertation: Functional Characterization of Anoctamins, a Novel Family of Transmembrane Proteins

Michelle Marie Dynes
Nursing, Lynn Sibley, Adviser
Dissertation: Sociocultural Factors Shaping Trust and Teamwork among Community Trust and Newborn Health Workers in Rural Ethiopia

Sunshine Alisha Epps
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, David Weinshenker, Adviser
Dissertation: Seizure Susceptibility and Epileptogenesis in Depression-Sensitive Rats

Silvia Cambroner Euginger
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Viola Vaccarino, Adviser
Dissertation: The Meanings and Values of Race: Pluralism and Social Meliorism

Zev Israel Farber
Religion, Jacob Wright, Adviser
Dissertation: Images of Joshua: The Construction of Memory in Cultural Identities

Alexander Vyacheslavovich Fedotov
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, William Kelly, Adviser
Dissertation: Regulatory Mechanisms of Heterochromatin Dynamics during Caenorhabditis elegans Meiosis

Carolina Cristina Cabrita Felix
Economics, Sara Markowitz, Adviser
Dissertation: Decision Making in Individual Account Pension Systems

Catherine Anne Fernandez
Art History, Elizabeth Pastan, Adviser
Dissertation: Quidam lapis preciosus qui vocatur Cammaheu: The Medieval Afterlife of the Gemma Augustea at Saint-Sernin of Toulouse

Erin Poe Ferranti
Nursing, Sandra Dunbar, Adviser
Dissertation: Diet Quality and Cardiometabolic Risk after Gestational Diabetes

Erika Joan Fitz
Religion, Carol Newsom, Adviser
Dissertation: A Significant Other: Moab as Symbol in Biblical Literature

**graduated august 2012

*graduated december 2012
Doctor of Philosophy

Patricia Lynn Fogarty* Anthropology, Debra Vidali, Adviser Dissertation: Building Moldova, Being Moldovan: Discursive and Institutional Entanglements of “Development,” “Citizenship,” and “Cultural Propriety”


Selina Rosa Gallo-Cruz** Sociology, John Boli and Frank Lechner, Advisers Dissertation: Have Repertoire, Will Travel: INGOs and the Globalization of Nonviolence


Sylvia Shabaya Gayle Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Rita Nahta, Adviser Dissertation: Novel Therapeutic Strategies for HER2-Overexpressing Breast Cancer

Edward W. Glowienka Philosophy, Ursula Goldenbaum, Adviser Dissertation: Leibniz’s Metaphysics of Harmony

Inés Gonzalez Casanova Soberon Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Aryeh Stein, Adviser Dissertation: Individual, Familial, and Community Determinants of Child and Adolescent Overweight and Obesity in Colombia

Kevin Mortimer Greene* Sociology, Cathryn Johnson, Adviser Dissertation: The Complex Relationship between Race, Gender, and Smoking Behavior

Qi Guo** Computer Science and Informatics, Eugene Agichtein, Adviser Dissertation: Modeling Rich Interactions for Web Search Intent Inference, Ranking, and Evaluation

Mozdeh Amelia Hamraie Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, Rosemarie Garland-Thomson and Deboleena Roy, Advisers Dissertation: What Can Universal Design Know?: Bodies as Evidence in Disability-Accessible Design


Marilene Haroux** French, Philippe Bonnefis, Adviser Dissertation: Les Ombres du Temps: Jules Michelet, Romain Rolland, Pascal Quignard


Kazumi Hasegawa Graduate Institute of the Liberal Arts, Mark Ravina and Kimberly Wallace-Sanders, Advisers Dissertation: Examining the Life of Oyabe Zen’ichiro: The New Formation of Modern Japanese Identity at the Turn of the Twentieth Century

Barry Masanori Hashimoto* Political Science, Dan Reiter, Adviser Dissertation: The Power and Politicized Expansion of the International Criminal Court

Jonathan Joseph Havel Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Haian Fu, Adviser Dissertation: PRAS40 and mTOR Signaling: A Paradigm for Crosstalk among Proliferation, Growth, and Stress Signaling

Keme L. Hawkins* English, Mark Sanders, Adviser Dissertation: Africa Persists: The Transformative Powers of Jazz, Blues, Samba, and Bossa Nova

Sara Kathleen Head* Behavioral Sciences and Health Education, Kathryn Yount, Adviser Dissertation: Pathways to Women’s Empowerment in Contemporary Bangladesh: Fertility, Resources, and Intimate Partner Violence

Erin Elisabeth Hecht Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Lisa Parr, Adviser Dissertation: Neural Adaptations for Social Learning: Structural and Functional Investigations of Action Observation Networks in Macaques, Chimpanzees, and Humans

Meghan Rae Henning Religion, Carl Holladay, Adviser Dissertation: Weeping and Gnashing of Teeth: The Pedagogical Function of Hell in Matthew and the Early Church

Amelia Ruth Hofstetter* Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Aron Lukacher, Adviser Dissertation: Investigating the Requirements for Expansion and Maintenance of a Mouse Polyomavirus-Specific MHC Class IIB-Restricted CD8 T-Cell Response

Kevin James Holmes** Psychology, Phillip Wolff, Adviser Dissertation: Language as a Window into the Mind: The Case of Space

Sari De’Ann Hopson* Epidemiology, Michael Goodman, Adviser Dissertation: A Population-Based Study of Colon Cancer Treatment Quality in Georgia: Race, Residential Segregation, and Rural-Urban Residence

Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Huw M. L. Davies, Adviser Dissertation: CNS Drug Candidates

CNS Drug Candidates

Carl Stephen Hughes Religion, Mark Jordan and Don Saliers, Advisers Dissertation: Kierkegaard and the Staging of Desire: Writing Word and Sacrament

James Langston Hughes Graduate Institute of the Liberal Arts, Catherine Nickerson, Adviser Dissertation: Southern Community, Commerce, and Representation in the Global Age

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2012
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012
Dana Drew Irwin  
History, Judith Miller, Adviser  
Dissertation: Revolutionary Histrionics: Violence and the Creation of Bourgeois Masculinity in Post-Napoleonic France

Jennifer Beverly Jackson**  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, David Pallas, Adviser  
Dissertation: Investigating the Tumor Suppressive Role of PP2A: Methylation: Implications for SV40 and Polyomavirus-Mediated Transformation

Victoria Jean Jeisy Scott*  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Jacqueline Katz and Suryaprakash Samibhara, Advisers  
Dissertation: TLR7 in Innate and Adaptive Immunity to Influenza

Shuang Ji*  
Biostatistics, Limin Peng, Adviser  
Dissertation: Quantile Regression for Complex Censored Data

Savannah Jayne Johnson**  
Chemistry, David Lynn, Adviser  
Dissertation: Amyloid Conformational Diversity Accessed by Truncations of a Native Protein Fold

Jennifer Marie Johnston  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, H. Trent Spencer, Adviser  
Dissertation: Optimization of a Lentiviral Vector for Use within an HSC Gene Therapy Protocol for Hemophilia A

Erin Marie Jones*  
Psychology, Linda Craighead, Adviser  
Dissertation: Electronic Apps for Food and Appetite Monitoring: Acceptability and Reactive Effects in Women with Eating and Weight Concerns

William Joseph Kaiser**  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Edward Mocarski, Adviser  
Dissertation: Developmental and Viral Control of Necrotic Cell Death

Abhishek Kathuria*  
Business, Benn Konynski and Michael Prietula, Advisers  
Dissertation: Janus Rising: Information Technology Role in Facilitation of Organizational Ambidexterity and Identity

Wendy Anne Kellner*  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Victor Corces, Adviser  
Dissertation: Enhancing Transcription by Release of RNA Pol II from the Promoter-Proximal Pause

Nafees Mohammad Khan  
Educational Studies, Carole Hahn, Adviser  
Dissertation: Slavery in Two Nations: Examining the Presentation of Slavery in Secondary US and Brazilian History Textbooks

David Patrick King*  
Religion, E. Brooks Holifield, Adviser  

Andrew Barton Kirkpatrick*  
Political Science, Eric Reinhardt, Adviser  
Dissertation: Fishing for Ballots: Domestic Institutions, Common Pool Resource Problems, and Compliance with International Environmental Regimes

Sunandan Kizhakke Nedumpally*  
History, Clifton Crais, Adviser  
Dissertation: Ways of Knowing: Asaris, Nampoothiris, and Colonialists in Twentieth-Century Malabar, India

Kelly Anna Kluge**  
Chemistry, Cora MacBeth, Adviser  
Dissertation: Ligand Design Strategies for Regulating Small Molecule Binding and Reactivity at Transition Metal Centers

Christopher Ryszard Kluz*  
Philosophy, Ursula Goldenbaum, Adviser  
Dissertation: Determinism, Freedom, and Ethics: Spinozistic Interventions in the Contemporary Discussions of Responsibility

Lisa Catherine Knisely**  
Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, Cynthia Willet, Adviser  
Dissertation: The Gendered Subject of Violence: Towards a Feminist Account of Ethical Freedom

So Yeon Joyce Kong  
Epidemiology, Michael Goodman, Adviser  
Dissertation: Oxidative Stress and Human Health

Verena Kuhlemann**  
Mathematics and Computer Science, Michele Benzi, Adviser  
Dissertation: Iterative Methods and Partitioning Techniques for Large Sparse Problems in Network Analysis

Ambar Kulshreshtha  
Epidemiology, Viola Vaccarino, Adviser  
Dissertation: Cardiovascular Health Index and Risk of Stroke

Oleksandr Kyychenko  
Religion, Carl Holladay, Adviser  
Dissertation: Trust and Cooperation: In the Lab and in the Field

Kelli Floyd Lanier*  
Economics, C. Monica Capra, Adviser  
Dissertation: The Gendered Subject of Educatinal Studies, Nafees Mohammad Khan

José A. Larrauri Santiago  
Spanish, Karen Stolley, Adviser  
Dissertation: Indeterminacion, diversidad, y exceso: el discurso queer en la literatura puertorriquena

Jessica Raper Lawrence*  
Psychology, Jocelyn Bachevalier, Adviser  

Christopher S.D. Lee*  
Biomedical Engineering, Barbara Boyan, Adviser  
Dissertation: Directing the Paracrine Actions of Adipose Stem Cells for Cartilage Regeneration

Hae Min Lee  
Religion, Emmanuel Larrey, Adviser  

Jong Hwan Lee  
Philosophy, Richard Patterson, Adviser  
Dissertation: The Unity of the Philebus: Continuity in Plato’s Philosophy

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2012  
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012
Robert James Lemke Oliver
Mathematics, Ken Ono, Adviser
Dissertation: Topics in Analytic Number Theory

Aaron William Lifland*
Biomedical Engineering, Philip Santangelo, Adviser
Dissertation: Development of Single Molecule-Sensitive, Imaging Probes Targeting Native RNA

Jeremy James Lim*
Biomedical Engineering, Johnna Tenenoff, Adviser
Dissertation: The Development of Glycosaminoglycan-Based Materials to Promote Chondrogenic Differentiation of Mesenchymal Stem Cells

Jin Liu*
Chemistry, Dennis Liotta and James Snyder, Advisers
Dissertation: Use of Receptor-Based Drug Design and Applications in the Study of Finding Antagonists for MD-2/TLR4, GLP, and CXCR4

Devon Livingston-Rosanoff
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Edward Mocarski, Adviser
Dissertation: Death and T Cells: An Evaluation of Host Contributions to Murine Cytomegalovirus Pathogenesis and Extrinsic Cell Death to T Cells

Anna Christine Llewellyn**
Microbiology and Molecular Genetics, David Weiss, Adviser
Dissertation: Investigating Francisella Intracellular Survival Mechanisms

Orosman de Jesús López Bao**
Spanish, José Quiroga, Adviser
Dissertation: Fraying at the Edges: Male Homosexuals, Female Prostitutes, and Suicides in Cuba’s Post-Soviet Detective Fiction

Matthew Evan Magnuson
Biomedical Engineering, Sheila Keilholz, Adviser
Dissertation: Effects of Severing the Corpus Callosum on Coherent Electrical and Hemodynamic Interhemispheric Oscillations Intrinsic to Functional Brain Networks

Jessica Ann Marcinekavage
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, K. M. Venkat Narayan, Adviser

Matthew Donald Mathias
Sociology, John Boli and Frank Lechner, Advisers
Dissertation: Individual Sacrality, Human Rights, and Abolition of the Death Penalty

Matthew Thomas McAndrew
Philosophy, Rudolf Makkreel, Adviser
Dissertation: Kant’s Theory of Judgment: The Concept of Judgment in Kant’s Logic and Metaphysics

Maureen Terese McCarthy
English, Benjamin Reiss, Adviser
Dissertation: Nuclear Alternatives: Interracial and Queer Families in American Literature, 1840–1905

Molly Leigh McCullers*
History, Clifton Crais, Adviser

Lisa Jean McLay
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Hinh Ly, Adviser
Dissertation: Characterization of Factors and Mechanisms of Virulence of Arenaviruses through Mutational Analysis

Samira Katherine Mehta
Religion, Gary Laderman, Adviser

Veronica Mejia Bustamante
Mathematics and Computer Science, James Nagy, Adviser
Dissertation: Iterative Polyenergetic Digital Tomosynthesis Reconstructions for Breast Cancer Screening

Candace Denise Middlebrooks
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Stephanie Sherman, Adviser
Dissertation: Assessment of Cis and Trans-acting Factors for Involvement in the Altered Recombination Patterns Associated with Trisomy 21

Osama Mahmoud Mohamad**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Ling Wei, Adviser
Dissertation: Stem Cells and Optogenetics: Novel Approaches for the Treatment of Focal Ischemic Stroke in Adult Mice

Mohamed Mosaad Abdelaziz Mohamed**
Religion, Devin Stewart, Adviser
Dissertation: A New Approach to Islamism: The Example of the Muslim Brotherhood Group in Egypt

Hellena Moon**
Religion, Emmanuel Lartey, Adviser
Dissertation: Transforming the Paradigm of Wo/men’s Human Rights through Intercultural Pastoral Care: Narratives of Vulnerability and Contradiction in Korean Wo/men’s Lives in the Colonial and Postcolonial Period

Lydia Patrice Morris**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Paul Doetsch, Adviser
Dissertation: Elucidating Mechanisms of Base Excision Repair and Genetic Instability in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Megan Katherine Murphy
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Cynthia Derdeyn, Adviser
Dissertation: Maturation of Autologous and Heterologous Neutralization Breadth in Subtypes A and B HIV-1 Infection

Matthew Evan Magnuson
Biomedical Engineering, Shella Keilholz, Adviser
Dissertation: Effects of Severing the Corpus Callosum on Coherent Electrical and Hemodynamic Interhemispheric Oscillations Intrinsic to Functional Brain Networks

Matthew Evan Magnuson
Biomedical Engineering, Shella Keilholz, Adviser
Dissertation: Effects of Severing the Corpus Callosum on Coherent Electrical and Hemodynamic Interhemispheric Oscillations Intrinsic to Functional Brain Networks

Megan Katherine Murphy
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Cynthia Derdeyn, Adviser
Dissertation: Maturation of Autologous and Heterologous Neutralization Breadth in Subtypes A and B HIV-1 Infection

Ruth Jean Napier
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Daniel Kalman and Thomas Shinnick, Advisers
Dissertation: Development of the Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitor Imatinib Mesylate as a Therapeutic for Tuberculosis
Annette Welty Neuman  
Chemistry, Dennis Liotta, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Part I: Synthesis of 2'-Fluoro-2',3'-Dideoxynucleosides as Inhibitors of Hepatitis C Virus RNA-Dependent RNA Polymerase; Part II: Synthesis of Cyclobutyl Phosphonate and Phosphoramidate Prodrugs for Inhibition of HIV Reverse Transcriptase

Joseph Donacian Njau  
Health Policy and Management, Deborah McFarland, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Essays on the Economic and Socio-Behavioral Effectiveness of Large Scale Malaria Control Programs in Three Sub-Saharan Africa Countries

Brian Andrew Norris  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Bali Pulendran, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Innate Immune Responses to LCMV Armstrong and Clone 13 and Their Influence on the Development of Acquired Immunity

Elizabeth Ann Ohneck  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, William Shafer, Adviser  
*Dissertation: A Novel Mechanism of Enhanced Efflux Pump Expression in Neisseria gonorrhoeae: Implications for Antimicrobial Resistance and Cell Physiology

Derick Okwan-Duodu  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Kenneth Bernstein, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Modulation of Macrophage Inflammatory Response by Angiotensin Converting Enzyme

Kile Malcolm Ortigo**  
Psychology, Drew Westen and Bekh Bradley-Davino, Advisers  
*Dissertation: Attachment, Personality, and Lifespan Development: Empirical and Theoretical Applications of Attachment Theory to Pathological and Optimal Adult Development

Jakub Otwinowski**  
Physics, Stefan Boettcher and Ilya Nemenman, Advisers  
*Dissertation: Speed of Evolution with Spatial Structure and Interacting Mutations

Kevin James Paavola**  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Randy Hall, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Signaling and Regulation of the Polyomaviridae-Associated Receptor GPR56: A Model Biochemical Study of the Adhesion G Protein-Coupled Receptor Family

Clinton Ray Paden**  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Samuel Speck, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Molecular Determinants of Latency-Associated Nuclear Antigen Function in Gammaherpesvirus Pathogenesis

Abigail Louise Parsons  
Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, Martine Watson Brownley, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Sapphic Scarletts, Dixie Dynes, and Tomboys: Representing Female-Bodied Queerness in Contemporary Southern Novels and Films

Mauro Pasqualini**  
History, Walter Adamson, Adviser  
*Dissertation: The Adventures of the Unconscious: A Cultural History of Psychoanalysis in Italy, 1920–1940s

Handie Peng  
Economics, Hugo Mialon, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Essays on the Economics of Risky Health Behaviors

Adam Douglas Floyd  
Religion, Lewis Ayres and Anthony Briggman, Advisers  
*Dissertation: Trinity and Church in Augustine's Anti-Donatist Sermons (406–407)

Tiffany Denise Pogue  
Educational Studies, Maisha Winn, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Reading Worlds Seen and Unseen: The Role of Literacy in Diasporic African Spiritual Traditions in the United States

Kristi Michelle Porter*  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Roy Sutliff, Adviser  
*Dissertation: The Role of Arachidonate 5-Lipoxygenase in HIV-Associated Pulmonary Hypertension

Jeremy David Posadas**  
Religion, Teresa Fry Brown and Don Saliers, Advisers  
*Dissertation: The Body of Christ Worships in the Era of Biopolitics: Towards a Liturgical Somatics

Elaine Louise Pranski**  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Ranjita S. Betarbet, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Three Essays on Determinants of Policy Change at the Federal and State Levels

Mary Clark Puckett  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Haian Fu, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Protein-Protein Interactions Regulating ASK1 Function

Jacob Isaac Ricks  
Political Science, Richard Doner, Adviser  
*Dissertation: The Politics of Participation: Irrigation Associations in Southeast Asia

Stefanie Leigh Ritter  
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Randy Hall, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Regulation of Glutamate Transporter and Receptor Function by the NHERF Scaffolding Proteins

Erin Elizabeth Robbins  
Psychology, Philippe Rochat, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Inequity Aversion and Fairness in Development

Matthew John Roberts II  
Comparative Literature, Geoffrey Bennington, Adviser  
*Dissertation: The Birth of Catastrophic Theater in British Drama

Amanda Elisabeth Rogers  
Art History, Sidney Kasfir, Adviser  
*Dissertation: Politics, Gender, and the Art of Religious Authority in North Africa: Moroccan Women’s Henna Practice

**graduated december 2012

*graduated august 2012
### Doctor of Philosophy

**Eli Samuel Rosenberg**
Epidemiology, Patrick Sullivan, Adviser  
*Dissertation*: Sexual Concurrency and Its Potential Contribution to HIV Transmission within Racial/Ethnic Groups among Men Who Have Sex with Men in the United States

**Gilberto Alfonso Ruiz**
Religion, Gail O’Day, Adviser  
*Dissertation*: Temple Commerce and John 2:13–22

**Jacob Martin Rump**
Philosophy, David Carr, Adviser  

**Emily Ryan**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Judith Fridovich-Keil, Adviser  
*Dissertation*: Mediators of Outcome in a *Drosophila* Model and Patients with Classic Galactosemia

**Aliza Blythe Ryerson**
Epidemiology, Michael Goodman and Ann Mertens, Advisers  
*Dissertation*: Determinants and Early Detection of Late Cardiotoxic Effects of Anthracyclines in Childhood Cancer Survivors

**Deborah Salvo Dominguez**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Michael Pratt and Reynaldo Martorell, Advisers  
*Dissertation*: Understanding the Environmental Correlates of Physical Activity for Adults (20 to 65 Years) in a Mexican City (Cuernavaca)

**Rose Mary Santangelo**
Chemistry, Dennis Liotta, Adviser  
*Dissertation*: Design, Synthesis, and Biological Evaluation of Subunit Selective N-Methyl-D-Aspartate Receptor Modulators

**Kim Marie Schippits**
Nursing, Kenneth Hepburn and Gerri Lamb, Advisers  
*Dissertation*: The Magnet Journey: Understanding the Role of Unit Culture in Evidence-Based Practice Adoption

**Gehane Youssef Shehata**
French, Geoffrey Bennington and Philippe Bonnefis, Advisers  
*Dissertation*: *Proust et Flaubert: Des Fictions de soi et des Mythes de L’Autre*

**Asha Shekaran**
Biomedical Engineering, Andres Garcia, Adviser  
*Dissertation*: Beta 1 Integrins in Bone Formation during Development and Engineered Integrin-Specific Hydrogels for Enhanced Bone Healing in Segmental Defects

**Adrienne Rachel Smith**
Political Science, Michael Leo Owens and Beth Reingold, Advisers  
*Dissertation*: The Election, Incorporation, and Policy Impact of Women in City Government

**Laura Emiko Soltis**
Graduate Institute of the Liberal Arts, Regine Jackson, Adviser  
*Dissertation*: Practicing! Music, Mobilization, and Global Engagement: The Case of the Coalition of Immokalee Workers

**Stefanie Leigh Speanburg**
Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, Rosemarie Garland-Thomson and Elizabeth Wilson, Advisers  
*Dissertation*: American, Woman, Borderline: The Material-Discursive Production of Borderline Personality

**Christina Rae Steidl**
Sociology, Richard Rubinson and Regina Werum, Advisers  
*Dissertation*: Intersectionality, Institutions, and Inequality: STEM Majors and Status Competition Processes in the US Higher Education System

**Sarah Braden Stein**
Comparative Literature, Deborah Elise White, Adviser  

**Eleanore Delaveeye Sternberg**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Jacobus de Roode, Adviser  
*Dissertation*: Studies of Local Adaptation and Ecological Determinants of Infection in a Monarch Butterfly-Parasite Interaction

**Jennifer Strafford Stevens**
Psychology, Stephan Hamann, Adviser  
*Dissertation*: Sex Differences in the Neural Correlates of Emotional Responses and Episodic Memory Encoding for Positive and Negative Emotional Stimuli

**Sumarga Havelin Suanda**
Psychology, Laura Namy, Adviser  
*Dissertation*: Chimpanzees Cooperate in a Competitive World

**Ken Sutha**
Biomedical Engineering, Todd McDevitt, Adviser  
*Dissertation*: Osteoinductive Material Derived from Differentiating Embryonic Stem Cells

**Sharon Ann Swanger**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Gary Bassell, Adviser  
*Dissertation*: Bidirectional Control of Dendritic mRNA Translation, Glutamate Receptor Expression, and Synapse Structure by the CPEB-Associated Polyadenylation Machinery

**Allison Cara Sylvetsky**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Miriam Vos and Kristina Rother, Advisers  
*Dissertation*: Nonnutritive Sweeteners: Consumption Trends, Consumer Perceptions, and Metabolic Effects

**Li Tang**
Biostatistics, Robert Lyles, Adviser  
*Dissertation*: Analysis of Data with Complex Misclassification in Response or Predictor Variables by Incorporating Validation Subsampling

**Nicole Lynn Tilford**
Religion, Carol Newsom, Adviser  
*Dissertation*: Taste and See: Perceptual Metaphors in Israelite and Early Jewish Sapiential Epistemology
Lynn C. Tinley*
Graduate Institute of the Liberal Arts, Cristine Levenduski, Adviser
*Dissertation: Learning and Godliness
Cultivated Together: Early Eighteenth-Century Samplers from Boston, Philadelphia, and the South Carolina Low Country

Dana Kirsten Tucker
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Andrew Kowalczyk, Adviser
*Dissertation: Pemphigus Vulgaris: Pathomechanisms of a Desmosomal Disease and Protection by Plakophilin-1

Erin Marie Tunney*
Women's Studies, Pamela Scully, Adviser
*Dissertation: Disrupting Patriarchy Challenging Gender Violence in Post-Apartheid South Africa and Post-Conflict Northern Ireland

Peter Michael Valdina
Religion, Laurie Patton, Adviser
*Dissertation: Reading the Yoga Sutra in Colonial India

Anastasia Valecce
Spanish, Jose Quiroga, Adviser

Katie Marie Vance*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Stephen Traynelis, Adviser
*Dissertation: Mechanisms of GluN2D Subunit-Specific Control of Synaptic Signaling

Ann Elisabeth Vandenberg**
Graduate Institute of the Liberal Arts, Sander Gilman, Adviser
*Dissertation: What We Can Say about Cognition in Aging: Arguments for and against Cognitive Health Promotion

Umberto Emanuele Villa**
Mathematics and Computer Science, Alessandro Veneziani, Adviser
*Dissertation: Scalable Efficient Methods for Incompressible Fluid-Dynamics in Engineering Problems

Robert William Vork
Comparative Literature, Cathy Caruth and Shoshana Felman, Advisers
*Dissertation: Opening Acts: The Performance of Trauma in the Work of Shakespeare, Artaud, Brecht, and Cervantes

Rene Walker*
Graduate Division of Religion, Ethics, and Society, Elizabeth Bounds, Adviser
*Dissertation: Embodied Sensibilities—Moral Formation for Multidimensionality of Adolescents and Teenagers

Kristin Marie Wall**
Epidemiology, Susan Allen and Patrick Sullivan, Adviser
*Dissertation: Promotion and Integration of Couples' HIV Voluntary Counseling and Testing (CVCT) with Other Health Services for HIV Prevention

Kira Marie Walsh
Graduate Institute of the Liberal Arts, Sander Gilman, Adviser
*Dissertation: From Mars to Oprah: Cryptomnesia as Hidden Memory and Unconscious Plagiarism

Hengbin Wang**
Chemistry, Huw M. L. Davies, Adviser
*Dissertation: Synthesis of Cyclopropanes and Dihydrofurans by Metal Carbene Reactions

Ming Wang
Biostatistics, Lance Waller, Adviser
*Dissertation: Spatial and Spatial-Temporal Point Process Analysis

Xiaokun Wang
Biomedical Engineering, Haifeng Chen, Adviser
*Dissertation: Fabrication of Electrospun Fibrous Meshes and 3D Porous Titanium Scaffolds for Tissue Engineering

Theodore Everett Alexander Waters
Psychology, Robyn Fivush, Adviser
*Dissertation: Functions of Autobiographical Memory in Single and Recurring Events: Relations to Well-Being

Adria Nihole Welcher
Sociology, Amanda Lewis, Adviser
*Dissertation: Chasing the Dream: How Black Middle Class Parents Make Educational Decisions for Their Children

Holly Colette Williams**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Kathy Griendling, Adviser
*Dissertation: Coronin 1B Regulates Platelet-Derived Growth Factor-Induced Migration and Reactive Oxygen Species Production

Vincent DeWayne Willis
Educational Studies, Vanessa Siddle Walker, Adviser

Ryan Thomas Woods
Religion, Lewis Ayres and Anthony Briggman, Advisers
*Dissertation: Providence and Paideia in Early Christian Alexandria

Wenqiong Xue
Biostatistics, F. DuBois Bowman, Adviser
*Dissertation: Statistical Methods for Multi-Modal Neuroimaging Data: Techniques for the Combined Analysis of Brain Function and Structure

Jingping Yang**
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Victor Corces, Adviser
*Dissertation: The Role of Insulators and Transcription Factors in Genome Organization and Function in Drosophila

Xiaodi Yao*
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Gary Bassell, Adviser
*Dissertation: Regulation of A-Type Potassium Channel Kv4.2 Expression by FMRP and miR-324-5p

Donald Robert Young
Business, Kathryn Kadous, Adviser
*Dissertation: Anticipating Human Behavior: How Social Norms and Social Ties Influence Compliance with Financial Reporting Standards

Bing Yu
Biological and Biomedical Sciences, Vincent Yang, Adviser
*Dissertation: Regulation of MDC1 during Mitotic DNA Damage

*GRADUATED AUGUST 2012
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012
Recipients of Joint Degrees

Bachelor of Arts / Master of Arts

Zachary Matthew Domach
Gabriel Charlie John Magnus Nahmias
Se Hwan Youn

Bachelor of Arts / Master of Public Health

Ellen Jennifer Dugan**

Bachelor of Science / Master of Science

Susanna Elizabeth Brantley
Donald Marion Bryant
Andrew Philip McLeod
Andrew Joseph Mongue
Giacomo Colver Waller

Doctor of Law / Master of Business Administration

Andrew Jacob Beatus
Leah Birk Chacon
E. Clark Copelin
William Lee Felder
Abraham Umansky Kanno
Raymond Tyler Murtaugh
Grant Lee Petersen
Alexander Lyle Phillips

Doctor of Law / Master of Divinity

Jennifer Lee Heald Kidwell

Doctor of Law / Master of Public Health

Song Choi**
Vinay Chopra
Ruth W. Dawson**
Rebeccan Calloway Pope**
Bonnie Iris Scott**
Lauren Esther Slive**
Michael J. Smith**

Doctor of Medicine / Master of Public Health

Matthew Charles Agan
Alexander Joseph Ambinder
Daniel James Axelson
Annie Martha Bailey
Sarah Graham Candler
Kiersten Smith Derby
Erin Meade Duncan
Patricia Mae Engel Overcash
Daniel Benjamin Gingold

Doctor of Philosophy / Master of Arts

Jordan Doane Harrison
Maggie McQueen Hodges
Jeremy Richard John
Christopher Hyunjoon Kim
Dell Charlotte McLaughlin
Bryan Scott Overcash
Elisabeth Poorman
Alexandra Louise Silverton
Christina Souther
Kyle Phillip Tiemeier
Maesha Marie Twyner
Audra Renee Williams
Abigail Shaw Yandell
Brittany Marie Young

Doctor of Philosophy / Master of Business Administration

Katherine Jane Baxter
Jonathan Michael Beus
Emily Bayle McIntosh
Meredith Claire McNamara
William Caleb Rutledge
Matthew Laurence Topel

Doctor of Philosophy / Master of Public Health

Ann Elisabeth Vandenberg**

Doctor of Philosophy / Doctor of Medicine

Derick Okwan-Duodu
Ken Sutha

Doctor of Philosophy / Master of Science

Jill Devoe Daugherty*HANDIE PENG*
Jing Xu*

Doctor of Physical Therapy / Master of Arts

Adonis Miguel Bovell
Verena Kuhlmann**
Emily Ryan**
Li Tang*
Ming Wang
Wenqiong Xue

Doctor of Physical Therapy / Master of Business Administration

Crystal Megan Huber
Kelly Serene Hunt

Doctor of Physical Therapy / Master of Divinity

Eunhye Cho*

Doctor of Public Health / Doctor of Physical Therapy

Karen McClain Wilson

Doctor of Public Health / Master of Business Administration

Erica Dawn Avidano*
Kristina Whitfield Kuo*
Jennifer Ann Vanderlaan**

Doctor of Public Health / Master of Divinity

Sabrina Celeste Mallett**

Doctor of Public Health / Master of Theological Studies

Kevin Joseph Wack

Doctor of Business Administration / Master of Divinity

Joshua Randall Long
Marissa Lynn Mahoney

Doctor of Business Administration

Michael Sean Olsen
Roxanne Orman**
Mark Richard Tomaszewski**

Doctor of Medical Science / Master of Public Health

Heather Faith Gillespie**
David Newton Gould**
Regina Holan Gould**
Stephanie Frances Apuzzo Hackett**
Meredith M. Ingram**
Margaret Mary Steele**
Xiao Ling Taing**
Anna S. Turbes**

Doctor of Divinity / Master of Theology


* Graduated August 2012
** Graduated December 2012
### Emory College

#### Highest Honors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jared Vega Goodman</td>
<td>Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Alyson Green</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillip David Grudzina</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiaqi Guo</td>
<td>Applied Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakob George Habib</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Yuichi Ikebuchi Harland</td>
<td>Theater Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillary Ann Harris</td>
<td>Film and Media Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael David Harris</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camilia Anne Heninger</td>
<td>Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholai Anthony Henry</td>
<td>Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Rene Hermes</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preston Carter Hogue</td>
<td>Religion and History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Nichole Hutson</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xi Jiang</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Frances Jordan</td>
<td>Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyeok Hweon Kang</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Haejin Kim</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Harrington Klass</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie Eve Landman</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Illana Leiter</td>
<td>Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Haibek Levitan</td>
<td>Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ping Chu Lin</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Liu</td>
<td>Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiang Liu</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Man-Hin Luk</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camille Venee Maddox</td>
<td>African American Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweta Lakshmi Maturu</td>
<td>International Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myles Randolph McCrary</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Philip McLeod</td>
<td>Mathematics and Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syed Kaunain Mehdi</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Danielle Merlin</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.</td>
<td>Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Emily Morris</td>
<td>Economics and Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Walker Murphy</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel Charlie John</td>
<td>Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Victoria Parks</td>
<td>Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trisha Mukesh Patel</td>
<td>Anthropology and Human Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Claire Pennington</td>
<td>Environmental Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Joy Phillips</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Marie Prochazka</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillip Mark Rauscher</td>
<td>Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Lynne Reines</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Elizabeth Ryan</td>
<td>Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perrin Trintiness Savang</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michal Naava Schatz</td>
<td>Society and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Joanne Schlein</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Thomas Shea</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michal Naava Schatz</td>
<td>Society and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debora Anthel Sallie</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Lee Eravold</td>
<td>Physics and Astronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariella Tali Faitelson</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Meryl Goldstein</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delia Anne Solomon</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Jacob Thompson</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Quoc Trac</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Thanh VU</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Taylor Warren</td>
<td>Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey Maria Williams</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Devon Withers</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerri Eileen Woodward</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satoshi Yamanaka</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Fareed Yousif</td>
<td>Economics and Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiya Zhu</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>graduated august 2012</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### High Honors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allison Leah Belfield</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Walden Bobier</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Garrett Breazeale</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari Lance Buchman</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuewen Chen</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roshani Hitesh Chokshi</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Catherine Clayton</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Morgan Commander</td>
<td>Anthropology and Human Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Elizabeth Cross</td>
<td>Environmental Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanh Ngoc Do</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Ruth Faber</td>
<td>Culture and Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collier Lane Gaimard</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dara Turek Geyer</td>
<td>Religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Claire Ginsberg</td>
<td>Jewish Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Linas Going</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>graduated december 2012</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Honors

Camden Douglas Gowler
Biology
Michael Mitchell Halista
Biology
Jacqueline Ho
Economics
Jessica Leigh Jaksich
English and Creative Writing
Hamin Jeon
Physics
Sally Jo
Biology
Shiva Kooragayala
Political Science
Daniel Lynn Ledford
Religion and Classical Civilization
Daniel Kwanhyoung Lee
Economics
Daniel Eduardo Lemaitre
International Studies
Susan Danielle Levinson
Spanish
Imani L. Lewis
African American Studies
Michelle R. Linch
Linguistics
Hongbo Liu
Economics and Mathematics
Ismael Ivan Loera
Chemistry
Lan Mi
Applied Mathematics
Joshua Campbell Moscow
Political Science
Ariane M. Noar
International Studies
Rebecca Marie Nocharli
Interdisciplinary Studies in Society and Culture
Olivia Suwe Odoffin
Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology
William Clyde Partin III
Art History
Gabrielle Doan Phuong Phan
English
Alexandra Jeannette Pill
Anthropology and Human Biology
James Walker Radcliffe**
History
Jamie Erin Schlansky
English and Creative Writing
Jonathan Henry Silberman
Political Science
James Russell Sunshine
Political Science
Keitra LaShawn Thompson
Anthropology
Cynthia Alexandra Vint
Middle Eastern and South Asian Studies
Jun Wang
Economics
Yifan Wang
Applied Mathematics
Aaron Edward Whitehead
Neuroscience and Behavioral Biology
Xinhui Wu
Applied Mathematics
Se Hwan Youn
International Studies

Milan U. Udawatta
Political Science
Theo Young
Biology

School of Law

With High Honors
Jared S. Buszin
Leah Birk Chacon
Daniel Ryan Cohl
Brett Joelle Fleisher
Courtney H. Ginn
Jordan Clark Kearney
Chad K. Lennon
Jason Patrick Oppenheim
Francesca M. Pisanio
Elizabeth Page Redpath
Jessica Amber Seares
Sarah Ilene Stein

With Honors
Anna E. Altizer
Shawn Simion Amual
Vinita B. Andrapiyil
Michael J. Baranovic Jr.
Bethanie E. Barnes
James Boone Baxter
Richard B. Beacham
Adam J. Beebender
Donna Lee Beezhold
Rachel Marie Belcher
Andrew Belisle
Anne V. Berlow
Trinity Blake Best
Lauren Bewley
Kedar Sanjay Bhatia
Audrey J. Biggstaff
Adam Sprott Boger
Melissa L. Bonnington
Laura C. Brockelman
Emily F. Bronstein
Shawn Barret Broussard
Jessica Marie Brown
Tabatha Lynn Calabrese
Fredrick Nicholas Chandler
Owen Chaput
Meghan Elizabeth Claiborne
Joshua Lee Clark
Christopher A. Cortez
Casey Anne Cusick
Solomon David
Julia Laurén Dempewolf
Dana L. Dickson
Rachel Jessica Echemendia
Sagiv Y. Edelman
Nathan Earl Everly
Jeffrey Stephen Ferketic
Marissa Rae Gittelman
Kelly C. Gould
Richard Cameron Gower
Jacob Gustav Greenberg
Benjamin Ian Han
Simon Peter Hansen
Amanda L. Hodgson
Kathryn Elise Hopkins
Thomas William Hsieh
Emily Barry Hutchins
Christopher D. Kanne
Abraham Umansky Kannoč
Alexander Benjamin Kass
Paul L. Katz
Marshall A. Kaufman
Kimberly A. Lehrnt
Juliana Boitē Lorenzo
Alexander C. Macinnes
Michelle Zimmerman Marchiony
David Corey Mayer
Alexander C. Meier
Daniel B. Millman
Yvana L. Mols
Michelle C. Newman
Kristi Kay North
Michael F. Nullet
John R. Odle
Samantha K. Orovit
Komal Kinari Patel
Grant Lee Petersen
William D. Ponder
Madison Moore Pool
Sarah K. Powell
Geoffrey C. Rathgeber
Ala Raykin
Gautam Y. Reddy
Brandon T. Reeser
Brandon S. Reisman
Jaimie Cameron Schickler
Bonnie Iris Scott
Jessica A. Sharf
William Robert Sherer
Scott Harrison Shepard
Michael C. Shultz
Katie A. Skeehan
Lauren Esther Slive
Loren D. Snow
Natasha C. Steinberg
Sarah Michelle Sternlieb
Lindsay Elizabeth Stewart
Richard Leroy Strasburger Jr.
Bradley M. Strickland
John S. Stuart
James K. Wade
Suedabeh J. Walker
Sara M. Warren
Alexander B. Weaver
Clare T. Zhang

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2012
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012
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### Phi Beta Kappa Society

Founded in 1776, the society honors high achievement in the liberal arts. Emory’s chapter, Gamma of Georgia, was chartered in 1929.

Leah Rose Abrams  
Shilpi Agrawala  
Laurie Nicole Albers  
Ashley Dee Allred  
Nikhil Kanth Amaram  
Caroline Elizabeth Bass  
Allison Leah Belfield  
Anirudh Bhargava  
Dайл Daniel  
Susanna Elizabeth Bramley  
Donald Marion Bryant  
Ari Lance Buchman  
Scot Carson Callahan  
Heather Merrick Callaway  
Emily Ruth Calvert  
Austin Patrick Campbell  
Emily Annabel Chapman  
Jacob Warren Charny  
Ian James Cooke  
Michal David  
Erica Lee Ditkoff  
Leah Joy Dodell  
Zachary Matthew Domach  
Sarah Ann Dooley  
Josephine Duan  
Kimberly Marie Edmunds  
Nour Mariam El-Kebbi  
Charles Lee Evavold  
Jon Ross Freedman  
Feven W. Getaneh  
Hannah Meryl Goldstein  
Phillip David Grudzina  
Jiaqi Guo  
Shuai Hao  
Michael David Harris  
Camila Anne Heninger  
Lauren Marie Henrickson  
Anne Rene Hermes  
Terence Metzger Hillery  
Jacqueline Ho  
Alexander Ross Hoberman  
Kiefer Daniel Hock  
Amanda Nichole Hutson  
Michelle Lucy Izmaylov  
Jessica Leigh Jaksich  
Xi Jiang  
Sally Jo  
Hyeok Hweon Kang  
Jonathan Phillip Katzner  
Hannah Haejin Kim  
Minje Kim  
Woilwan Daniel Kim  
Elana Kirsch  
Scott Andrew Kobner  
Shiva Kooragayala  
Sarah Rose Krame  
Kathryn Ann Kruse  
Naina Lalani  
Sarah Ilana Leiter  
Sara Tracey Levine  
Susan Danielle Levinson  
Rebecca Haibek Levitan  
Hongbo Liu  
Israel Ivan Loera  
Kevin Man-Hin Luk  
Robert Show Lunde  
Andrew Philip McLeod  
Syed Kaunain Mehd  
Lavanya Mittal  
Hannah Moore  
Erica Alana Morris  
Rebecca Emily Morris  
Sarah Elizabeth Mosby  
Joshua Campbell Moscow  
Jacob Walker Murphy  
Gabriel Charlie John Magnus Nahmas  
Kristen Adele Nelson  
Alexi Lauren New  
Suzie Noh  
Shu Wen Ong  
Trisha Mukesh Patel  
Nina Chandrakant Patel  
Stephanie Joy Phillis  
Alexandra Jeannette Pill  
Anne Elizabeth Puluka  
Inbar Raber  
Amaad B. Rana  
Phillip Mark Rauscher  
Alexander Robert Riddle  
Jennifer Jean Rocks  
Camille Kinsey Rogers  
Mark Stewart Rozeman  
Robyn Nicole Rubenstein  
Caitlin Elizabeth Ryan  
Rachel Lauren Scharf  
Deborah Joanna Schlein  
David Michael Schwartz  
Alexandra Gail Selby  
Laurin Raymus Sephos  
Joseph Thomas Shea  
Hewei Shen  
Buthul Fatima Siddiqui  
Jonathan Henry Silberman  
Ross Glen Slutsy  
Delia Anne Solomon  
Ayodeji Emmanuel Sotimehin  
Arnav Srivastava  
Minkyong Sung  
Claire Tang  
Madeline Scott Teissler  
Nicholas Jacob Thompson  
Ankit L. Tirath  
Sarah Elizabeth Towers  
David Quoc Trac  
Quan L. Tran  
Laurel Elaine Tucker  
Jun Wang  
Rebecca Sasa Wax  
Rachael Lynn Westmoreland  
Aaron Edward Whitehead  
Amy Beth Willis  
Laura Devon Withers  
Xinhui Wu  
Satoshi Yamanaka  
Helen D. Yeh  
Wen Rong Zhang  
Le Zhong  
Linjue Zhu  
Natalya Zmudzin

### Mortar Board

**National College Senior Honorary Society**

Nicole Jean Blumenkhal  
Lindsey Marie Coyle  
Katherine Leah Dickerson  
Jenny Alicia Fernandez  
Khalid Hani Husary  
Ishaan Jalan  
Hannah Kim  
Imani Lynell Lewis  
Ismael Ivan Loera  
Pelashia Shentel Moore  
Theresa Nguyen  
Elizabeth Ashley Pruett  
Inbar Raber  
Omar Imad Ramadan  
Anupama Sangadala  
Laurin Raymus Sephos  
Joseph Thomas Shea  
Ayodeji Emmanuel Sotimehin  
Janiele Kerri-Ann Taylor  
Meenakshi Vanka  
Henriette Louise Zoutomou

**National Honorary Leadership Society**

Emma Katherine Accorsi  
Jordan Christine Ayers  
Sullivan Armando Ayuso  
Catherine Cruz Bioc  
Nicole Jean Blumenkhal  
Daniel Walden Bobier  
Ernest Lee Brown

### Omicron Delta Kappa

**National Honorary Leadership Society**

Emma Katherine Accorsi  
Jordan Christine Ayers  
Sullivan Armando Ayuso  
Catherine Cruz Bioc  
Nicole Jean Blumenkhal  
Daniel Walden Bobier  
Ernest Lee Brown

---

*Graduated August 2012  ** Graduated December 2012*
Honorary Societies

Oxford College
Josephine O. Akinwumiju
Yugenderan Balamohan
Tiffany Angelica Bien
Wonshik Chung
Carl Hans Dalmeus
Matthew Niles Dorian
Juliana Louise Dunn
Michelle Elizabeth Gillig
Chelsa-Daughn Alexandra Gills-James
Nicole Marie Goetz
Krysten Angelique Johnson
Zachary Bernard Martin
Falak Asif Mawani
Martha Guadalupe Monterroso
Alexandra Nicole Palmer
Derek Nathan Quindry
Ryan Andrew Rusiecki
Amelia Elizabeth Van Pelt
Sagar Navin Vira
Edmund Xu
Weigen Yuan

School of Medicine
Meredith Antonia Barnes
Jonathan Michael Beus
Jac Camp
Jonathan David de Olano
Emma Bonnar Johns
Clint Philip Kalan
Kaitlin Trudeau Stewart

School of Nursing
Erica Shozaki Din
Dashiya Denise Ellis
Laura Lovinggood Evans
Emily Gayle Headrick
Lindsay Leigh Martin
Mary Elizabeth Micikas
Anna Sciortino

School of Theology
Rachelle Renee Brown
Jody Lynn Greenwood
Won Chul Shin
MaShaun Donita Simon
Jennifer Elizabeth Stinnett

School of Law
Khedar Sanjay Bhatia
Natanya Harper Brooks
Jared S. Buszin
Steve J. Ferketic
Vanessa Lee
Casson Wen

Business School
Gregory Michael Borowsky
Isaac Marinus Chambers
Hannah M. Chung
Katie D’Agnes
Justin Seth Etkin
Alex James
Daniel Jansen
Rajesh Inder Jegadeesh
Samantha Katz
David Katzman
Edward Robert Kovel
Robert Preble McCampbell Jr.
Emily Anne Nolte
Carlos Guillermo Ricart
Erika Brooke Rief
Austin Thomas Rowe
Victor Alan Rudo
Niti Sheth
Arista Deloris Ware II
Jonathan Isaac Yenni

School of Public Health
Amanda Leigh Feldpausch
Hersh Gupta
Erin McGrath Keyes
Genevieve Frances LaCon
Aiden Kennedy Varan
Kathleen Susan Wheeler

The Order of Ammon

The Order of Ammon is a society of six seniors chosen due to their merit, character, imagination, and persistent commitment to better Emory University and the world at large during their senior year and beyond.

The Dobbs Society

The Dobbs Society recognizes exemplary leaders who leave a profoundly positive impact on the residential community through significant contributions and service to Emory’s residence hall community.

The Paladin Society

The Paladin Society seeks to promote spirit, foster community, and uphold tradition at Emory University through dedication to a humble service.

Emory University Commencement 2013
Honorary Societies

The John Gordon Stipe Society of Scholars

for potential and proven ability in creative leadership at the undergraduate level

James W. Dooley
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.
Jamie Erin Schlansky
Taylor Perkins Trew
Charlotte Elizabeth Wats

Mengran Cui**
Victoria Elaine Custer
Julie-Marie Lipinski Dalbello
Safad Ali Deedar
Elizabeth Christine Dobbs
Kathleen Marie Donovan
Matthew Niles Dorian
Thomas George D’Ostillo
Michelle Elizabeth Eady
Anna Danielle Eckley
Jacob Bloom Eisenberg
Mahmoud Montasser ElJalby**
Andrew William Ethridge
Shannon Marie Fasanella
Ziyi Feng**
Bar Ferents
Robert E. Finger
Marlena Rand Gilbert
Michelle Elizabeth Gillig
Dmitriy Gitman**
Evelyn Marilu Gonzalez**
Skyler Raelene Green
Helena Yuaine Gu**
Malaika Hannah-Charlie Gutekunst
Derek D. Harmanli
Amelia Ruth Hayward
Emily Avery Holmes**
Min Tack Hong
Ian Henry Horton
Junzhang Huo**
Cheyenne J. Hurst
Khang Ninh Huynh
Meenu Jacob
Kate Laila Jeong
Shalpa Jhio
Krysten Angelique Johnson
Kyle William Johnson
Kristina Gmurzynska
Juergensmeyer
Adam Murad Kassem
Andrea Danielli Kerby
Frances Kim**
Hye In Kim
So Heui Kim
Lindsay Nicole King
Ki Hoon Koh
Bridge Margaret Kostigen
Sarah Ku**
Hirofumi Kusumoto**
Andrew Eugene Lavrennikov
Brice Edward Lawley
David Changhyun Lee**
Min Young Sophia Lee
Zenia Harmon Leung
Lauren Levitt
Iryang Li**
Yuxi Li**
Kyung-Ran Lim

Gustavo Adolfo Linde
David Misheloff Linstone**
Qifei Liu**
Zhaoxuan Liu**
William Andre Lowry
Levi Malcolm Lyman Barner
Taylor Moriah Madgett
Zachary Bernard Martin
Skylr Kemp Martucci
Liesl Charlotte Matzka
Falak Asif Mawani
Alec John McCreadie
Madeleine Marie Metz
Alexander Urban Milona
Natasha A. Mofrad
Martha Guadalupé Monterroso
Farnam Mottaghi
Griffin Elizabeth Murphy
Jennifer Nita Nair
Nina Blanchne Newport
Alison Rose Ohringer
Chelsea Nicole Ijoma Onuorah
Oluwasindara Bolaito Oyekola
Ji Soo Park
Ashley Michelle Parker
Raj Haresh Patel
Justine Harte Protas
Vijay Putatunda
Siyang Qiu
Derek Nathan Quindry
Aida Dallalzhadeh Risman
Elizabeth Ann Rodgers
Alex Joseph Rubin
Matthew Philip Salib
Andrew Amir Schreter
Meeghana Sharma
Nan Shi**
Andrew Kunio Shibata
Noreen Shahid Siddiqi
Christopher Endre Skjeeie
Carlie Gabriela Smith
Sarahmarie Staffetti
Brian Adam Stahl
Lauren Nicole Stewart
Ben Su
Tony Tan
Sarena Chan Tat
Alysouc Samantha Taylor
Kevin Bernard Tolbert
Michael Tro-How Tseng**
Paulson Kunjappan Varghese
Chelsea Gibson Walton
Lulu Wang
Sara Ann Wetzstein
Daniel James Wilkins
Gary John Wilson
Ashley Woods**
Zhenyu Xiong**

Edmund Xu
Su Jung Yang
Nan Yao**
Weigen Yuan
Yusheng Zhang

Alpha Kappa Delta

national honorary medical society
Alexander Joseph Ambinder
Joel Eric Chasan
Jonathan David de Olano
Eric Robert Deutsch
Shivani Gupta
Alex Arden Johnson
David Michael Johnson
Eve Morgan Lake
Ira Lewis Leeds

Alpha Epsilon Upsilon

honorary society of Oxford College
Imman Akram
Yugenderan Balamohan
Amrit Basu**
Sania Salman Bawany
Gaea Urvashi Bhalla**
Tiffany Angelica Bien
Trever Ray Biles
Kennon Graham Boudin
Robert Christopher Bruner
Dominique Camisha Bulgin
Jessica Fay Butler
Turner Nathaniel Byrd
James Curtis Chaffin
Erdong Chen
Abigail Joy Chewning
Kevin O’Neal Childress
Kristen Soyoung Cho
Alexander Martin Choi**
Jae Young Choi
Anika Cooper
Connor Evey Crum

Ira Lewis Leeds

national honorary society in sociology
Elyse Lauren Albert
Michael Nathan Asch
Maral Guneviev Evanger
Ruhee A. Charaniya
Lindsey Marie Coyle
Christina Jeanette Cross
Faraah Latif Dara
Nayantara Dayal
Aliela Talia Faitelson
Ilana Lee Freedman
Jennifer Ashley Friedman
Ruth Anne Geiger
Desha Ja-Mes Golatt
Julie Leora Gordon
Young-Min Kim
Elana Kirsch
Shiva Kooredagayala
Kathryn Ann Kruse
Ji Hyun Lee
Stephanie Llanes
Taryn Grace Lushinsky
Zohra S. Manjee
Ian Seth Margol
Catherine Lynette Muse
Alexi Lauren New
Rachel Pecker
Erica Leigh Petri
Emily Ryu
Camille Elizabeth Sheppard

Alpha Omega Alpha

national honorary medical society
Alexander Joseph Ambinder
Joel Eric Chasan
Jonathan David de Olano
Eric Robert Deutsch
Shivani Gupta
Alex Arden Johnson
David Michael Johnson
Eve Morgan Lake
Ira Lewis Leeds

** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2012
Honorary Societies

Phillip Michael Mitchell
Lauren Anne Vigil Orenstein
Evan William Orenstein
Stefanie Nicole Reiff
Allison Thomas Rose
Robert Patrick Runner
William Caleb Rutledge
Karen Elizabeth Schmitz
Christopher Charles Smits
Jenna Leigh Spring
Kevin George Sullivan
Kyle Phillip Tiemeier
Kathryn Grace West
Audra Renee Williams
Lydia Katherine Wright

Alex Duane Entrekin
Alexandre Jesus Espinosa
Allister Frank Eveleigh
Christopher Alan Fellows
Julie Marie Ferguson
Mariela Giannina Fernandez
Erik Matthew Graser
John Forrest Holder
Jennifer Lily Hua
Johnny Clinton Iverson
Charles Alexander James
Rajesh Inder Jegadeesh
Mayuri Uday Joshi
David Adam Katzman
Jason Lincoln Kelly
Christopher Steven Kerscher
Sreejayanth Mittemari Kidambi
HyunSung Kim
Robert Milton King
Alp Kirmizioglu
Jyhchi George Ko
Prabhu Krishnasadas
Jonah Kupperschmidt
Francisco Andres Lam
Jamie Eve Landman
James L. Lapp
Charles Benjamin Lee
John Henry Lee
Benjamin Samuel Lewis
Corey Reback Lieberman
Joshua Randall Long
Jonathan Aaron Lubitz
Felipe Smolka Marques
Matthew Charles McElroy
Kelly Nicole Mercier
Ravi Mishra
Elizabeth Lynn Moertel
Aravind Natarajan
Risa Nishitani
Jeremiah Jonathan Palmer
Sejal Patel
Umang Patel
Mauricio Patino Ruiz
Anne Catherine Penneys
Melissa Shira Polinsky
Kirk Andrew Poucher
Shubha Rao
Li L. Reeve
Carlos Guillermo Ricart
Heather Schoonover Rochford
Victor Alan Rudo
Philip James Ruppel
Tristan Sather
Jia Shuang Sheng
Steven Clayton Simms
Michael Daniel Simon
Christina Devi Singh
Branston Christopher Smith
James Bruce Smith III
Tyler Andrew Smith
Sanamtha Lindsay Sokol
Katherine Parrish Strong
Miguel Enrique Suadi Odeh
Andrew John Thompson
Ilan Adam Tobin
Mark Richard Tomaszewski
Alejandro Velasquez Uribe
Jeffrey Tradnor Wadsworth
Jun Wang
Louise Mary Wasilewski
Matthew Robert Westcoat
David Peyton White
Clayton Carter Whiftfeld
Lindsay Dozier Wilkinson
Janine Marie Williams
Martin Williams
Joshua Abraham Winograd
Patrick Joseph Woods
Steven Joseph Youd
Shawn Fareed Yusif
Nelie Glenn Zanca
Brittany Lynn Zuroff
Yuan Zhong

Delta Omega

national honorary society in public health
Jeffrey M. Bale
Cara Jane Bergo
Rachel Lynn Berkowitz
Zachary Orion Binney
Sarah Nicole Chiody
Ilana Rachel Cliffer
Anatasha Carissa Crawford
Miranda Delahoy
Carla Lucia DeSisto
Jillian Erica Gaumond
Brooke Heather Genkin
Amy Mackey Goodman
Debra Ann Heller
Alfonso Claudio
Hernandez-Romieu
Chioma Elizabeth Ikekezua
Brianna Sky Keefe-Oates
Megan Danielle Landeck
Olivia Isabel Morris Leach
Alexandra Kathryn Lee
Christina Laurie Lee
Alyse Patricia Lopez-Salim
Sara Ann Millimet
Trisha Harneet Narula
Rachel Ogilvie

Delta Phi Alpha

honorary society in German studies
Robert Thomas Cooper
Ar Leo Frankel
Jiqa Guo
David Quoc Trac

Dobro Slovo

national Slavic honorary society
Camille Kinsey Rogers
Alissa Tabirian
Emily Anne Thomas

Eta Sigma Phi

national honorary society in classics
Hadia Rahma Ahmad
Neil Robert Brady
Sarah Catherine Clayton
Xi Jiang
Rebecca Leigh McManus
Daniel Moody

Beta Gamma Sigma

national honorary society in business administration
Sravanthi Aluvalla
Sandeeunkt Bajaj
George Mitchell Ballantyne
Jason Judkins Barnes
Andrew Jacob Beatus
Sarah Marie Blazzard
Jennifer Lynn Capouya
Jacob Matthew Cason
Leah Birk Chaco
Blakaska Kamesha Challa
Isaac Marinus Chambers
Yuewen Chen
Xiao Cheng
Diane Jin Choi
Eunice Hyunah Chung
Ike S. Chiyong
Antonia Rose Ciccolo
E. Clark Copelin
Ayushu Malay Dalal
Clive Bruno Desouza
Alex Schaen Devine
Otto Elger Platin

E. Clark Copelin
Antonia Rose Ciccolo
Ike S. Chiyong
Eunice Hyunah Chung
Diane Jin Choi
Xiao Cheng
Yuewen Chen
Isaac Marinus Chambers
Bhaskara Kamesha Challa
Isaac Marinus Chambers
Yuewen Chen
Xiao Cheng
Diane Jin Choi
Eunice Hyunah Chung
Ike S. Chiyong
Antonia Rose Ciccolo
E. Clark Copelin
Ayushu Malay Dalal
Clive Bruno Desouza
Alex Schaen Devine
Otto Elger Platin

* GRADUATED AUGUST 2012
** GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012

Emory University Commencement 2013
**Honorary Societies**

Emily Rose Deutsch  
Bianca Brandy Eugene  
Aaron En-Kuang Fan  
Amanda Perpetua Fernandes  
Sarah Elizabeth Garcia  
Leslie Elizabeth Hackler  
Aaron Sherman Hopes  
Sarah Katlyn Howie  
Erica Frances Jordan  
Anjali Pooja Kakkar  
Karyn Korsah  
Kathryn Ann Kruse  
Shenila Badruddin Lallani  
Jessica Seung Hyun Lee  
Trish Mukesh Patel  
Alexandra Jeannette Pill  
Elizabeth Ashley Pruett  
Anne Elizabeth Puluka  
Priscilla Quach  
Darby Taylor Rappuhn  
Perrin Tritinass Savang  
Sumathee Selvaraj  
Laurin Raymus Sephos  
Jefferson Benjamin Sporn  
Patrick John Stahl  
Samantha Marie Swanson  
Keitra L. Thompson  
Sarah Elizabeth Towers  

**Lambda Nu**

*national honorary society in radiologic and imaging sciences*

Jac Camp  
Leslee Rena Gomillion  
Lauren Erin Hokcomb  
Anh-xuan Thi Nguyen  
Sahra A. Prehn  
Katharine Grace Tumlin  
Michael Shane White  
Jerry W. Woods Jr.

**Nu Rho Psi**

*national honor society in neuroscience*

Ali M. Ahmed  
Angelica Veronica Barnes  
Scott Louis Berger  
Anirudh Bhargava  
Jessica Hannah Brezel  
Courtney Marie Caroti  
Steven Xing Cheng  
Scott Walter Danielson  
Ethan James Eymen  
Bradley Tongtian Gao  
Jared Vega Goodman  
Alexandre Craig McConnell  
Graven  
Se He Han  
Anne Rene Hermes  
Carly Ilana Hirschberg  
Alexander Ross Hoberman  
Nicholas Joseph Janocko  
Elise Annette Johnson  
Joel Joseph  
Keshav Kooragayala  
Zhilja Liang  
Wei Liu  
Mia Michalak  
Molly Byer Narrod  
Olivia Suwe Odoffin  
Fu Wei Pang  
Bhavesh Madhusudan Patel  
Phillip Alexandre Picard-Fraser  
Anna Alden Rogers  
Gabrielle Rae Schroeder  
Arielle M. Schwartz  
Diandian Tang  
Janielle Kerri-Ann Taylor  
Tony Tran  
Evodie Versulien  
Kerri Eileen Woodward  
Wen Rong Zhang  
Franklin Zheng

**Delta Epsilon**

*international honorary society in economics*

Ke Bai  
Alexis Lee Berkw  
Ernest Lee Brown  
Auston Patrick Campbell  
Nikita Changlani*  
Yuewen Chen  
Han Gyu Cho  
Bahrnun John Choi  
Leah Joy Dodell  
Ari Leo Frankel  
Leah Ellen Friedman  
Lauren Heather Geisser  
Joshua Ryan Gerson  
Nicolas Constantin Gerstmeyr  
Camilla Anne Heninger  
Kathleen Danielle Hess  
Jacqueline Ho  
Danyang Jiang  
Joel Joseph  
Paulina Eun Jung  
Min Seok Kang**  
Jonathan Phillip Katzner  
Sarthak Khare  
Jung Hwan Kim  
Myung Sup Kim**  
Timothy Junggil Kim  
Nicolette Suzanne Kraska  
Jami Eye Landman  
Samuel Dongmin Lee*  
Sunghin Lee  
Ginny Leung  
Noah William Levy  
Ismael Ivan Loera Fernandez  
Robert Show Lunde*  
Geon Gyu Min*  
Rebecca Emily Morris  
Kristen Adele Nelson  
Thomas Peter Nguyen  
Rebecca Marie Nocharli  
Suzie Noh  
Kunj Sanjay Pandya*  
Angela Jisoo Park**  
Dipen Dipak Patel  
Kunal N. Patel*  
Omar Imad Ramadan  
Evan Daniel Rapkin  
Thomas Edward Sandstrom  
Rachel Lauren Scharf  
Hewe Shen  
Chad Harrison Slomovitz  
Arnav Srivastava  
Julia Theine Stalcup  
Jesse Daniel Suz  
Justin Tien  
Jack Zhan Yi Wang  
Jun Wang  
Yifan Wang  
Katherine Emma Willcox  
Helen D. Yeh**  
Slee L. Yi  
Shawn Fareed Yousif  
Cheng Zeng  
Dan Zhao**  
Le Zhong

**Phi Eta Sigma**

*national honorary society for first-year college and university students*

Treyer Ray Biles  
Mengran Cui**  
Julie-Marie Lipinski Dalbello  
Elizabeth Christine Dobbs  
Kathleen Marie Donovan  
Matthew Niles Dorian  
Helena Yuane Gu*  
Amelia Ruth Hayward  
Junzhang Huo**  
Frances Kim**  
Lindsay Nicole King  
Brice Edward Lawley  
David Misheloff Linstone**  
Qi Fe Liu**  
Zhaoxuan Liu**  
Zachary Bernard Martin  
Farnam Motraghi  
Aida Dallalzadeh Risman  
Yusheng Zhang

**Phi Sigma Iota**

*national honorary society in modern languages*

Margaret Cayce Baynham  
Margaux Alexander Bratina  
Elizabeth Grace Calderon  
Emily Ruth Calvert  
Rocio Castaneda  
Havan Morgan Clark  
Zobida Janne Dat  
Ari Leo Frankel  
Morgan Amanda Fritzlen  
Jiaqi Guo  
Lauren Henrickson  
Emily Jackson  
Serena Suleman Jafer  
Cheong Kim  
Minje Kim  
Jessica Yasmine Labid  
Sarah Ilana Leiter  
Sungshin Lee  
Lauren Devon Withers  
Delia Anne Solomon  
Laura Devon Withers  

**Phi Alpha Theta**

*national honorary society in history*

Ashley Dee Allred  
Anne Madeline Boring  
Ari Lance Buchman  
Emily Elizabeth Clark  
Sarah Catherine Clayton  
Zachary Matthew Domach  
Jon Ross Freedman  
Lauren Heather Geisser  
Nicholas Linas Going  
Phillip David Grudzina  
Preston Carter Hogue  
Amanda Nichole Hutson  
Hyeok Hweon Kang  
Jacob Walker Murphy  
William Rhoads  
Michal Naava Schatz  
Ross Glen Slutsy  
Delia Anne Solomon  
Laura Devon Withers

*GRADUATED AUGUST 2012*

**GRADUATED DECEMBER 2012**
Ariel Cassandra Daye Manning
Jung Min Park
Michal Schatz
Deborah Joanne Schlein
Lea Kah-Lee Shim
Hee Yoon Shin
Alexander Robert Riddle
David Quor Trai
Laurel Elaine Tucker
Natalia Venegas
Laura Devon Withers
Joelle Shira Zegas

Phi Sigma Tau

national honorary society in philosophy
Raghav Anand
Alexander Andruskevich
Dhruv Chatterjee
Samuel Taylor Crawford
Scott Walter Danielson
Daniel James DePorre
Nicholas Linas Going
Michael David Harris
Jacqueline Ho
Giovanni Hobbins
Yaseen Ali Jamil
Madeline Jaye Kahn
Hannah Haejin Kim
Mario Krasimirov Kolev
Jason Robert Lee
Ping Chu Lin
Keerthana Nimmala
Joseph Pak Noh
Olivia Suwe Odoffin
Sana Rashid Rupani
Minkyung Sung
Hannah Mojdeh Williams
Tracy Maria Williams
Dylan Taylor Wright
Xiaowen Yang
Alesya Zinchenko

Pi Sigma Alpha

national honorary society in political science
Allison Leah Belfield
Alexander Noah Blumberg
Daniel Walden Bober
Ernest Lee Brown
Ari Lance Buchman
Emily Ruth Calvert
Austin Patrick Campbell
Rocio Castaneda
Megan Elizabeth Corbat

Psi Chi

national honorary society in psychology
Brittany K. Dryer
Nour Mariam El-Kebbi
Alyssa Lee Fournier
Megan Elizabeth Fouse
Michael William Frudakis
Delphine Rebecca Halpern-Cohen
Dallas White Hayden
Rebecca Leigh Healey
Shamyra Leevette Henderson
Danielle Erin Hesse
Sarah Katlyn Howie
Amanda Nichole Hutson
Jessica Monet Jones
Jonathan Phillip Katzner
Anna Grace Keneda
Shiva Kooragayala
Niccolette Suzanne Kraska
Daniel Eduardo Lemaitre
William Joseph Levinson
Claire Ann Lin
Heidi Liu
Ainhoa Maite Maiz-Urtizberea
Jorge Fernando Menocal
Alexandra Morris Merrick
Samuel Antonio Molina
Joshua Campbell Moscow
Gabriel Charlie John Magnus
Nahmias
Keerthana Nimmala
Ariane M. Noar
Cassandra Viola Novick
Darby Taylor Rappuhn
Talia Leigh Rosenberg
Sana Rashid Rupani
Matthew Edwin Schoener
Sharon Amy Shapiro
Jonathan Henry Silberman
Delia Anne Solomon
James Russell Sunshine
Laurel Elaine Tucker
Igor Tumasov
Milan U. Udagawa
An Hoang Vo
Se Hwan Yoon
Alexander James Wheelock
Zavell
Steven Daniel Zavadnick Jr.
Rui Zhong

Tracy Michelle Brodsky
Lauren Kate Burdine
Michal David
Steffi Amber Delcourt
Josephine Duan
Bethany Ruth Ellenbogen
Amreen Banu Farooqui
Patrick Joseph Finan
Jennifer Ashley Friedman
Theresa Frances Gallagher
Brittany Nicole Goldstein
Hannah Meryl Goldstein
Ross Samuel Gordon
Elizabeth Courtney Graham
Lauren Michelle Greenblatt
Hillary Ann Harris
Caroline Prentice Hennigarr
Anne Rene Hermes
Nicole Gabrielle Katz
Hyo Min Kim
Jessica Hope Lewin
Sophie-Claire Elizabeth Lirola
Madeleine Claire Longy
Rachel Leigh Marcus
Sarah Sullivan McCoughlin
Julia Danielle Merlin
Lavanya Mittal
David Ari Molho
Shu Wen Ong
Emily Ryu
Rachel Lauren Scharf
Eleanor Margaret Spencer
Erica Alexandra Stein
Brian Davis Tausig
Katherine Emma Willcox
Renqiwen Wu
Joelle Shira Zegas

April Camille Cameron
Laura Lovingood Evans
Kiley Louis Hache
Katrice Perkins Harris
Jenny He Jeon
Gina Kim
Grace Nan Kim
Kristina Whitfield Kuo
Jade Tiffany Lam
Amanda Melanie Lutin
Min Kyung Lyou
Rebecca Ann Makkers
McLain Sherrill Mallory
Lindsay Leigh Martin
Natalie Yvonne McCall-Gaston
Molly Rosamond McDonald
Laura Martino Morison
Nichole Kay Peansky
Sarah Patrick Sharpless
Sara Barron White

Bachelor of Science

in Nursing
Meredith Pollock Ashooh
Emily Morgan Bearer
Timothy Patrick Bondell
Helen Hardie Calvert
Christen Branch Chandler
Alisha Morris Cross
Emily Kathleen Daly
Jennifer Olivia Dean
Hannah Elyse Driver
Aaron Marcus Druck
Dashika Denise Ellis
Anne Leslie Engelhart
Sarah Ann Feltes
Brittany Nicole Felton
Terri Fleming
Song Ge
Crystal Renee Grayson
Emily Gayle Headrick
Laura Ellis Hibb
Ritu Kapoor
Daniel Joseph Karczynski
Lauren Elizabeth Kasper
Caroline Elizabeth Kennedy
Patricia Kathleen Kinsey
Jillian Elizabeth Kinton
Jill Lindsey Kirkwood
Carolyn Anne Kubitschek
Arielle Caitlin Lankford
Leslie Anne Ledford
Danielle Marie Lemos
Morgan Elizabeth Little
Megan Amanda Lovell
Brittany Logan Mehta
Mary Elizabeth Micikas
Whitney Ellen Miller

Sarah Lynae Bishop
Kristen Elizabeth Bell
Omotola Aduke Adebayo
Sarah Lynae Bishop
April Camille Cameron
Kiley Louis Hache
Katrice Perkins Harris
Jenny He Jeon
Gina Kim
Grace Nan Kim
Kristina Whitfield Kuo
Jade Tiffany Lam
Amanda Melanie Lutin
Min Kyung Lyou
Rebecca Ann Makkers
McLain Sherrill Mallory
Lindsay Leigh Martin
Natalie Yvonne McCall-Gaston
Molly Rosamond McDonald
Laura Martino Morison
Nichole Kay Peansky
Sarah Patrick Sharpless
Sara Barron White
Sara Kathleen Mizer
Rebecca Kathleen Peterman
Chad Stephen Readout
Cody Holt Reece
Ansley Elizabeth Riedel
Jamie Lynn Rohrer*
Rafael Florin Rosu
Mary Theresa Ruf
Sarah Marie Sarkesian
Jodie Michelle Simms*
Samuel James Snell
Elizabeth Paton Steed
Rachel Marie Straight
Loraine Granai Van Slyke*
Emily Brooke Weyler

**graduated december 2012**

Sara Kathleen Mizer
Rebecca Kathleen Peterman
Chad Stephen Readout
Cody Holt Reece
Ansley Elizabeth Riedel
Jamie Lynn Rohrer*
Rafael Florin Rosu
Mary Theresa Ruf

Sarah Marie Sarkesian
Jodie Michelle Simms*
Samuel James Snell
Elizabeth Paton Steed
Rachel Marie Straight
Loraine Granai Van Slyke*
Emily Brooke Weyler

**graduated august 2012**

Sara Kathleen Mizer
Rebecca Kathleen Peterman
Chad Stephen Readout
Cody Holt Reece
Ansley Elizabeth Riedel
Jamie Lynn Rohrer*
Rafael Florin Rosu
Mary Theresa Ruf

Sarah Marie Sarkesian
Jodie Michelle Simms*
Samuel James Snell
Elizabeth Paton Steed
Rachel Marie Straight
Loraine Granai Van Slyke*
Emily Brooke Weyler

Sara Kathleen Mizer
Rebecca Kathleen Peterman
Chad Stephen Readout
Cody Holt Reece
Ansley Elizabeth Riedel
Jamie Lynn Rohrer*
Rafael Florin Rosu
Mary Theresa Ruf

Sarah Marie Sarkesian
Jodie Michelle Simms*
Samuel James Snell
Elizabeth Paton Steed
Rachel Marie Straight
Loraine Granai Van Slyke*
Emily Brooke Weyler

Sara Kathleen Mizer
Rebecca Kathleen Peterman
Chad Stephen Readout
Cody Holt Reece
Ansley Elizabeth Riedel
Jamie Lynn Rohrer*
Rafael Florin Rosu
Mary Theresa Ruf

Sarah Marie Sarkesian
Jodie Michelle Simms*
Samuel James Snell
Elizabeth Paton Steed
Rachel Marie Straight
Loraine Granai Van Slyke*
Emily Brooke Weyler

Sara Kathleen Mizer
Rebecca Kathleen Peterman
Chad Stephen Readout
Cody Holt Reece
Ansley Elizabeth Riedel
Jamie Lynn Rohrer*
Rafael Florin Rosu
Mary Theresa Ruf

Sarah Marie Sarkesian
Jodie Michelle Simms*
Samuel James Snell
Elizabeth Paton Steed
Rachel Marie Straight
Loraine Granai Van Slyke*
Emily Brooke Weyler

Theta Alpha Kappa
national honorary society
for religious studies/theology

Havan Morgan Clark
Christina Jeanette Cross
Rebecca Klee Drake
Dara Turek Gever

Lauren Marie Henrickson
Preston Carter Hogue
Natalie Blair Hunt
Daniel Lynn Ledford
Sarah Ilana Leiter
Silvia Catalina Mejia
Laurin Raymus Sephos

Sudler Prize in the Arts
Julio Ulises Medina
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.

Sudler Prize in the Arts
Julio Ulises Medina
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.

Sudler Prize in the Arts
Julio Ulises Medina
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.

Sudler Prize in the Arts
Julio Ulises Medina
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.

Sudler Prize in the Arts
Julio Ulises Medina
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.

Sudler Prize in the Arts
Julio Ulises Medina
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.

Sudler Prize in the Arts
Julio Ulises Medina
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.

Sudler Prize in the Arts
Julio Ulises Medina
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.

Sudler Prize in the Arts
Julio Ulises Medina
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.

Sudler Prize in the Arts
Julio Ulises Medina
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.

Sudler Prize in the Arts
Julio Ulises Medina
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.

Sudler Prize in the Arts
Julio Ulises Medina
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.

Sudler Prize in the Arts
Julio Ulises Medina
Derrick Lynn Montgomery Jr.
AWARDS AND PRIZES

Harry and Sue Rusche Scholarship
Jake Kim

** Environmental Studies **

James G. Lester Scholarship
Kristen Elizabeth Cross
Ian Rubin Fried

** French and Italian **

Mrs. Renée Bray Prize for the Year’s Best Work in French
Alyssa Lee Fournier
Sara Tracey Levine

** German Studies **

German Studies Award of Excellence
Ari Leo Frankel

** History **

George P. Cattino Fellowship for Summer Programs Abroad
Christian Angelica Conway

George P. Cattino Scholarship for Independent Summer Study Abroad
Zachary Matthew Domach
Hyeok Hweon Kang
Jacob Walker Murphy
Michal Naava Schatz
Delia Anne Solomon

Matthew A. Carter
Citizen-Scholar Award
Hyeok Hweon Kang

George P. Cattino Prize
Zachary Matthew Domach

James Z. Rabun Prize
Jacob Walker Murphy

Graduate Diversity Fellow
Sarita Ines Alami*

Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Graduate Teaching Fellow
Molly Leigh McCullers*

Jewish Studies
Blumenthal Award (Undergraduate), Tam Institute for Jewish Studies
Robert Thomas Cooper
Blumenthal Award (Graduate), Tam Institute for Jewish Studies
Mark Aaron Goldfeder

Philosophy
Paul Kuntz Award
Michael David Harris
Hannah Haejin Kim

Political Science
Elliott Levitas Award
Gabriel Charlie John Magnus Nahmias

Religion
Vaddadi R. Rao Prize for Overall Excellence among Majors in the Department
Sarah Ilana Leiter

Russian and East Asian Languages and Cultures
Benjamin A. Gilman Scholarship
Jenny Yuan Gao **
James Patterson

Mathematics and Computer Science
Deborah Jackson Award
Emma Katherine Accorsi
Xinhui Phillip Wu

Sociology
Solomon and Sara Sutker Award for Outstanding Student in Sociology
Stephanie Llanes

Spanish and Portuguese
Emilia Navarro Award for Excellence in Spanish
Caroline Elizabeth Bass**

Theater
Alice N. Benston Award in Theater Studies
Timothy Yuichi Ikebuchi Harland

Emory Women’s Club Arts Scholarship
Emily Katherine Kleypas

* Graduated August 2012
** Graduated December 2012
Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies

Outstanding PhD Student Award
Erin Ferranti

Leadership in Service Awards
Stacie Lynn Elliott
John Newell King
Anna Sciorino

Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Award
Caroline Elizabeth Kennedy

Health Policy Advocacy Award
Mary Elizabeth Micikas

Nell Hodgson Woodruff Compassion and Caring Award
Foster Osei Baah

Silver Bowl Award, BSN Student
Cotenna Dequetta Clark

Silver Bowl Award, MSN Student
Erina Phyllis Angelucci

Wesley Woods Foundation Geriatric Nursing Award
Cotenna Dequetta Clark

Oxford College

Virgil Eady Sophomore Service Award
Amelia Elizabeth Van Pelt

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Evangelina T. Papageorge Outstanding Student Award
Yewande Rukayat Alimi

Eldon Langston Bolton, MD Service Award
Kevin George Sullivan

Burt and Betty Schear Award
Evans William Orenstein

Basic Science Award
Brian Scott Robinson

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Boisfeuillet Jones Medal
Daniel Joseph Karcynski

Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta Award for Pediatric Excellence
Brittany Nicole Felton

Outstanding BSN Student Award, 1st Degree
Margaret Ann Hoffman

Outstanding BSN Student Award, 2nd Degree
Samuel James Snell

Outstanding ABSN Student Award
Bettina Hall Johnson

Outstanding MSN Student Award
Abby Johanna Weil

Outstanding PhD Student Award
Erin Ferranti

Leadership in Service Awards
Stacie Lynn Elliott
John Newell King
Anna Sciorino

Faculty/Student Research Collaborative Award
Caroline Elizabeth Kennedy

Health Policy Advocacy Award
Mary Elizabeth Micikas

Nell Hodgson Woodruff Compassion and Caring Award
Foster Osei Baah

Silver Bowl Award, BSN Student
Cotenna Dequetta Clark

Silver Bowl Award, MSN Student
Erina Phyllis Angelucci

Wesley Woods Foundation Geriatric Nursing Award
Cotenna Dequetta Clark

SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Ruth Sewell Flowers Award
Jae Yong Song

G. Ray Jordan Award
Won Chul Shin

The Berta and James T. Laney Award in Contextual Education
Joshua Samuel Kuipers

Community Service Award
Mashaun Donita Simon

Academic Excellence (MDiv)
Won Chul Shin

Academic Excellence (MTS)
Julia Davenport Forrester

Fellowship Seminarian Award
Erica DeLoney

Hoyt Hickman Award
Megan Nicole Worthman

Myki Mobley Award
David Andrew Ranzolin
James Edward Thomas

Russell E. Richley Award
Angela Long

John Owen Smith Award
Gary Anthony McPhail Jr.

John W. Rustin Award
Mashaun Donita Simon

Boone M. Bowen Award
Chontel Syfox

Chad Davis Memorial Award
Jennifer Elizabeth Wyatt

SCHOOL OF LAW

ABA/BNA Award for Excellence in the Study of Health Law
Jordan Clark Kearney
Gregory Richard Mitchell
Madison Moore Pool

ABA/BNA Award for Excellence in the Study of Intellectual Property
James Boone Baxter
Robert J. Leonard
Gayatry S. Nair

ABA/BNA Award for Excellence in the Study of Employment Law
Cara M. Caporale
Richard Cameron Gower
Kristi Kay North

ADR Conflict Resolution Book Award
Elizabeth Page Redpath

American Bankruptcy Institute Medal of Excellence in Bankruptcy Courses
Alla Raykin

American Law Institute/ American Bar Association Scholarship and Leadership Award
Elizabeth Page Redpath

Atlanta Bar Association Board of the Labor and Employment Law Section Outstanding Student Award
Samantha K. Orovitz

Attorney’s Title Guaranty Fund Award for Excellence in Real Estate Courses
Lauren Bewley
Alexander C. Macinnes

Robert Bynart Award for Professionalism and Ethics
Kedar Sanjay Bhatia

Paul Bryan Prize in Constitutional Law
Elizabeth Page Redpath

CCH-Kleinvock Publishing Excellence in Taxation Award for Excellence in Taxation Courses
Adam D. Hardaway

Class of 2007 Distinguished Service Award for Significant Contributions to Extracurricular Activities
Casson Wem

Clinical Legal Education Association Award for Outstanding Clinical Student
Laura C. Holland

Custer-Tuggle Award of Excellence in Family Law Courses
Audrey J. Biggerstaff

Mary Laura “Chie” Davis Award for Writing Excellence
Elizabeth Page Redpath

Dean’s Public Service Award
Natanya Harper Brooks
Jeffrey Stephen Ferketic
Anila Celia Gunawardana
Amanda L. Hodgson
Geremy A. Johnson
David Corey Mayer
Stephanie L. Nullman
Shyamal A. Patel
Gautam Y. Reddy
Jamie Cameron Schickler
Lauren M. Simons
Sara M. Warren
Awards and Prizes

Ashley H. Webb-Orenstein
Sterling Andrew Winchester
Herman Dooyeweerd Prize in Law and Religion
Jennifer Lee Heald Kidwell
A. James Elliott Community Service Award
Ashley Ne'cole Payne
Eliza Ellison Award in Law and Religion
Mark Aaron Goldfeder
Emory International Law Review Red Pen Award for Excellence in Citation Checking
Sara M. Warren
Emory International Law Review W. Richard Smith Founder's Award for Excellence in Legal Research and Writing
Kedar Sanjay Bhatia
Georgia Association of Women Lawyers Award for Outstanding Woman Graduate Committed to Practice in Georgia
Ashley N. Scott
Georgia Tax Conference Award for Excellence in Taxation Courses
Courtney H. Ginn
Michael P. Gullett Award for Excellence in Legal Writing and Editing
Michael G. Varon
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award for Outstanding Ability in Trial Advocacy
Andrew M. Healy
Most Outstanding Third-Year Student Award
Casson Wen
Gary B. Katz Memorial Award for Demonstrated Sustainable Interest in and Exemplary Dedication to Student Legal Services and the Emory Community
Samantha K. Orovitz
Amelia J. Parr
Mithuna Sivaraman
Lamar Inn of Court
Malone W. Allen
Brent Nathaniel Bartlett
James Boone Baxter
Emily F. Bronstein
Kevin W. Burdett
Yilin Ding
Nathan Earl Everly
Julia Christine Glasgow
Jamal Q. Harvey
Michael L. Howell
Thomas William Hsieh
Geremy A. Johnson
Louis T. Laverone
Daniel Jeremy Levin
Aalia N. Maan
Jacob S. Madsen
David Corey Mayer
Trevor Patrick Newberry
Brandon T. Reeser
Joshua F. Strickland
Sara M. Warren
Sterling Andrew Winchester
Myron Penn Laughlin Award for Excellence in Legal Research and Writing
David Barret Broussard
Sarah Ilene Stein
Moffett Litigation Award for Outstanding Achievement in Trial Preparation and Litigation
Rachel Marie Belcher
National Association of Women Lawyers Award for Demonstrating Integrity, Academic Achievement, and Commitment to Excellence in the Legal Profession
Sarah Ilene Stein
Emory International Law Review Excellent Editorial Board Member Award
Alan J. Payne
Order of Emory Advocates for Outstanding Achievement in or Contribution to Moot Court Competitions
Meghan Elizabeth Claiborne
Matthew J. Grossman
Helen A. Jubran
Louis T. Laverone
Daniel B. Millman
Ashley Ne'cole Payne
Ashley N. Scott
Sterling Andrew Winchester
Matthew Minsoo Youn
Order of Barristers National Honor Society Promoting Excellence in Achievement in Appellate Advocacy
Malone W. Allen
Rachel Marie Belcher
Audrey J. Biggerstaff
E. Clark Copelin
Kathryn Elise Hopkins
Vanessa Bao Kun Lee
Komal Kinari Patel
Katie A. Skeehan
Bradley M. Strickland
Clare T. Zhang
James C. Pratt Memorial Award for Most Outstanding Member of the Moot Court Society
E. Clark Copelin
Barbara Radusill Award
William Lee Felder
Burt and Betty Scheer Book Prize for Student Most Likely to Make a Uniquely Positive Mark on Their Universe
Michael Edward Capps Jr.
Heidi Elizabeth Grothaus Neal
Keith J. Shapiro Consumer Bankruptcy Writing Award
Seong-hee Lee
Keith J. Shapiro Corporate Bankruptcy Writing Award
Vinay Chopra
Alla Raykin
State Bar of Georgia Employment Law Section Award
Elizabeth Page Redpath
State Bar of Georgia Labor Law Section Award
John R. Odle
State Bar of Georgia Real Property Law Section Exemplary Real Property Law Student Award
Courtney H. Ginn
Student Legal Services Outstanding Caseworker Award
Amelia J. Parr
BUSINESS SCHOOL

Accounting Achievement Award
Clive Bruno Desouza
Allister Frank Eveleigh
Jeremiah Jonathan Palmer
Ilan Adam Tobin
American Marketing Association Award
Amanda Karin Wikman
Lindsay Dozier Wilkinson
Art Dietz Faculty Award for Excellence in Finance
Jennifer Lynn Capouya
Bruno Desouza
Alp Kirmizioglu
Mauricio Patiño Ruiz
Joshua Abraham Winograd
Atlanta Society of Financial Analysts’ Award
Francisco Andres Lam
James Bruce Smith III
Jun Wang
BBA Career Management Center Award
Justin Seth Etkin
BBA Core Values Award
Grace Nicole Parker
BBA Meritorious Service Award
Diane Jin Choi
Khalil Hani Husary
Samantha Katz
BBA Scholar-Athlete Award
Isaac Marinus Chambers
Theresa Clotilde Ford
Awards and Prizes

Boisfeuillet Jones Medal
Anushka Kapoor

Budnick Award
for Transformation
through Creativity
Arista Deloris Ware II

Burt and Betty Schear Book Prize
Jonathan Isaac Yenni

Campbell Accounting Award
Shawn Fareed Youssi
Brittany Lynn Zuroff

Campus Leadership Award
Erika Brooke Rief
Victor Alan Rudo

Community Service Award
Jeffrey Edgar DeLong

Educational Foundation of the
Georgia Society of CPAs Award
Jennifer Lily Hua

EmoryMAC Award for
Academic Achievement
Zachary John Chahalis
Christopher Gary Kirsch
Freedman

Entrepreneurship Award
Spencer C. Barkoff
David T. Durant
John Forrest Holder
Ali Reza Khademi
Nir N. Levy
Louise Mary Wasilewski

George E. Mew O&M Award
Anne Catherine Franco
Lindsay Dozier Wilkinson

Global Multicultural Leader Award
Tatsuto Edahiro

International Ambassador Award
Amanda Jacobson
Wenjie Liu
Kosuke Maruo
Akiyuki Onaka
Austin Thomas Rowe

Information Systems and Operations Management Distinction Award
Jennifer Lynn Capouya
Jason Lincoln Kelly
Prabhu Krishnadass
Erika Brooke Rief
Jeffery Tradnor Wadsworth
Janine Marie Williams

ISOM Emerging Technologist Award
Isaac Marinus Chambers

ISOM Analytic Consulting Award
Xiao Cheng

Julie R. Barefoot Admissions Service Award
Benjamin Jarrett

John R. Jones Accounting Award
Leah Ellen Friedman

Marketing Faculty Honor Award
Sandeep Bajaj
Mithuna Shree Bhatt
Julie Marie Ferguson
Jonathan Aaron Lubitz
Felipe Smolka Marques
Yu-Chien Ni
Risa Nishitani
Louise Mary Wasilewski

MBA Core Values Award
Sravanthi Aluvala
Mauricio Dutra Cavalcante
Lorenzo Francisco Gonzalez
Erik Matthew Graser
Daniel Jansen
Melissa Dawn Johns
Jyhchi George Ko
Robert Preble McCampbell Jr.
Christine Michelle Pieton
Li L. Reeve
Christopher Carlile Rollins
Benjamin Jay Schmerin
Steven Clayton Simms
Miguel Enrique Suadi Odeh
Dennis Alexander Watson

MBA Meritorious Service Award
Shauna Bell
Stephanie L. Hughes
Benjamin Russell Liebermann
Mary Ann Jentz McDufford
Emily Anne Nolte
Scott Andrew Springfield
Janine Marie Williams
Nelie Glenn Zanca

Organization and Management Faculty Award
Christopher James Basiliere
Jennifer Lynn Capouya
Eunice Hyunah Chung
Anne Catherine Franco
Shubha Rao

Outstanding Club Leader
David Adam Katzman

Real Estate Faculty Award
Alexis Lee Berkow
Jana Brooke Drachman
Lawrence Love Gellerstedt
John Neal Scott

Social Enterprise Distinguished Student Award
Lindsay Dozier Wilkinson

Unsung Hero Award
Gregory Michael Borofsky
Kitrina Lynn Daughenbaugh
Dennis Alexander Watson

Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award
Ilan Adam Tobin

Al Bows Outstanding Executive MBA Achievement Award
Sandeep Bajaj
Clive Bruno Desouza

Michael Lee Outstanding Evening MBA Achievement Award
Steven Lewis McGee

Gordon Siefkin Outstanding MBA Achievement Award
David Adam Katzman

Todd Whitman Outstanding BBA Achievement Award
Hannah M. Chung

John Robson Outstanding Student Achievement Award
Kyliie Nicole Long

Awards and Prizes
Emory College of Arts and Sciences originated from a concern for higher education in a Christian setting on the part of the Georgia Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Chartered in 1836 in Oxford, Georgia, the college was named after John Emory (1789–1835), bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church. In 1964 the college at Oxford was named Oxford College of Emory University.

Emory College became Emory University by virtue of a charter granted by the Superior Court of DeKalb County on January 25, 1915. Although classes on the Atlanta campus were begun in the schools of law and theology as early as 1916, the college did not move to Atlanta until 1919. The university now includes nine schools, most tracing their origins to years before the chartering of the university itself. These schools are Emory College and Oxford College (1836), the School of Medicine (1854), Nell Hodgson Woodruff School of Nursing (1905), Candler School of Theology (1914), the School of Law (1916), Roberto C. Goizueta Business School (1919), the James T. Laney School of Graduate Studies (1919), and Rollins School of Public Health (1990).

The intent of the founders is perpetuated by the university’s vision statement: A destination university internationally recognized as an inquiry-driven, ethically engaged, and diverse community, whose members work collaboratively for positive transformation in the world through courageous leadership in teaching, research, scholarship, health care, and social action.

A Short History on Commencement at Emory

This is Emory’s 168th commencement. The exercises witnessed today represent an imposition of medieval academic tradition on an institution that had its roots in the nineteenth-century frontier.

The first Emory commencement was held in 1840, four years after Emory College had been chartered and two years after the college’s first classes. That first ceremony, however, was without graduating students, as there were no graduates until the following year. The first commencement audiences sat for up to four hours in the midsummer heat to listen to the numerous student and faculty orations on such topics as “Our Government Unfavorable to High Attainment in Literature,” “Social Equality,” and “Modern Refinements.” These addresses in the early days were in English, contrary to the practice at many other institutions. As President A. B. Longstreet argued in 1842, speeches in Latin and Greek were “worthy of the name pedantry, and nothing more.” In spite of this advice, several later generations of students instructed their audiences in the ancient tongues.

Emory College was chartered in 1836 in Oxford, Georgia, of Phi Beta Kappa. Designed by Eric Clements of Goldsmiths in London, the solid gold badge is an open teardrop enclosing the raised seal of the university and is suspended on a gold chain.

Academic Dress and Customs

Academic dress goes back to the founding of European universities, which were the products of the intellectual revival of the twelfth century. All medieval students were clerks and consequently wore the dress of clergy. This is the academic costume we wear today, with certain changes introduced in the sixteenth century by Protestant reformers. The oldest articles of academic wear were the robe, over which was worn the habit, usually a kind of tunic with short, wide sleeves. The medieval hood was lined with fur or inexpensive skins and could be gathered around the neck or pulled up on the head as a turban. There were four kinds of caps: the round cap, reserved for doctoral dignity; the tena, a round cap with strings tied under the chin, worn by jurists; the square cap; and the Tudor bonnet. At Oxford University in 1563 the square cap became the norm, but the faculties that had become laicized adopted the Tudor bonnet. This is still worn by doctors of law, medicine, and music. It is uncertain when different colors became associated with different degrees.

The basic design of all academic costume in the United States was first established in 1895 and was first used at Emory by the Class of 1902. The bachelor’s gown is without ornamentation and has long, pointed, open sleeves. The master’s gown has longer sleeves, which are closed at the bottom with openings about midway for the hands. The doctor’s gown has full-length lapels of velvet and bell-shaped sleeves with three horizontal velvet bars. Tassels for bachelors and masters are black; tassels of gold thread may be worn by doctors. Gowns and caps are usually black, although Emory and some other schools have specified that their doctors may wear gowns of distinctive colors. Yale’s deep blue doctoral gown, Harvard’s crimson, Columbia’s dark blue, and Emory’s blue and gold are a few that may be seen in the procession.

The hood varies for the respective degrees, the doctor’s hood being longer and fuller than the others. The field of study can be determined from the velvet facing on the hood according to the following color scheme: white, the arts; gold-yellow, science; purple, law; apricot, nursing; green, medicine; scarlet, theology; salmon, public health; and dark blue, doctors of philosophy.

The hood is lined with silk in the colors of the degree-granting institution. For Emory graduates the lining is blue with a chevron of gold.

The president of Emory University wears a badge of office given to the university in 1965 by the Emory chapter, Gamma of Georgia, of Phi Beta Kappa. Designed by Eric Clements of Birmingham, England, and executed by the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths in London, the solid gold badge is an open teardrop enclosing the raised seal of the university and is suspended on a gold chain.
A Commentary on Commencement

The chief marshal and deputy marshals lead the academic procession. The faculty marshals and the secretary of the university jointly manage the forming of the procession, the seating of commencement participants, and the planning of other aspects of commencement exercises. Marshals are identified by their unique blue tunics, which are sleeveless and lined with gold.

The Quadrangle stage with blue canopy was named the University Marshals’ Stage in honor of the dedication and service provided by Emory’s chief marshals throughout history.

The university mace is carried in the procession by the immediate past president of the Student Government Association. Academically the mace is the symbol of a university as a corporate body of scholars possessing its own jurisdiction and its own legally constituted authority. Traditionally the mace is borne in procession immediately before the chief officer of a university and is placed before him or her during formal academic ceremonies.

The mace of Emory University, a gift from D.V.S., an Emory College senior honor society, was designed by Eric Clements and executed in silver and gold by the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths. In the teardrop at the apex of the mace, against a background of oxidized silver, is a freestanding representation in gold of a human skeleton. This is Dooley, the “spirit” of Emory, who traditionally “rises” once each fall and for a week rules campus. Immediately below the skeleton, in an open teardrop, is a gold sphere divided (by stippling) into eight segments. Topping the sphere is a simple cross, symbolizing the relationship of Emory University to the Methodist church. The seal of the university is sculptured in gold within the circular base.

Before each school in the procession, the school’s student marshal carries its gonfalon, a banner in the color associated with the respective school’s degree: medicine, green; public health, salmon; nursing, apricot; theology, scarlet; law, purple; and business, khaki. The gonfalon of the graduate school is gold representing Emory’s gold, and the gonfalons of Emory College and Oxford College represent Emory’s blue.

Emory Alumni Legacy Medallion

Graduating students who have a parent, grandparent, and/or sibling who is also an Emory graduate are wearing specially commissioned medallions hanging from blue and gold ribbons. The medallions are expressions of the university’s gratitude to those families who have chosen to continue the Emory education tradition throughout the generations.

The Commencement Setting

Spectators on the Quadrangle are seated facing Pitts Theology Library, one of the two oldest buildings on the Atlanta campus. Designed by the distinguished Pittsburgh architect Henry Hornbostel (1867–1961), Pitts Theology Library was the original theology building in 1916. It was renovated in 1975 by architect Paul Rudolph to house the expanded library collection of Candler School of Theology.

Directly behind the spectators are Carlos Hall, the other original campus building, and the expanded Michael C. Carlos Museum. Formerly home to the School of Law, Carlos Hall was renovated in 1986 according to a design by Michael Graves to house the museum and the Department of Art History. The museum is named for the philanthropist who donated most of the cost of the facility. It was designed to maintain the classic symmetry and proportion of the surrounding buildings, which are listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

Bowden Hall, east of the museum, was constructed in 1951 in the same style as the original campus buildings. Originally the History Building, it was renamed in 1991 in honor of the late Henry L. Bowden, former chair of the Board of Trustees of Emory University. To the southeast of Bowden Hall is the Center for Library and Information Resources. The center joins the tall, red-tile-crowned Robert W. Woodruff Library and is linked to the Asa Griggs Candler Memorial Library at the east end of the Quadrangle. Candler Library was dedicated in 1926 in honor of the man who donated the land for the campus and who provided the university with strong leadership in its early years.

Next to Pitts Library is the Loula Walker and Ely Reeves Callaway Sr. Memorial Center. Thanks to a generous gift from alumnus Ely R. Callaway Jr. in honor of his parents, this center joins the former Humanities Building with the original Physics Building, which was constructed in 1919.

At the west end of the Quadrangle is the Administration Building (1953), a gift of Charles Howard Candler. Like his father, Asa, Charles chaired the Board of Trustees for many years. Between the Administration Building and Pitts Library sits the more modern White Hall, the main classroom building of Emory College. Above the trees of the north side of the Quadrangle are the curved red roof of the William R. Cannon Chapel—designed by Paul Rudolph and dedicated in 1981—and the towers of Emory University Hospital to the east.
2013 Commencement Shuttle Map

**Shuttle routes**
- **C** Clairmont
- **P** Peavine
- **M** Michael St.
- **L** Lowergate

All shuttles resume normal route and schedule after 2pm.

For more information visit http://parking.emory.edu or call 404.727.1829

**EVENT LOCATIONS**
1. Candler, Asa Griggs, Library
2. Candler School of Theology
3. Cannon Chapel
4. Carlos, Michael C., Museum
5. Cox Hall
6. Dobbs University Center (The "DUC")
7. Gambrell Hall (School of Law)
8. Gambrell Hall South Lawn
9. Glenn Memorial Auditorium
10. Goizueta Business School Building
11. McDonough Field
12. Quadrangle
13. Rollins, Grace Crum, Building (Public Health)
14. Rollins Plaza
15. Medical Education Building
16. School of Nursing
17. Schwartz Center for Performing Arts
18. White Hall
19. Woodruff, Robert W., Library
20. Woodruff Health Sciences Center Administration Building (WHSCAB)
21. Woodruff P.E. Center (WoodPEC)

©2013 Emory University

Visitor Parking
Transit Plaza-Woodruff Circle